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ABSTRACT
Promoting Spanish Language Competence of
English Dominant Hispanic B i 1 i ngual -B i cul tura 1 Adults:
Developing a Curriculum
(September 1982)
Carmen Monserrate Rivera Colon, B.A., University of Puerto Rico
M.A., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Robert Sinclair
Five research objectives guided the present study as follows:
1. To conceptualize a theoretical framework for developing a
curriculum for bi 1 ingual -bicul tural education;
2. To develop a Spanish curriculum for English dominant His-
panic b i 1 i ngua 1 -bi cul tura 1 adult students who show the
distinctive language variations characteristic of bilin-
gualism in Spanish language performance;
3. To field test the curriculum with a selected sample of
English dominant Hispanic b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 adult stu-
dents who need to improve their Spanish language compe-
tence and performance;
4. To use the results of the field test to improve the cur-
riculum originally conceived; and
5. To advance recommendations for the development and imple-
mentation of the Spanish curriculum, for improvement of
the present study, and for further research.
v i i
This investigator conducted a review of literature and research
pertaining to issues involved in the selected topic. This review and
research provided necessary information for this investigator to con-
clude that Spanish language variations among bilinguals are related to
misconceptions in the Spanish lexicon and in other elements of the
language. Based on this conclusion this investigator tested a concep-
tual approach which addresses the Spanish competence (Chomsky, 1965)
already present in the target population. The intention of this ap-
proach is to help the selected sample population to become aware that
mi sconceptua 1 cases are related to their cognitive structure and lan-
guage competence, and it is by improving the capacity to conceptualize
in Spanish that the language performance is improved.
The principal theoretical position of the conceptual framework is
taken from the principles of the dialectical triad. The three princi-
ples are substituted by three terms proposed by this investigator iden-
tified as conceptualization, contextua 1 i zat i on , and structura 1 i zat i on
.
The adaptation of the dialectical process also incorporates the dialog-
istic approach to education and consc i ent i zat ion postulated by Paulo
Freire (1967), and the linguistic concepts of competence and perfor-
mance postulated by Noam Chomsky (1965).
The Spanish curriculum thus developed is the product of joint ac-
tion of different participants. It was field-tested to establish
its
effectiveness. Within its limitations, it was concluded that the
Spanish curriculum was effective in helping the selected
students to
improve skills for conceptualizing in Spanish.
vi i i
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The hispanic population nationwide interacts in a social context
where two languages and two cultures are in contact. This situation
creates variations in the language behavior of bilinguals at the message
and code levels.^ The degree of variation in language usage produces
cases of interference, code-switching, vacillations, and integration.
These distinctive language cases become major language problems when
the bilingual person has not had formal studies of the two languages
involved, especially the knowledge and command of the mother tongue
which is the medium for thinking and learning. The issue of languages
in contact has brought serious implications to the educational field of
this nation, specifically since the m i d- 1 960 ' s . Its repercussion led
federal and state governments to legislate in favor of bilingual-
bicultural education. In 1968 the Congress passed the Bilingual-
Bicultural Education Act, commonly known as Title VII. The national
acknowledgment of this law stimulated the development of several bilin-
gual programs. The Great and General Court of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts declared the Transitional Bi 1 i ngual -Bicul tural Education
Act (Chapter 7 1 A) in 1971.
3 The Massachusetts Board of Education imple-
mented Special Education Needs Chapter 766 and Chapter 622 from
the
General Laws of Massachusetts Act (1971) about Equal
Educational Oppor-
tunity, ^ which complemented the Bi 1 i ngual -Bi cul tural
Education Act.
1
2The school programs and teachers engaged in the education of the
Hispanic bilingual population have addressed the teaching of Spanish
by adapting traditional curriculum models to the new b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul
-
tural school environment. These adaptations fail to address specific
language cases resulting from two languages in contact and do not pro-
vide significant meaning for all the experiences of the Hispanic bi-
lingua 1 -b i cu 1 tura 1 school population. Distinctive curricular founda-
tions with specific linguistic orientations addressing the particular
cases of language performance of bilinguals is missing. Diversity of
curriculum foundations conceived in teacher training programs allows
the bilingual teacher to use his/her discretion in adapting curriculum
models and materials from different conceptual and contextual learning
environments alien to the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 distinctive environment,
particularly its linguistic aspect. A distinctive curriculum for
teaching Spanish to English dominant Hispanic b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura
1
adult students with a theoretical foundation relevant to the bilingual-
ism and b i cul tura 1 i sm phenomena is missing."’
The above observations were the main concerns in reflecting about
the transformation needed in teaching Spanish to the Hispanic bilingual-
b i cul tura
1
person, specifically to English dominant bilinguals.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was the development of a curriculum to
improve Spanish language competence and performance of English dominant
Hispanic bilingual adults. A conceptual framework was conceived which
3integrates theoretical positions about language and the curriculum
fields of study. The conceptual framework guided the development of
cu r r i c u 1 um fo r bilingual-bicultural ed uca t i on
,
and the curricul um fo
r
Spanish competence. A field test of the Spanish curriculum was per-
formed to determine its appropriateness and to correct existing inade-
quaci es
.
Specifically, the following research objectives guided the present
study
:
1. To conceptualize a theoretical framework for developing
a curriculum for bilingual-bicultural education;
2. To develop a Spanish curriculum for English dominant
Hispanic bilingual-bicultural adult students who show
the distinctive language variations characteristic of
bilingualism in Spanish language performance;
3. To field test the curriculum with a selected sample of
English dominant Hispanic bilingual-bicultural adult
students who need to improve their Spanish language com-
petence and performance;
A. To use the results of the field test to improve the
curriculum originally conceived; and
5. To advance recommendations for the development and im-
plementation of the Spanish curriculum, for improve-
ment of the presented study, and for further research.
Significance of the Study
This study is significant for various reasons. First, it tries to
bring about the issue of bilingualism and b i cul tura 1 i sm as meaningful
realities in this culturally pluralistic society and how the
educational system has addressed this pedagogic reality in terms of
curriculum concerns and language treatment.
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Secondly, this study developed a process for dealing with both the
theory and practice of curriculum development and that of language
skills improvement. This contribution drew a conceptual framework for
building a curriculum definition for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education.
The conceptual framework guided the creation of a curriculum for teach-
ing Spanish language competence to the b i 1 ingua 1 -b i cul tura
1
person. In
developing the conceptual framework, the following concerns were consid-
ered: a) how the pedagogy deals with the internal (cognitive) and the
external (soc io-cul tura 1 ) conditions associated with bilingualism and
b i cu 1 ura 1 i sm; b) how the special ability to become bi 1 ingual-bicul tural
has been seen and treated within the school system; c) how the educa-
tional system incorporates relevant knowledge from other fields of re-
search related to the bilingualism and b i cul tural i sm phenomena; d) which
linguistic and learning theories have been implemented in teaching the
mother tongue to bilingual persons; e) how the relationship among mind,
language, and culture has been integrated and incorporated as a basic
knowledge in teaching language skills; f) how the bilingual person be-
comes aware of the language potential already present in him/her and
how this potentiality was addressed in guiding the learner to become a
true bi 1 i ngua 1-b i cul tural person.
Third, the development of the instructional practice provided a
pedagogic foundation and a research source for developing Spanish lan-
guage competence among bilinguals. This foundation includes: a) a
curriculum and instructional approach which addresses the innate
5potential for developing language competence and performance; and b) the
creation of an environment which promotes confidence and helps to clar-
ify the cultural identity of Hispanic bilinguals.
Finally, the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura
1
person becomes the author of
his own language pedagogy. In developing the language competence
through the use of dialogue, the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 learner discovered
his/her individual needs as well as the power already present in their
minds to generate the grammatical rules of his/her mother tongue. The
grammar became meaningful and consequently a self-correction method of
language cases such as interference, code-swi tchi ng , and vacillations
is developed.
Meaning of Terms
Two types of terms were included in this section. The first type
is related to the linguistic and curriculum fields of study. The sec-
ond type corresponds to this investigator's interpretation of specific
principles included in this study. This investigator was aware of the
variations used by different fields of research in defining these terms.
1. Curriculum = An abstraction which comprises the word and the
action that the school system performs at the
micro and macro levels of the educational pro-
cess. Through this process learners will be-
come aware of their human potentiality and
uniqueness in being a person of the history (and
of their milieu) in a continuous process of
becomi ng.
62. Bi 1 ingual = The ability to use two language codes at the
competence and performance levels of both the
mother tongue and the second language. In the
process of developing the competence and perfor-
mance in both code systems the person passes
through different levels of proficiency. The
way in which the person learns the two languages,
whether at school or at home, and the socio-
cultural context where he/she learns it, are
determinant variables in his/her language com-
petence and performance.
3- Bicultural = A level of facility to perform in two socio-
cultural contexts. This capacity is developed
in two contrasting socio-cultures including
status, roles, and values. In the process of
becoming bicultural, "the philosophies, emotions,
and aspirations of a socio-culture are learned
both at the conceptual and cathetic level,
cautions Ulibarri. The bicultural person can
perform successfully in two socio-cultures.
4. Competence = One of the basic concepts postulated by Noam
Chomsky in 19&5 which relates to the knowledge
that any human being possesses in order to formu-
late the rules of his/her language. This know-
ledge enables the person to comprehend and to in-
terpret any grammatical sentence although he/she
has not ever heard it before. It also enables
the person to abstract ideas, to make relations,
and to produce multiple and infinite sentences
which are grammatically correct.
5. Performance = Actual and real use of the language in concrete
situations, which is not necessarily a direct
reflection of the linguistic competence.
76. Hispanic Adults - Any Spanish-speaking person who is responsible
for his/her own well-being.
7. Language Cases = Language variations observed in the language be-
havior of bilinguals resulting from the use of
two languages. It refers to cases of interfer-
ence, code-switching, vacillation, and integra-
tion.
8. Mother Tongue = Language first learned usually from one's parents
or usually spoken at home. It relates to the
primary language signs acquired within the home
context and the socio-cul tural context as a whole.
9. Conceptual ization = Mental process of making abstractions which lead
into the essence of a reality. We identify that
reality as a concept. By making sense of a reali-
ty we get its meaning. Meaning determines the
appropriateness of a concept. Through the process
of abstracting ideas and realities we organize and
relate the knowledge that we gain from the word.
There is a complexity of interrelations within the
cognitive structure which arranges the comprehen-
sion of the events of the world. The way we pro-
cess the language and its comprehension depends
upon our cognitive structure and the way we con-
ceptual i ze.
10. Contextual ization= The process of relating a concept to its environ-
ment. The meaning of a concept is conditioned by
the socio-cul tura 1 context from which it comes.
A concept can have different meanings according
to different contexts.
11. Structural i zation= The process of illustrating the abstract and
the
concrete relationships performed in organizing
and giving meaningful expressions to the concept
and its context.
8Design of the Study
The research design was organized according to each research ob-
jective stated in the purpose of the study. The objective was stated
and the approach used to accomplish the objective was delineated.
Obj ect i ve 1
.
To conceptualize a framework for developing a curriculum for
b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education.
Approach
. A clear b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural education curriculum defin-
ition was generated. This definition made it possible to distinguish
between curriculum conceptions developed in monolingual settings, and
those developed for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cu 1 tura 1 education. Diversity of cur-
riculum conceptions and theories within the same unicultural setting
provided the opportunity to create an orientation for clearly defining
the term curriculum. This orientation followed the dialectical approach
which combines opposite concepts. The linguistic method of clarifying
existing ambiguities in words, phrases, and sentences, as postulated by
Noam Chomsky in the Generative-Transformational Grammar, influenced this
orientation. When the definition was developed, linguistic theories
about the nature of language, language acquisition, language learning,
and cognition were incorporated in conceiving the conceptual framework.
The foundation of the conceptual framework is dialogue (Freire, 1968)
and dial ect i cs
.
Figure 1 illustrates the interrelationships of major aspects in-
volved in creating the conceptual framework:
9Figure 1
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Objective I
Objective II
To develop a curriculum for English dominant b i 1 i ngua 1 - b i cul tura 1
Hispanic adult students who show the distinctive language variations
and deficiencies characteristic of bilingualism in Spanish language
per formance
.
Approach . The development of the curriculum for English dominant
Hispanic b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cu 1 tura 1 adult students followed three major steps.
The first step pointed out the reference for developing
the cur-
riculum. This reference was the dialogistic foundation of
the frame-
work.
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The second step was the creation of a design that showed the dis-
tinctive curriculum components of the Spanish language competence.
The third step led into writing the curriculum. The curriculum
consisted of a list of goals formulated by decision-makers who partici-
pated in a prior try-out of this curriculum. These goals were reformu-
lated by participants in this field test. Five instructional modules
were delineated following the criteria experienced by this investigator
in collaboration with Hispanic b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 students who par-
ticipated in the first try-out.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship among the major components
of the curriculum development.
Ob j ect i ve 111
To field test the curriculum with a selected sample of English dom-
inant b i 1 i ngual-bi cul tura 1 Hispanic adult students who needed to improve
their Spanish language competence and performance.
Approach . The field test was developed in five stages.
The first step focused on the identification and determination of
resources needed for the investigation.
The second stage centered on the identification and selection of
the participants in the study.
The third stage dealt with the conceptualization of the data
deemed necessary in this research.
The fourth stage covered the design of data collection instru-
ments deemed necessary in this research.
Figure 2
11
CURRICULUM DESIGN
Object i ve JJ
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The fifth stage delineated the data collection strategies to be
fol lowed.
Figure 3 illustrates the process of the field test.
Figure 3
FIELD TEST
Obj ect i ve III
Objective IV
To utilize the results of the field test to improve the curricu-
1 um.
Approach. In order to utilize the results of the field test to
improve the curriculum as originally conceptualized, a thorough analy-
sis of all the data was completed.
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Figure k illustrates the interrelation among the principal as-
pects of this part of the field test.
Figure k
RESULTS OF THE FIELD TEST
Objective IV
Objective V
To advance recommendations for the development and implementation
of Spanish language competence curriculum for English dominant Hispanic
bi 1 ingual-bicul tural adults.
Approach . The analysis of data along with the basic principles of
the conceptual framework of the developed curriculum provided the basis
for the recommendations advanced in this study. Recommendations are
made for:
1. changes in the curriculum developed and implemented in
this study;
2. improvement of the present study; and
3. further research to be conducted.
Figure 5 illustrates the interrelation among the major aspects in-
cluded in this final step.
Figure 5
RECOMMENDATIONS
Objective V
Figure 6 illustrates all the components of this study.
Figure 6
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
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Del imi tat ions
The curriculum and the instructional methodology used in this
study comprised multiple and complex variables related to the nature
of the pedagogic approach, language and curriculum issues, and the
duration of the acacemic year. It is necessary to delineate bounda-
ries to this study.
Specifically, this study falls within the parameters of the
fol lowing:
1. The time for field testing was limited to one academic
year.
2. Thirteen Spanish-speaking bilingual adult students from
the Caribbean geographical area were selected as the tar-
get population. The students were enrolled in the course
Spanish 154 in the Spanish and Portuguese Department at
the University of Massachusetts.
3. A conceptual approach was the primary concern of the
instructional methodology implemented in field-testing
the curriculum.
4. The use of the spoken Spanish was the key tool in de-
veloping the language competence.
5. Only the language competence (Chomsky, 1965) was con-
sidered as primary outcome. Improvement in other
language skills such as writing and reading were con-
sidered secondary outcomes.
This chapter presented an overview about the substance of the dis
sertation. The chapter included: (1) an exploration about the selec-
ted problem to be dealt with in this study. The problem was related
to
17
curriculum approaches used in addressing specific Spanish language
cases resulting from the situation of languages in contact; (2) the
purpose of the study which was the development of a curriculum using
conceptualization as a means for developing Spanish language competence
among Hispanic bilingual persons; (3) the significance of this study
for b i 1 i ngual -bi cul tural education and the teaching of the Spanish
language; (4) an identification of specific terms used in this study
related to the specific fields of knowledge involved in this disserta-
tion; (5) a description of the process used in conducting the study;
(6) the delimitations of the study; and (7) a brief description for
each chapter included in the organization of this dissertation.
Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder of this study consists of four additional chapters:
Chapter two is a review of literature with attention given to the
conceptual framework and the curriculum development. Chapter three
centers on a needs assessment and writing the curriculum. Chapter four
includes a description of the field test, the results of the field test,
and changes in the curriculum. Chapter five presents a summary, con-
clusions, and the recommendations for improving the Spanish curriculum.
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CHAPTER II
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE CURRICULUM
This chapter presents the conceptual framework which guides the
development of the curriculum for teaching Spanish to English dominant
Hispanic bilingual persons. This framework includes: (l) an examina-
tion of curriculum concerns in this society related to bilingual-
bicultural education that serves as a point of departure for curriculum
development; (2) an explanation of theoretical premises that are in-
cluded in the conceptual framework; (3) a definition of curriculum that
is appropriate for b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 education; and (4) the design
for developing the Spanish curriculum.
Curriculum Concerns
The educational framework of this society raises a series of con-
cerns in terms of curriculum theory and practice. This section points
out curriculum concerns in this cultural pluralistic society to see how
curriculum conceptions respond to the individual differences of bilin-
gua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education.
The first curriculum concern to be dealt with is this society s
perception of cultural pluralism. This society is characterized by two
relevant features: pluralism and mul t icul tural i sm; however, these fea-
tures have been seen within a un i d i mens i ona 1 perspective. It is
expec-
ted that everyone accommodates himself/herself within a code of
values
representative of and as interpreted by a specific socio-cul
tural group
which has traditionally been the perceptual values of a
minority middle
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class group. Their perceptual values rule the language, culture, and
educational repertoire of other socio-cul tural groups which also com-
prise this society. Curriculum specialists in this nation have dealt
with this sociological issue by developing curriculum theories geared
towards un i 1 i ngua 1 -un i cu 1 tura 1 school environments which help to per-
petuate the same un i d i mens iona 1 view of the society. The inclusion of
other socio-cul tural groups' repertoire is subject to transitional ex-
tracurricular programs, usually funded with special grants. The un-
stable condition of these programs results in increased uncertainty
about their significance; their complete integration within the educa-
tional mainstream is forbidden; and their total development is con-
stra i ned
.
The second concern which arises from this uni dimens ional view of
society is that in the unilingual and unicultural school environment
there are multiple and diverse curriculum conceptions, approaches, and
models. Modern curriculum scholars such as Ralph Tyler, John I. Good-
lad, Hilda Taba, Philip Phenix, James B. MacDonald, and Joseph Schwab
have postulated different views concerning the same curriculum issues.
They all agree on issues of curriculum inquiry and in the belief that
the foundation of all educational processes ought to take into account
the relationship between the human being and his world. However, none
of them uses similar contextual, conceptual, or structural frames to
construct theoretical premises. The theoretical positions and curricu-
lar schemes designed by these scholars have brought different concep
tions of curriculum to the same un i -socio-cul tural context. They all
acknowledge individual differences resulting from pluralism and
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mu 1 1 i cu 1 tura 1 i sm, but they do not develop a methodology that precisely
addresses these differences. In their analyses of five conceptions of
curriculum, Eisner and Vallance identify:
the cognitive processes approach, curriculum as
technology, curriculum for self-actualization and
consumatory experiences, curriculum for social
reconstruction, and academic rat ional i sm.
1
Mauritz Johnson, Jr. defines curriculum as "a structured view of inten-
ded learning outcomes;" James B. MacDonald makes reference to the val-
ue bases and issues for curriculum and proposes a process system of in-
puts and outputs. Hilda Taba's curricular position stresses that cul-
ture is created in the actual process of cultural assimilation. Recent
attempts aimed at reconceptualizing the meaning of curriculum have
brought a multidimensional approach definition that includes the de-
cision-making process which describes the interaction among the ex-
pressed, the emergent, and the implied dimension of the curriculum cir-
cuit.^ The latter curricular conceptions complement each other as they
try to comprehensively integrate different concepts and models. Yet,
it can be asserted that this diversity of curriculum definitions, mod-
els, and conceptual approaches might stimulate inquiry on curriculum
issues and present multidimensional selective environmental conditions,
but they might also reveal inconclusiveness, lack of integration and
concretization of all the socio-cul tura 1 concerns related to the curric-
ular planning process which distinguish a pluralistic and multicultural
society. James B. MacDonald cautions:
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...One central concern of theorists is identifying
the fundamental unit of curriculum with which to
build conceptual systems. Whether this be ra-
tional decisions, action processes, language pat-
terns, or any other potential unit, has not been
agreed upon by the theor i zers . 44
The amalgam of curriculum conceptions and models presents to the curric-
ulum designer, particularly the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education curricu-
lum designer, the option of creating his/her own curriculum approach as
a point of departure for developing a curriculum model in this plural-
istic society.
The third concern which arises relates to the demands of the soci-
ety. The society of the United States has experienced many changes
since the early 1 960 ' s . The social scientist Milton Barron cautions
that the years 1968-1973 have been marked by rapid change in several
areas: a shift from integration to ethnic nationalism, the re-emergence
of a pluralistic ethnic consciousness, and the development of a new
definition of minority which includes women, homosexuals, the aged, the
young, ex-convicts, the handicapped. Immigration patterns shifted from
a Western European to a Southern and Eastern European, Latin American,
and Asiatic trend. Asian, Hispanic, Black, Islamic, and Jewish minori-
ty status developed into concepts of pride rather than abnegation.
5 As
a result of this new social consciousness, Congress passed the
Bil ingual-Bicultural Educational Act of 1968 which brought about a ma-
jor change in the educational philosophy of this nation. Between World
War II and 1968, the only language used in the learning-teaching
pro-
cesses was English. With the mandate of the Bi 1 ingual-Bicul
tural Educa
of other languages as well as the culture of thetional Act, the use
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speakers was recognized. The use of other languages and cultural val-
ues has come to be considered as forming a valuable part of the nation-
al heritage, and as occupying an important place in this pluralistic
society. This educational event invites educators to deal with this
soc i o-h i stor i ca 1 reality within the educational process and to search
for the creation of new means of organizing learning and teaching ex-
periences in a relevant and responsive way to this particular environ-
ment.
Other curriculum concerns arise from the implementation of bi-
lingua 1 -b i cul tura 1 programs. The b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 school environ-
ment has brought about an "instructional conflict" within the educa-
tional school environment. The teacher of language arts intensely ex-
periences this conflict since decisions have to be made as to which
language should be used as the medium of instruction, and how to ap-
proach the language behavior of bilinguals. These issues concerning
the teaching of language arts were not addressed significantly. Lan-
guage teaching approaches do not take into account cognitive styles of
bilinguals and their specific language cases which result from perform-
ing in two languages. The instruction of language arts still follows
the traditional instructional principles and curriculum models of uni-
lingual classroom settings. The bilingualism issue has been dealt with
in terms of curriculum content, rather than in its concept and meaning.
Philip Phenix stated that
the traditional academic curriculum was found de-
ficient in meaning for the great majority of stu-
dents and in its place a more 'functional' curric-
ulum was developed, guided by the principle that
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the greatest interest (and the most meaning)
would attach to studies contributing to the
practical concerns of the learner.
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This statement has enormous implications for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural edu-
cation, as it does for the uni 1 ingual -unicul tural school component.
Phenix points out the concern of developing curriculums responsive to
learner's interest and meaning. Classical curriculum models fail to
provide meaningful experiences for the Spanish bilingual school compon-
ent. Deficiency of meaning in classical curriculum and diversity of
curriculum conceptions raises other concerns for the bilingual teacher.
First of all, he/she is urged to choose or adapt curriculum models of
different conceptual and contextual learning approaches alien to the
b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cu 1 tura 1 environment. At the same time, he/she has to take
into consideration a major educational principle of this society which
stresses an individualistic orientation. This orientation emphasizes
the interest and concerns of the learner, yet the same society requires
that the individual assimilate into the dominant culture. The latter
concerns present a dilemma to the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural person, i.e.,
either one maintains one's own individualism, or one assimilates.
These "conflictive issues" are distinctive concerns that have to be
considered in developing a curriculum model for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural
education. The curriculum model should respond to the bilingual learn-
er's dual environmental reality and the particular linguistic and cul-
tural phenomena that they experience.
Several bi 1 ingual -bicul tural educational programs have been
imple-
mented with limited knowledge of the bilingual linguistic
phenomena and
its correlative socio-cul tural setting. Common language
variations and
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deficiencies among bilinguals have been dealt with in terms of remedial
teaching or compensatory education. Courses about historical and cul-
tural aspects of respective socio-cul tural groups are offered with lim-
ited content of the social reality of immigration and the bicultural
processes. An approach is needed for teaching language to the bilingual
person which addresses the language variations and deficiencies pro-
duced by the situation of performing in two different languages and the
corresponding literary content of bi cul tural ism. This approach should
incorporate current knowledge about cognition, processes of thinking,
learning, and language acquisition among bilinguals. It also must pro-
vide a comprehensive curriculum model which incorporates all the vari-
ables involved in the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 phenomena, as well as the
educational environments where the bilingual person is expected to
learn. Another concern about b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 education is that it
cannot be divorced from the educational scenery and that of the society
where it interacts. The common problems of the educational system of
this nation directly affect bi 1 i ngual -bi cul tural education as it is an
integral part of the whole educational body.
In summary, the educational frame of reference that this society
offers presents the following curriculum concerns: (l) perceptions of
society as unidimensional are contrasted with a multicultural reality;
(2) curriculum is viewed in terms of un i 1 i ngua
1
-un i cul tura 1 environ-
ments; (3) uni -socio-1 i ngual and cultural curriculums present
an amal-
gam of curriculum conceptions; (4) changes in society brought
about new
concepts and dimensions to the educational field and the
creation of
new programs; (5) new programs such as bi 1 ingual
-bicul tural education
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brought about instructional conflicts; and (6) the need arose to ad-
dress language and cultural differences significantly and to respond to
the reality and the scientific knowledge of these differences.
Theoretical Premises
This section includes theoretical positions from fields of study
involved in the development of the Spanish curriculum. The theoretical
premises provide the ideas sustaining the conceptualization of this
curriculum. Specifically, they provide the framework to define curricu-
lum, to develop the conceptual framework, and the methodology proposed
to teach the mother tongue of Hispanic bilingual adults. The fields of
study taken into account are philosophy, linguistics, psychology, an-
thropology, and education.
The dialectical process which seeks the development of a concept
or reality through the triad of thesis and antithesis for a synthesis
of the opposites is the basic referent in conceptualizing this curricu-
lum. This process is taken from Georg Hegel's view of dialectic which
involves "the passing over of thought concepts into their opposites to
achieve a higher unity.
A
conception of continuous movement between
concepts is generated. The dynamic process between these three princi-
ples also incorporates the concepts of action and reflection as postu-
lated by Paulo Freire in his 1 i bera 1 -human i st i c philosophy of education
based upon dialogue. In the analysis of the phenomena of dialogue,
Freire distinguishes two elements for the Word which are action and re-
flection. These two elements are interrelated in a continuous process
of interaction. The Word is a key concept of dialogue. The true Word
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which is the synthesis between action and reflection constitutes the
praxis. It is through the praxis, i.e., the authentic Word, that the
encounter between the world and the human being occurs. Freire states
g
that the expression of the authentic Word transforms the world.
Another theoretical premise about the development of concepts is
the Aristotelian view of the levels of knowledge. Aristotle presents
five levels through which knowledge is gained. The first level is the
sensorial in which an object is faced. In the second level the object
is remembered or printed in the mind. The third one is the level of the
concept in which the idea or the essence of a reality is captured or
learned. The fourth level is judgment. At this level the person dis-
tinguishes between concepts and is able to form judgments. The last
level of knowledge is reasoning in which new truths are known by making
9
relationships among judgments and concepts.
The main language theory used as a referent in developing the def-
inition of curriculum and the Spanish curriculum is taken from the
linguist Noam Chomsky concerning the competence and performance concepts
from the syntactic theory of the Generative Grammar. Competence refers
to the innate knowledge and/or capacity that any human being possesses
in order to formulate the rules of his/her language. It enables the
human being to abstract ideas. The performance is the actual and real
use of the language in concrete situations. These concepts are
re
lated to the phrase structure which Chomsky asserts to divide into
deep
structure and surface structure. The deep structure is a
scheme at the
abstract level of the syntactic component of the word,
phrase, and
sentence which determines the semantic interpretation.
The surface
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structure is the scheme at the concrete level of the syntactic compon-
ent of a word, phrase, and sentence which determines the graphic and
phonetic interpretations. These structures are related by universal
rules which are common to every human being. 10
Frank Smith's basic psycho 1 i ngu i st i c premises about language com-
prehension and learning are incorporated into the framework of this cur-
riculum. Smith makes reference to the relationship between comprehen-
sion and learning. He cautions that
language is comprehended not by extracting deep
structure from surface structure, but by imposing
deep structure on surface structure.^
Comprehension precedes learning. Smith suggested the way language
should be taught by using Chomsky's categorizations of deep structure
and surface structure of the language.
The latter psychol i ngu i st i c position is related to Jean Piaget's
concept of the cognitive structure. Piaget's conceptualization of the
cognitive structure refers to the organization of information accumula-
ted through experience by living organisms. He distinguishes two as-
pects of adaptation: assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation is
the manner in which the person interprets the environment by relating
his experience to the cognitive structure. Accommodation refers to the
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modification of the cognitive structure in the light of experience.
The psychological distinction of cognitive styles of Hispanic
American bilinguals is taken from Ramirez and Castaneda's concept of
bicognition. RamTrez and Casteneda observed that cultural values de-
termine socialization patterns. These patterns are related to the cog-
The bilingual person posseses two culturalnitive structure.
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identities. This cultural duality favors the development of different
socialization patterns. Duality of cultural values and socialization
patterns determines the development of a dual system of cognition
1 3
called bicognition. This psychological position is complemented by
the classification of bilingual persons.
The classical psychological classification of compound and coordin-
ate bilinguals postulated by Uriell Weinrich and modified later by Er-
win and Osgood is also taken into account. The compound bilingual has
a compound system of one semantic content and two expressions. The co-
ordinate bilingual has two different and independent language struc-
1 b
tures and two independent semantic expressions. The sociocultural
contexts where the persons learned either language are determinants in
the mastery of either language.
Cultural theoretical premises emphasize the aspects of culture re-
lated to language and b i cul tura 1 i sm. Anthropologist Benjamin Lee Whorf,
in his hypothesis about "linguistic relativity," described the relation-
ship between a system of signs and the process of thinking. Whorf sug-
gested that the way in which grammar is structured in a given language
develops habitual patterns of expression which condition its users to
see the world within those pre-formed patterns. Since there are dif-
ferent grammars and languages, different patterns of thought vary from
language to language.
The Whorf hypothesis is complemented by Edward T. Hall's concept
of culture. This theory of culture is presented as a form of
communica-
tion. The culture is viewed as a system of signs and symbols
used for
learning, communicating, and understanding the world and the
self. The
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means used in the transmission of signs and symbols is language. This
view of culture integrates the aspects of language, patterns of behav-
ior, cognitive styles, and the interpretation of the world. 16 Culture,
as a form of communication, fits the purpose relating the concepts of
language and culture.
Two cultures coming into contact bring about the aspects of accul-
turation and bi cul turation. Horacio Ulibarri describes b i cul tura 1 i sm
as the condition in which the person has become aware of the values,
roles, and statutes of two contrasting socio-cultures and has learned
to function significantly in either culture. B i cu 1 tura 1 i sm is con-
sidered the higher level attained in the process of transcul turat ion.
To achieve b i cul tural i sm, the signs and symbols of two languages in
contact are clearly learned, understood, and communicated.
1
^ There is
an intrinsic bond between b i cul tura 1 i sm and bilingualism as there is
between language and culture within unicultural settings. True bi-
lingualism is attained when the person becomes bicultural.
Three curriculum theoretical positions are considered in concep-
tualizing the curriculum framework. The first one is James MacDonald's
conceptualization of curriculum theory and practice. MacDonald acknow-
ledges a dialectic of theory and practice in which he incorporates the
concepts of action and reflection and the mental processes of thinking,
willing, and judging. He elaborates a model of curriculum theory rep-
resented by a continuous passing between theory and practice. The
action-reflection process intercepts the continuous passing over the
18
theory and practice provoking what MacDonald calls enlightenment.
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This enlightenment constitutes the synthesis of dialectics and the
praxis according to Paulo Freire, and the third level of knowledge ac-
cording to Aristotle.
This curriculum theory is complemented by Ralph Tyler's conception
of curriculum components. Tyler elaborates four basic curriculum com-
ponents as follows: data sources, objectives, learning experiences,
and evaluation. The data source comprises the learner, the society,
the subject matter, educational and social philosophy, and the psychol-
, i
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ogy of learning.
The third curriculum approach taken into consideration is the
decision-making process which describes the interaction among the ex-
pressed, the emergent, and the implied dimension of the curriculum cir-
cuit proposed by Robert Sinclair and Ward I. Ghory in their view of cur-
,
• r i •
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riculum as an environment for learning.
Erich Fromm's definition of education completes the theoretical
premises used as references in the development of the conceptual frame-
work of this curriculum. He writes:
The root of the word education is e-ducare,
literally, to lead forth, or to bring out
something which is potentially present. 2 ^
A person who interacts in two different cultures and two different
languages has potentially present the competence of his/her mother
tongue and that of the second language.
In summary, the theoretical premises included in this
section are:
(1) the dialectical approach which offers a method
for identifying the
meaning of a concept and for abstracting ideas; (2)
the dialogistic
process of the word formed by the elements of
action and reflection,
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which also constitutes the praxis; (3) the levels of knowledge; {b) the
linguistic theories referring to the concepts of competence and perfor-
mance, and the deep and surface structures of the phrase structure of
language; (5) psychol i ngui st ic positions which deal with cognition and
the processes of language comprehension and learning, especially the
cognitive structure; (6) psychological distinctions of the cognitive
styles of bilinguals, i.e., bicognition, and the classification of com-
pound and coordinate bilinguals; (7) cultural theories related to
language and b i cul tural ism wh i ch distinguish the language relativity
hypothesis and the theory of culture as a form of communication;
(8) conceptions of curriculum theory and practice which influence the
concept i ona 1 i zat i on of this curriculum; and (9) a definition of educa-
tion which stresses the mental i st-rat ional i st approach of developing
competence.
These premises guide the process of defining the concept of curric-
ulum and the conceptualization of the Spanish curriculum.
Definition of Curriculum
A definition of curriculum is offered in this section. This def-
inition integrates standard curriculum concerns and components with the
elements of the word, action, and reflection in a dialectical process.
This definition of curr i cul urn wi 1 1 guide the b i 1 i ngua
1
-b i cu 1 tura 1 edu-
cation experience towards providing its own definition.
Three basic principles drawn from Hegel's dialectical
view are
proposed. These principles are considered essentials
in seeking the
3 ^
certainty of a concept that integrates so many diverse and multiple
elements as curriculum. The three principles are: conceptualization,
contextual i zat ion
,
and st ructura 1 i zat ion . Each one of these principles
comprises an internal structure which integrates all the characteris-
tics that give them individuality. The process of interrelation of
their characteristics leads into an external structure which is meaning-
ful for a group. Conceptualization is defined as the process of making
abstractions which lead into the essence of a reality. This process in-
volves a series of relations, categorizations, and passing from differ-
ent stages in order to organize the information provided by the environ-
ment in a meaningful way. It is in this process where the reality of
an object is defined. We identify that reality as a concept. By making
sense of a reality we understand its meaning. Meaning determines the
appropriateness of a concept. Conceptualization refers to the process
used in drawing the meaning of a concept. It is also the process of
synthesizing all the concepts or realities of the educational process
from the point of view of their semantic content. This process can be
Chomsky's corresponding term for deep structure. The knowledge and
competence are implied. Context ua 1 i zat i on is the process of relating
the concept to its environment. Any concept used as a referent should
be drawn from the environment where an action takes place. The meaning
of the concept will be conditioned by the environment from which
it
comes. The environment can have a series of characteristics which
may
be standard to all environments. This characteristic also
can be
unique and peculiar within other environments. This
condition can
change the meaning of a concept. The meaning of a
concept depends upon
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the context in which it is used. This principle can be Chomsky's cor-
responding term for the surface structure, what you actually see and
hear. The meaning of the surface structure of a symbol varies accord-
ing to the context from where it is drawn. Structural ization is the
process of illustrating the abstract and concrete relationships estab-
lished in organizing and giving meaningful expression to the concepts
and its context. The integration of these principles follows a struc-
tural scheme which illustrates the relationship between the abstract
level of the concept of curriculum in an inner structure and the formu-
lation of the concept at the contextual level as seen in a surface
structure.
Current curriculum designs have two major tendencies in structuring
their components. Tyler's model conceives a traditional surface struc-
ture which permits a vertical lineal interrelation of components pro-
ducing a rigid model structure. Schwab and MacDonald's models intro-
duce a rotating structure to the abstract relations of curriculum com-
ponents. This dimension produces a circular process at a horizontal
level which provokes movement and provides continuity between curricu-
lum theory and practice. This circular process breaks up Tyler's rigid
structural design but leaves without specific orientation the individu-
al expression of a concept. In a multicultural and pluralistic society
there are different perceptions and conceptualizations of reality.
The
circular process is like a rotary machine, running endlessly in a
homo-
geneous context where differences are mixed together without
specific
d i rect i on
.
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The definition of curriculum presented here integrates the latter
three principles in a triangular action process structure based on the
triad components of dialectics. This definition tries to synthesize
the interaction and interrelationship of the concepts involved in or-
der to give direction to individual needs. In dialectics, the synthe-
sis, which is the reality, is the achievement of a dynamic process be-
tween the thesis and the antithesis. In this curriculum definition
the concept is achieved by its passing through the context and its
structure. The relationship and interaction between each principle
follows both horizontal and vertical lines. The encounter of these
directions brings a triangular process of continuous interaction which
constitutes a code from where the curriculum abstraction emerges.
These principles also comprise the same operational rules in order to
conceive their meanings. Each principle helps to clarify the curricu-
lum concept and provides a source for reflecting about the action con-
tinuously performed in their interactional process. This action-re-
flection process between the concrete level of curriculum performance
and the abstract level of its theory and philosophy can be applied to
other educational concepts at the micro and macro levels. The curricu-
lum definition proposed here shows the dynamic process of the relation-
ship between the three principles of conceptualization, contextual i za-
tion, and structural ization. For the purposes of clarifying the inter-
relationship between the three principles proposed, illustrations of
the dialectical dynamic and the dynamic process of the word are
offered
Figure 7 illustrates the dynamic process of the dialectic
which is the
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referent for the dynamic process going on between the three principles
° f £Pnce P t=ua ]_l. zat ion , contextual ization
,
and structural ization
.
Figure 7
DYNAMIC PROCESS OF DIALECTICS
The concepts of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis are substituted
by the principles of conceptualization, contextua 1 i zat ion
,
and struc-
tural i zat i on . Freire's dynamic process of the word which comprises the
elements of action and reflection is also incorporated within the basic
dialectical process. Figure 8 illustrates the dialogical dynamic of
the word.
Figure 8
DIALOGICAL DYNAMIC PROCESS OF THE WORD
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Figure 9 will illustrate the integration of the concepts involved
in this curriculum definition and how these concepts are interrelated.
The three principles included in the dialectical process, and the in-
clusion of Freire's concepts of action-reflection draw a different di-
mension to the structure of the dynamic process. This dimension is
illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9
INTEGRATION OF THE DIALECTICAL AND
DIALOGICAL DYNAMIC PROCESSES
REFLECTION
The integration of the dynamic process of the three principles and
the dimension of the dialogical dynamic of the word constitute the pro-
cess through which the concept of curriculum emerges. This process
brings about two new dimensions. One dimension relates to the deep
structure of the word which is an abstraction. The second dimension is
the surface structure of the word which is the formulation of the
abstraction. These two dimensions, the abstraction of the word and its
formulation, correspond to Freire's concepts of action and reflection.
Figure 10 will illustrate the dynamic process of the dialectical and
dialogical dimensions.
Figure 10
DYNAMIC PROCESS THROUGH WHICH THE
CURRICULUM MEANING EMERGES
4l
The identification of the three principles, the abstract and con-
crete dimensions, and the concept they support brings about other con-
cerns. Each principle is a concept in itself which also comprises a
conceptual, contextual, and structural component. To reach the essence
of each concept it is hereby proposed to follow the same process of
the dialectical approach which makes synthesis of two polarizations.
The process comprises two basic principles which support and develop
the abstraction of the concept. Two terms are created to identify each
principle. The term "word" is used to indicate the formulation of the
concept. Because the meaning of a concept is determined by the con-
text, the term "word" also signifies context. The term "action" will
indicate the actual expression of the process and the practice per-
formed in reaching the concept. The interaction between these two
principles, word and action, is achieved through dialogue. Dialogue is
the encounter of the abstraction of the word and the resulting action.
It is in the continuous interaction between word-dialogue-action that
the concept to be understood is identified. Figure 11 clarifies this
dynamic process.
Curriculum is the concept that must be defined and understood.
The latter dynamic process views the curriculum as an abstraction which
comprises the word and the action that the school system performs at
the micro and macro levels of the educational process which is in a
continuous process of becoming. This process brings to the learner
the
message of his/her human potentiality and uniqueness as a person
with
a distinct place in history and in his/her milieu which is
also in a
The educational environment providescontinuous process of becoming.
bl
Figure 11
dynamic process of the meaning of a concept
Word = Concept = abstract level of reality, essence, idea
Context expressed code meaningful to a group;
sign, symbol.
Action The concrete level of the practical and empirical
process
.
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the concepts of word and action which are meaningful for the individual
for the individual learner and his/her interest and needs.
The word implies the whole semantic content of educational know-
ledge and its abstractions. It is the formulation of the concept ex-
pressed in symbolic signs meaningful to the learner within a particular
group or society. The word relates as well to the message given to
the learner which will make him/her aware of who she/he is in relation
to the world. The message comprises the synthesis of the theoretical
foundations of education; theories about knowledge, learning, curricu-
lum, instructional methodology, and subject matter; educational philos-
ophies, values, goals, skills, subject matter content and approaches,
curriculum concepts, research, and evaluation approaches used in the
programming and design of the educational scenery at the micro and
macro levels of the school system.
The action implies the expressed, the emerged, and the implied
performance of the educational process and practice. It comprises the
contextua 1 i zat ion and structural izat ion of the conceptualization prin-
ciple. These principles are continuously interacting at the education-
al micro and macro levels affecting all the curriculum components. The
action comprises as well the synthesis of the whole educational prac
tice of planning, programming, research, methodology, instruction, and
evaluation at the micro and macro levels of the school environment.
Figure 12 illustrates the dynamic process of this interaction and
interrelation.
Figure 12
DYNAMIC PROCESS OF THE MEANING OF CURRICULUM
ABSTRACTIONS
FORMULATION
The three principles involved in this definition form a complex
unity of interrelated yet relatively autonomous domains.
Other curriculum scholars have elaborated additional components
and concerns which provided different perspectives to this curriculum
definition. These scholars are: John Goodlad, who presented a concep-
tual system which stresses some type of decision-making and the incor-
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poration of values and educational aims. Hilda Taba and her model of
curriculum development focused on learning-teaching units. She advo-
cates for a curriculum design that follows a structure where the
components are related and the knowledge and the competence of a meth-
odology of planning and evaluation is shown. Taba also emphasizes the
inclusion of social relations, human development, human liberty, value
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and dignity. These aspects of curriculum planning were considered
in the conceptualization of this curriculum.
An outline of additional curriculum components and concerns in-
cludes: (l) the identification of the environment where the teaching-
learning experience takes place; (2) school programs, staff, and ex-
perts in subject matter area; (3) awareness that the curriculum concept
and its components are involved in a continuous process of revision,
expansion, renovation, and actualization in the new currents of know-
ledge, world changes, time, and space; (4) the development of basic
principles or criteria used in the selection of curriculum content,
which should incorporate methods of inquiry, organized fields, quality,
learner's interest and concerns, cultural and societal settings, moti-
vation, significance and relevance of matter content, travels, and
.
. .
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people participation.
The curriculum components should provide significant alternatives
in the pursuit of the learning outcomes. A conscious identification
and comprehension of curriculum theory and practice is needed in order
to develop a curriculum definition responsive to new society demands,
specifically the demands of b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 education.
It can be seen that the definition of curriculum brought about
the
following aspects: (1) an adaptation of the dialectical process
which
incorporates the three principles of conceptualization,
contextual iza-
tion, and st ructural 1 zat ion , and the elements of the
word, action, and
reflection; (2) the curriculum definition was drawn from the dialecti-
cal-dialogical process; (3) this definition views the curriculum as an
abstraction which relates, categorizes, and organizes all the abstract
and the empirical components of curriculum; (4) a revision of curricu-
lum components as elaborated by curriculum scholars; and (5) the cur-
riculum components need an arrangement which will make it possible to
distinguish priorities and specific characteristics.
The arrangement for the curriculum components is organized by
making a correlation among curriculum components in both unilingual-
unicultural and b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 environments. This correlation
is done in the next section.
Interrelationship Among Curriculum Components of Un i 1 i ngua 1 -Un i cul tural
and Bi 1 ingual-Bicultural Environments . An interrelationship among cur-
riculum components of un i 1 i ngua 1 -un i cul tura 1 and b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural
environments is presented in this section in order to draw the dis-
tinctive characteristics of bi 1 ingual-bicul tural environments. This
correlation also helps in categorizing and organizing the curriculum
components in a systematic way. The arrangement of curriculum compon-
ents with their distinctive characteristics facilitates the process of
defining curriculum for b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tural education.
Eighteen curriculum components were chronologically listed as
elaborated by modern scholars quoted in this study. These components
were correlated with the three principles of conceptualization, con-
textual i zat i on
,
and structural ization. The criteria used in this cor-
relation is the personal judgment of this researcher based on the
^7
Table 1
CURRICULUM AMONG PRINCIPLES AND COMPONENTS
WITHIN A UNI LINGUAL-UNI CULTURAL SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT
Correlation Among Principles and Components
Components
c’p
Conceptua 1 i za t i on
C
2
P
Contextua 1 i zat ion
SP
Structura 1 i zat ion
Learner IZZZ2 0 warn
*Society 0 mm
*Cul ture 0 CZD o CZ3 o
Subject Matter 1777771 ° mm
School Program
i ,
o MB m
m
School Staff C=) ° 177771 0 <////\
Theor i es 177771 0 (=D 0 1 o
Educat i ona
1
Phi 1 osophy 177771
0 C=3 0
Va 1 ues <77771 ° 7777 0 177771 O
Aims 177771 0 177771 0 177771 °
Goals OBI
Object i ves I HHi MB
Deci s ions CUD 0 i7777i ° 177771 0
1 ns t ruct i ona
1
E 1 emen ts MB — —
1 nstruct iona
1
Oppor tun i t i es wm —
Methodology CUD ° , 1 0
Organ i zat ion i 1 0 LJ 0 M
Eva 1 uat i on \1/ ilh —
I// !I\
O
Major interrelation based on attention given.
Intermediate interrelation based on attention given.
Minor interrelation based on attention given.
Distinctive characteristic *Treated within
Standard Characteristic values.
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knowledge and expertise gained throughout nineteen years of teaching,
of which seven years have been dedicated to study and research in this
field of knowledge.
The learner's component seems mainly related to the contextua 1 i za-
tion and st ructura 1 i zat i on principles. (The abbreviations cV, C 2 P,
SP, for the three principles will be used hereafter.) The learner's
attention is mostly centered in the peripheral dimension of CP and SP
and minimized the cV of the learner in terms of special needs treat-
ment. It responds to a homogeneous point of view of the learners as a
data source. Within the Bi 1 ingual -Bicul tural Education Environment
(BBEE) the 1 earner shows distinctive characteristics and should be
treated with a different perspective. The society component is more
2 1
related to the C P and SP. The C P of the society is not considered in
all its dimensions and it is mostly related to the value or instruc-
tional elements component. The society component is seen as a homo-
geneous and un i d imens i ona 1 entity. The cultural component relation-
ship with the three principles is almost minimized. Like the society
component, it is integrated within the value or instructional elements
component. Attention is minimized to the C P and SP. The culture is
also seen as a societal dimension. The subject matter component is
mainly related to C
2
P and SP. It has been treated as a data source and
its C
1
P is elaborated within school programs. Each school program has
different positions in relation to subject matter areas. This compon-
ent also shows the same relationship with C
2
P and SP. Both components
are mainly treated as data source and its cV is minimized. The school
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staff is a homogeneous group. The theory component has been minimized
2 1
in C P and SP. The C P has been treated by several theorists but re-
cent efforts have been geared toward curriculum improvement, rather
than toward curriculum inquiry. There is a tendency to follow classi-
cal traditional theories. The educational philosophy component is
1 12highly related to C P. Its essence deals with C P, but the C P has
received an intermediate attention and SP has received less attention.
Although the values component is highly related to cV, it has been re-
lated as an intermediate data source which attempts to integrate the
multiple values of society. It has been stated by social scientists
that a code of values representative of a socio-cul tural group rules
the repertoire of other interpretations of values of other socio-
cultural groups. This component fits within the structure of the so-
ciety. In the C P and SP attention is reduced. The educational aims
component has an intermediate relation to CP and SP. Their relations
have been placed at a peripheral dimension of the data source. Goals
and objectives are highly related to the three principles and receive
equal treatment. The decisions component has an intermediate relation-
ship with C
2
P and SP. Decision-making is relegated to the context and
structure within the school program as staff. The C P is minimized.
The instructional elements component has relevant relationships with
C^P, C
2
P, and SP. It is also mostly related to goals and objectives
components. The instructional opportunities component is highly rela-
ted to the three principles. (They receive the same attention
that
goals and objectives components do.) The methodology component has
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Table 2
TABULATION DESIGN
Components
Conceptual -
i zat i on
Contextual -
i zat i on
Structural -
i zat i on Total Order
Learner 2 3 3 8 5
Society 0 3 3 6 8
Culture 0 1 ' 2 18
Subject Matter 2 3 3 8 6
School Program 1 3 3 7 7
School Staff 1 2 2 5 16
Theories 2 1 1 k 17
Educat i ona
1
Ph i losophy 3 2 1 6 12
Va 1 ues 2 2 2 6 9
Aims 2 2 2
;
6 10
Goals 3 3 3
1
9 1
Obj ect i ves 3 3 3 9 2
Deci s ions 1 2 2 5 13
1 nstruct ional
Elements 3 3 3
9 3
1 nstruct ional
Opportun i t i es 3 3
3
1
9 4
Methodology 1 1 3
I
5 ll»
Organ i zat i on 1 1 3 5 15
Eval uat ion 1 2 3 6 1
1
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more relationship to the SP and it refers to the methodology of curric-
ulum development. The C P and C P are minimized. Closely tied with
methodology, organization receives equal degree of relation with the
three principles. The SP is stressed, and the C ] P and C 2 P are mini-
mized. Evaluation is a standard component highly related to SP. The
2 i
C P receives an intermediate attention and its C P is minimized.
The results of this correlation show that there are eighteen (18)
standard curriculum components. The relationship between the components
and the three principles present distinctive ways of dealing with and
arranging them. A value given to the code which indicates the degree
of relationship among them, brings about an arrangement of the com-
ponents based on a process of establishing priorities. The parliamen-
tary procedure criteria for determining "quorum" based on the half of
the assistants plus one, will help to draw a line of division which
will distinguish between primary standard curriculum components (PSCC)
and secondary standard curriculum components (SSCC) . The focus of cur-
riculum models is oriented towards PSCC. The arrangement, according
to priorities established, is as follows:
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Instruct i on
1
. Goals
2. Objectives
3. Instructional Elements
4. Instructional Opportunities
5. Learner
6. Subject Matter
7. School Program
8. Society
9. Evaluation
10.
Philosophy of Education
Primary Standard
Curriculum Com-
ponents
D i rect i on
11. Organization
12. Methodology
13. Values
14. Aims
15. Decisions
16. Theories
17. School Staff
18. Culture
The primary standard curriculum components comprise the abstract
of the common and practical elements that can be found in any curricu-
lar planning and development. The arrangement according to priorities
shows that the first five components are centered around the instruc-
tional methodology which deals directly with the micro level of the
classroom setting. The other five components seem to give direction to
the instructional methodology. The philosophy of education is allo-
cated at the end of the primary components suggesting that it should
be the result, the sum, or conclusion of the primary standard curricu-
lum components. Other important concerns as values, aims, theories,
culture, and decisions are relegated at the second level. These are
precisely main concerns in developing a philosophy of education as well
as a curricular orientation. This arrangement also shows the relation-
ship which begins pointing out the differences between instruction and
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Table 3
CORRELATION AMONG PRINCIPLES AND COMPONENTS
WITHIN B I LI NGUAL-BI CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT (NOMATHETIC)
Correlation Among Principles and Components
Components
c’p
Conceptual i zat ion
.
'
C
2
P
Contextual ization
SP
Structural i zat ion
Learner H • 0 1 • o aa • o
Language
(B i 1 i ngua 1 i sm) ggg ° aa • o gg • 0
Society
_
• o ggg • o gg • O
Cu 1 ture
( B i cu 1 tura 1 i sm) H • o amm • O 0•1
Subject Matter H o gg 0
School Program * °
^^1 O W/A
School Staff • ° aa • o U~7~A 0
Theor i es 0•1 0•1 Hi • 0
Educat i ona
1
Ph i 1 osophy
• 0 Hi
Values gg * 0 M • ° Hi
Aims 1 • o ^i HI
Goa 1 s gg • O • ° 1771 0
Object i ves 0•1 # 0 17771 0
Dec i s i ons ^1 • 0 aa
Instructional
Elements i * ° mm • ° gggg •
1 nst ruct i ona
1
Opportun i t ies 1 • ° H * 0 gg • 0
Methodology gggg • 0 wtm • ° gggg • 0
Organ i zat ion gg rrrr 0
Eval uat ion gg • O 17777 • 0
Major interrelation based on attention given.
i// /
1
o
Intermediate interrelation based on attention given.
Minor interrelation based on attention given.
Distinctive characteristic Treated within values.
Standard characteristic
5*4
curriculum. The focus of this arrangement centers on instruction as
the main concern. It follows that instruction is the starting point
recommended as basic to curriculum construction.
On the other hand, the secondary standard curriculum components
also provide direction and organization of data sources. These com-
ponents provide relevant data in the decision-making of the curriculum
planning for individual needs and for the pursuit of educational out-
comes. There are more components related with directional dimensions
than with instruction. A question arises about which one of these di-
mensions should come first in the curriculum planning.
The majority of the standard curriculum components shows distinc-
tive characteristics which need special examination and a special way
of dealing with individual differences and needs.
The ideal relationships between the three principles and the cur-
riculum components should stress equal attention among themselves. The
learners, the language, the society, and the culture are the primary
distinctive curriculum components (PDCC). Each component actually
shows distinctive characteristics which require individual conception,
contextual i zat ion
,
and structural ization. The subject matter compon-
ent equally stresses high relationship with the three principles.
Language, culture, bilingualism, bicultural ism, and social studies are
relevant subject matters which require careful selection within the
curriculum components for b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tural education. The school
1 2
program component stresses major relationships with C P and
SP receives an intermediate attention as it is an integral
part of the
regular school programming. The c'p and C
2
P share distinctive
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characteristics which need specific conditions according to their dual
nature. The school staff component also needs major relationship with
1 2
C P and C P. Like the program component, the personnel needs specific
characteristics which deal with dual language competence and perfor-
mance. The SP receives minor attention as the personnel becomes an
integral part of the whole school programming. Theories are mostly re-
1 2
lated with C P, C P, and SP. Besides the general theories about learn-
ing and sociology, theories on linguistics, bilingualism, psycholinguis-
tics, and socio-anthropological linguistics ought to be integrated with-
in this component. Theories show distinctive characteristics in the
way they deal with each component and with each one of the principles.
Theories about bilingual issues are determinant in distinguishing
b i 1 i ngual -b icul tural curriculum. The educational philosophy component
is mostly related with the three principles. The bi 1 ingual-bicultural
education concept has brought about major changes within the philosophy
2
of education which should be shown more clearly at the C P and SP.
The values component also has a major relationship with the three prin-
ciples. The multidimensional values of a society must receive equal
examination and attention in the light of the three principles. Each
principle shows distinctive characteristics of the component. The ed-
ucational aims component receives major attention in relationship with
the three principles. They comprise the nomathetic dimension of edu-
cation. It is a relevant component within the concept of bil ingual-
bicultural education. The goals and objectives receive equal attention
within the C
1
P and C
2
P. They are integrated within the universal
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Table b
TABULATION DESIGN
Components
Conceptual -
i zat i on
Contextua 1 -
i zat i on
Structural -
i zat i on Tota 1 Order
Learner 3 3 3 9 1
Language 3 3 3 9 2
(Bill ngual i sm) 3 3 3 9 3
Society 3 3 3 9 A
Cul ture 3 3 3 9 5
(Bicul tural i sm) 3 3 3 9 6
Subject Matter 3 3 3 9 7
School Program 3 3 2 8 15
School Staff 3 3 2 8 16
Theories 3 3 3 9 8
Educat i ona
1
Ph i 1 osophy J
3 3 9 9
Val ues 3 3 3 9 10
Aims 3 3 3 9 1
1
Goa 1 s 3 3 2 8 17
Object i ves 3 3 2 8 18
Dec i s i ons 3 3 3 9 12
1 nstruct iona
1
Elements
3 3 3 9 13
1 nst ruct iona
Opportun i t i es
3 3 3 9
\b
Methodology 3 3 2 8 19
Organ i zat i on 3 3 2
8 20
Eva 1 uat i on 3 3
2 8 21
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1 2
structure of learning theories. The C P and C P are mostly attended
and its structure receives an intermediate attention. Decisions are
mostly related with the three principles. This component shows dis-
tinctive characteristics in the way it deals with decision-making with-
in a dual reality and environment. Two major concerns are determinant
in the decision-making of b i 1 ingual -bi cul tural education. The instruc-
tional elements and opportunities components receive major attention
and relation with the three principles. They show distinctive charac-
teristics that must be taken into consideration in the selection of
the instructional content. The relationship between the organization
and the methodology components assures equal attention and relation
1 2
with the C P and the C P. The standard structure of these components
suffers an immediate change in the SP within the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural
environment. The evaluation component is mostly related with the Z^ P
O
and the CP. The SP has an intermediate relation with the component.
The C
2
P and the SP show distinctive characteristics.
The results of the second correlation within the BBSE show a dif-
ferent view of the relationship between components and principles. The
addition of other components, i.e. language and culture, increased the
original number to twenty-one. The individual needs of the learner and
the special condition that identifies him/her, in this case the lan-
guage, head the primary distinctive curriculum components. Each one of
the following components is listed in a logical and deductive way
and
is examined by taking into consideration its appropriateness.
Culture
is a determinant in the language and in societal issues.
It needs to
be integrated as an autonomous component yet interrelated
with others.
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Society must be seen in its multidimensional and hetergeneous complexi-
ty. Inductive and deductive methods are continuously interchanged.
These methods were used when dealing with the process of establishing
priorities in the UUSE correlation. This process draws the following
arrangement of the BBSE curriculum components:
Di rect ion
Gu i dance
1 . Learner
2. Language
3. Society
Culture
.
5. Subject Matter Primary Distinctive
6. Theories Curriculum Components
7. Educational Philosophy
8. Values
9. Aims
10.
Decisions
Instruction
Teach i ng
11. Instructional Elements
12. Instructional Opportunities
13. School Program
14. School Staff Secondary Distinctive
15. Goals Curriculum Components
16. Objectives
17. Organization
18. Methodology
19. Evaluation
The primary distinctive curriculum components (PDCC) refer to what
it is intended to be learned. They indicate the direction that the cur-
riculum should follow rather than the description of what is actually
going on in the instructional process at the micro level of the school
setting. The arrangement of components according to priorities shows
that the ten first components focused data source as direction. They
suggest dealing directly with educational outcomes at the macro level
and with a conceptual and contextual framework of reference. The other
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nine components follow a logical arrangement which deals directly with
the instructional process at the micro level of school programming.
These components can be recalled as standard, but within a bilingual-
bicultural environment their conceptualization and contextua 1 i zat i on
change. These changes in the human behavior of bilinguals lead to a
reconceptualization of not just the curriculum components, but of the
curriculum concept as well. A close look at the framework of reference
of bilingualism and b icul tural i sm reveals a dualistic existence. In
any dualistic situation there is a continuous change between two reali-
ties. The way in which these realities are dealt with constitutes the
determinants of the b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural education. Interferences be-
tween the two realities arise and a new product is expected. Bi lin-
gua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education must be conscious of this ever-changing en-
vironment and cannot be kept attached to traditional and standard be-
haviorist positions. A new product must be developed oriented toward
a mental ist-rational ist position which will enable the bilingual person
to objectively analyze and criticize its dualistic reality in the pur-
suit of its individuality and authenticity. Becoming a true bilingual
implies that the competence of becoming the author of one's own peda-
gogy will come
.
The result of this correlation traces a path that can guide a
curriculum definition and orientation for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural educa-
tion.
In building a definition of curriculum other concerns such as the
expressed, the emerged, and the implied dimension of the environmen-
talist position must be taken into consideration. The dynamic process
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which prevails in an environment where two languages are in contact as
mediums of learning, brings about misunderstandings and conflicts.
The emerged and the implied dimensions should bring about the explana-
tion to correct this situation.
Issues such as the future of the BBE and its relationship to the
nation and the world, the use of mass media, the economy, and political
conditions should be taken into account. The charts illustrated in
Tables 1 and 3 have exhibited agreement and disagreement between SCC
of UUSE and DCC of BBSE. This distinctive reality is the starting
point to build a curriculum definition for the BBE.
The correlation among curriculum components within UUSE and BBSE
in terms of conceptualization, contextual i zat ion
,
and structural iza-
tion brought about the following data: (1) there were changes in con-
ceptualizing standard curriculum components; (2) distinctive charac-
teristics and new components were added to standard components;
(3) this addition includes: (a) the inclusion of language and culture
as primary curriculum components, (b) the language and culture show
the distinctive phenomena of bilingualism and bi cul tural i sm, (c) a
rearrangement of standard curriculum components is done guided by the
distinctive classification, (d) the arrangement of curriculum compon-
ents shows a process of establishing priorities which distinguish be-
tween primary and secondary curriculum components, and (e) suggestions
are given in relationship to other concerns that should be integrated
into a definition for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education.
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Definition of Curriculum for Bi 1 i ngua 1 -Bi cul tural Education
. I t was
seen that the b i 1 ingual -b icul tural education environment exhibited dis-
tinctive characteristics that are considered when defining its own cur-
riculum. These distinctive characteristics pointed out the need to
reconceptualize the traditional curriculum concept and its components.
The incorporation of these distinctive characteristics identifies the
bilingual education curriculum. Table 3 outlined twenty-one distinc-
tive components which show the following differences: (see page
1. The focus of curriculum components is individual needs.
2. The learner's individual needs incorporate the concepts
of language and culture into current standard components.
3. The language and culture components show the distinctive
phenomena of bilingualism and bicul tural i sm.
4. A classification of standard and distinctive curriculum
components was established.
5. The distinction between standard and distinctive components
brings about a new dimension for conceptualizing curriculum
components
.
6. Bilingualism and b i cul tura 1 i sm are distinctive components
of curriculum.
7. A rearrangement of the standard curriculum component
guided by the distinctive classifications was done.
8. A distinction between primary and secondary curriculum
components was established.
9. The primary distinctive curriculum components
refer to
what is intended to be learned.
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10. The secondary distinctive curriculum components deal
directly with the instructional process.
11. The individual need and its characteristics were dealt
with in terms of the conceptualization, contextura 1 i za-
tion, and structural i zat ion principles.
12. Differences were seen in the three dimensions of the ex-
pressed, the emergent, and the implied curriculum.
13. A reconceptualization for the term curriculum which
synthesizes the concepts of curriculum, bilingualism,
and b i cul tural i sm is needed.
The dynamic process among the three principles of conceptualiza-
tion, contextua 1 i zat ion
,
and structural i zat ion helped to bring about
the definition of the standard curriculum and guided the integration
of the basic distinctive components of the b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 en-
vi ronment
.
The triad process also integrates the three concepts involved in
the curriculum definition which are: curriculum, bilingualism, and
bicul tural ism. The continuous interaction and interrelationship be-
tween these concepts produces interferences at the conceptual, contex-
tual, and structural levels. By interference it is meant variations
in either language spoken by bilinguals such as code-switching cases,
and in the socialization patterns in either culture which results from
the process of acculturation when becoming a bicultural person. It
refers to deviations in the structural relationship which occur be-
tween language codes of bilinguals and the socio-cul tural contextual
referents of concepts which are related among themselves. The meaning
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of the concept of curriculum undergoes modifications resulting from
interferences received from the concepts of bilingualism and bicultur-
a 1 ism. The concept of curriculum absorbs these interferences that
within the triadic dynamic process a new concept or reality arises.
Figure 13 illustrates interferences in the dynamic process of the
concepts of bilingualism and bicul tural i sm, and Figure ]b displays the
dynamic process of creating the new reality of the curriculum concept.
The integration of the distinctive components of bilingualism and
bi cul tural i sm in a new environment implies a new concept of curriculum:
"cur r i b i 1 b i cu 1 turn. " The new environment incorporates the expressed,
the emergent, and the implied dimensions of the view of curriculum as
an environment for learning. These three dimensions also imply the
conceptualization, contextual i zat ion
,
and structural i zation principles
which guided the standard curriculum definition. The interaction and
switching between two languages and two cultures produces interferences
and integration at the concept, the context, and the structure levels.
This curriculum conceptualization integrates into the unilingual, uni-
cultural, un i conceptual
,
and unidimensional curriculum models, the deep
dimensions viewed in the curriculum as an environment for learning. It
integrates as well the deep structure of the language, two language
codes, and a mul t i -d imens iona 1 cultural view. Current curriculum mod-
els fail to provide an integrative structure which addresses the dis-
tinctive concepts of bilingualism and bi cul tural i sm. Modern scholars
quoted in this study suggest that these concepts are implicit within
such curriculum components as the learner, subject matter, and school
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Figure 13
INTERFERENCES IN THE TRIADIC DYNAMIC PROCESS
WHEN DEFINING THE CONCEPTS OF
BILINGUALISM AND B I CULTURAL I SM
Interference I nterference
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Figure lA
IMPLIED MEANING OF THE
CONCEPT OF CURRICULUM FOR
B I L I NGUAL- B I CULTURAL ENV I RONMENTS
Concept
Structure
Context
Expressed
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program. Nevertheless, the language variations among bilinguals have
not been satisfactorily addressed because of the lack of knowledge about
the lingistic and cultural phenomena of bilingualism and b i cul tural i sm,
and appropriate curriculum models. The main concern of this curriculum
conceptualization is to address the individual and distinctive charac-
teristics of bilingualism and b i cul tural i sm. The definition of curric-
ulum for b i 1 ingual -b icul tural education is derived from the definition
of the term curriculum given in this section and from the correlation
among un i 1 i ngual -un i cu 1 tural and b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 environments.
The b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural educational curriculum is seen as an ab-
straction. This abstraction synthesizes the two words and the two ac-
tions that b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 school programs perform at the micro
and at the macro levels of the educational process. The words and the
actions comprise the message given to the bilingual learner which will
make him/her conscious of his uniqueness, his validity, and his poten-
tiality of becoming a dual promoting agent of the soc io-h i s tor i cal pro-
gress of this pluralistic nation. This curriculum definition aims to
form true bilinguals successfully functioning in two cultures. To
reach this aim is to recognize that becoming a bilingual is a continu-
ous process. To become a bilingual person is to develop the ability to
make a synthesis between two codes at the competence and at the per-
formance level (Chomsky, 1965) of both mother tongue and culture, and
of the second language and culture. In the process of making such a
synthesis, the bilingual person goes through different levels of compe-
tence and performance. The way in which the person learns one language,
whether at school or at home, and the socio-cul tural context where
he
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learns it, are determinants in his competence and performance. The en-
vironment promoted by the demands of the school system and society in-
fluences in the language competence and performance among bilinguals,
as well as in the acceptance of b i cul tural i sm. The question of what
type of bilingual person this society has a demand for arises. Social
forces demand assimilation to the dominant culture, rather than promote
true bilingualism and bi cul tural i sm. Yet, in a culturally pluralistic
society, the issue of bilingualism is constantly present. The type of
bilingual person that society demands and the type produced by bilin-
gual -b i cul tura 1 education need to be defined.
Bilingual persons were classified as compound and coordinate by
Uriel Weinrich. This classification was later modified by Ervin and
Osgood. Figure 15 shows the types of bilingual persons. This illus-
tration shows the two different styles in which bilingual persons or-
ganize language structures within their minds. The coordinate bilin-
gual has two separate and independent language structures with their
corresponding semantic content, and two separate expressions. The
coordinate bilingual has been identified as the true bilingual. He/she
has learned the languages in two different contexts. The compound bi-
lingual has one semantic context which allows the presence of two com-
bined language structures with their corresponding expressions. The
compound bilingual has only one semantic context of reference. This
person traditionally learns a second language at school, while at home
he/she uses another language.
Figure 15
CLASSIFICATION OF BILINGUAL PERSONS
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Coord i nate
BP Code I + Code I I = I I E
Code I + SC I Code II + SC II
L
i
c
,
B.P.
L
2
C
2
Compound
BP Code I + I I E
Code I + Code I I + SC 1 B.P.
C = Competence
P = Performance
L^ = Mother Language
L^ = Second Language
C^ = Mother Culture
C^ = Second Culture
Code = Set of rules which prescribes
the language properness and
correctness
SC = Semantic Content
B.P. = Bilingual Person
E = Expression
This figure is an interpretation of this investigator's perception of
perception of the types of bilingual individuals as postulated by Susan
Ervin and Charles E. Osgood.
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This classification of bilingual persons is a source of reference
for determining the learning environment that b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 edu-
cation programs should foster to form different types of bilingual per-
sons. The formation of coordinate bilinguals requires a learning en-
vironment where the learner can interact in two socio-cul tural environ-
ments. By interaction it is not meant the simple usage of two langua-
ges as means of learning and the teaching of two languages as subject
matter; but that the learning opportunities and the environment should
transcend toward living experiences within two socio-cul tural groups.
It means an immersion within two socio-cul tural contexts. The forma-
tion of coordinate bilinguals requires longer periods of exposure to
cultural and language experiences. The formation of compound bilinguals
seems to conform with traditional language learning opportunities.
The transitional nature of bi 1 ingual-bicultural education pro-
grams does not seem to favor the formation of coordinate bilinguals.
This is a matter which is left to families or the individual's motiva-
tion and interests. This issue affects the appropriate meaning of cur-
riculum for b i 1 i ngual -b icul tural education. This meaning will be con-
ditioned by the type of bilingual persons that this society has a de-
mand for. The definition of curriculum for bi 1 ingual-bicultural edu-
cation offered in this section aims to form coordinate bilinguals.
The definition of curriculum for b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 education
gathered two sources of references for developing curriculum. The first
source presented was the theoretical premises related to curriculum,
bilingualism, and bicul tural ism. The second source was the process of
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developing its own definition of curriculum. The information con-
tained within each source of reference has been organized into two
separate figures.
In Figure 16 the theoretical positions and the concepts that iden-
tify the curriculum for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tural education has been inte-
grated. This figure displays the dialectical process which sustained
the theoretical framework proposed for developing curriculum for bi-
lingual -b i cul tura 1 education.
Figure 17 illustrates an adaption of the dialectical process used
as a reference in identifying the meaning of b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 edu-
cation curriculum. The adaptation of the dialectical process substitu-
ted the concepts of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis for the princi-
ples of conceptualization, contextual i zat ion
,
and st ructura 1 i zat i on
.
This process describes the movement from conceptualization to contex-
tual ization and finally to st ructura 1 i zat i on . The contextual i zat i on
process modifies the meaning of a word. The st ructura 1 i zat i on process
establishes the relationship between the deep and surface structures
of the word. These three principles bring clarity and meaning to con-
cepts such as curriculum, bilingualism, b i cul tura 1 i sm, and learning.
The dichotomy between theory and practice, first culture and second
culture, first language and second language, curriculum for first and
second languages, curriculum for first and second culture, and action-
reflection initiate the dialectical process. The interaction between
the dichotomized concepts brings about the dialogue. Dialogue is the
expressed product of the encounter of these contrasting concepts.
Figure 16
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
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Figure 17
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION FRAMEWORK DESIGN
FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Primary Distinctive Curriculum Components
Bi 1 ingual i sm-Bicul tural ism
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Bringing the expressed concept into the dialectical dynamic process, a
new product or dimension emerges which implies the reality and meaning
of that concept. This dynamic process takes place within the school
system which provides the field for experimentation.
Figure 17 illustrates the framework of b i 1 ingual -b i cul tural edu-
cation. This design exhibits the interrelationship among the primary
distinctive curriculum components which constitute the conceptual ref-
erents of curriculum for b i 1 ingual -b i cu 1 tura 1 education. These refer-
ents are bilingualism and b i cul tural i sm. The primary curriculum com-
ponents indicate the data source which is the foundation of this cur-
riculum. The framework indicates guidelines for this curriculum. It
reveals what is expected to be integrated in the conceptualization
level of this particular curriculum.
This section presented the definition of curriculum for bilingual-
bicultural education and pointed out: (l) theoretical positions used
in the process of developing the definition of curriculum; (2) a stand-
ard definition of curriculum deducted from the dialectical process;
(3) an examination of distinctive curriculum components which charac-
terize the b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 education curriculum; (4) a process of
establishing priorities of curriculum components which distinguishes
between primary and secondary curriculum components; (5) a view of cur-
riculum as an abstraction which synthesizes the words and actions per-
formed by the school system to produce coordinate bilinguals; (6) a
classification of bilingual persons to help identify types of bilinguals
expected to be produced by b i 1 ingual -b i cul tural education; (7) a design
of the dialectical process describing the theoretical positions
lh
included in this curriculum; and (8) a curriculum design for bilingual-
bicultural education.
Spanish Curriculum Design
This section presents the Spanish curriculum design which focuses
on the subject matter area component. It points out the relationship
between the primary and secondary distinctive curriculum components.
The primary distinctive curriculum components refer to the data source
and the learning outcomes. The secondary distinctive curriculum com-
ponents refer to the instruction. Specifically, this design consists
of: (1) the theoretical framework; and (2) the instruction. The the-
oretical framework is elaborated in two sections. The first section
indicated a needs assessment of (1) the learner, (b) the Spanish lan-
guage competence; and (c) the school. The second section stressed
goals conceptualization. The formulation of goals took into account
the theoretical framework of this curriculum and the contextual experi-
ences of participants in the curriculum. The instruction included the
elaboration of the instructional modules, which consisted of: (a) re-
lated goals for each module, (b) objectives, (c) learning opportuni-
ties, (d) instructional materials, and (e) evaluation procedures.
Figure 18 illustrates the relationship among the curriculum com-
ponents of the Spanish curriculum.
A description of the Spanish curriculum design was offered in this
section. The design presented a figure which displayed three sections.
The sections are: (l) needs assessment, (2) goals, and (3) the
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Figure 18
SPANISH CURRICULUM DESIGN
Primary and Secondary Distinctive Curriculum Components
Learner School Spanish Language
1
Needs Assessment V.
I
Deci s ion-Maki ng
Reality Values Theories
Eva 1 uat i on
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Figure 19
Bl UNGUAL- B 1 CULTURAL EDUCATION
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK CURRICULUM DESIGN
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instructional modules. The first two sections are related to the the-
oretical framework. The last section considered the instructional as-
pect of the curriculum.
The Spanish curriculum design rounded out the conceptual frame-
work for developing curriculum for specific subject matter area within
b i 1 i ngual -b icul tura 1 education. The integration of three referents was
used in the development of curriculum for b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tural educa-
tion. These referents are: (l) bi 1 ingual -bicul tural education frame-
work, (2) theoretical framework, and (3) the subject matter area.
Figure 13 displays the abstract relationship among the latter referents
This design consists of seven basic curriculum components inter-
related in one central unit. This unit considers the triad of the dia-
lectical process and the structural relationships among the conceptual
framework and the instructional levels. The components are: (1) bi-
lingua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education framework, (2) theoretical framework,
(3) subject matter area, (A) goals, (5) instructional modules, (6) eval
uation, and (7) dialogue which provides the foundation for decision-
maki ng.
In summary, this chapter supports the following points:
1. The conceptual framework of this curriculum is the product
of the abstraction drawn from the dialectical process and
the action-reflection process used in the conceptualiza-
tion of this curriculum.
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2. The conceptual framework included: (a) a review of cur-
riculum concerns, (b) theoretical premises, (c) the pro-
cess of conceptualizing the curriculum design for bilin-
gua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education, and (d) the Spanish curriculum.
3. In the process of developing the conceptual framework
the following aspects were explained:
a. Curricular perspectives in this society and how
curriculum scholars have dealt with new society
demands, especially the demands for bilingual-
bicultural education. Different conceptions of
curriculum presented the need for an approach
that drew a comprehensive curriculum definition.
b. Theoretical positions from fields of study related
to curriculum which offered the ideas which guided
the conceptualization of this curriculum. The
fields of study are: philosophy, linguistics,
anthropology, psychology, and education.
c. A curriculum definition which guided bilingual-
bicultural education towards defining its own.
This definition brought a model for defining cur-
riculum emphasizing the use of an adaptation of
the dialectical process.
d. Theoretical premises used as referents in the de-
velopment of this curriculum that brought about a
theoretical framework design. This design des-
cribes the process used in identifying the mean-
ings of concepts involved in this curriculum.
e. A correlation among similarities and differences
in un i 1 i ng ua 1 - un i cu 1 1 u ra 1 and b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tural
environments which pointed out the distinctive
curriculum components for b i 1 i ngual -b icul tural
education. The correlation makes it possible to
distinguish between primary and secondary curricu-
lum components.
f. The b i 1 ingual -b i cul tural education framework design
drew from its own definition of curriculum and the
primary distinctive curriculum components. This
framework design indicates guidelines for developing
curriculum for b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tural education.
g. The Spanish curriculum design which consisted of two
sections. These sections considered: (1) a theo-
retical framework, and (2) the instructional aspect.
The goals were included in the theoretical frame-
work. The instructional modules included the objec-
tives, learning experiences, instructional materials
and evaluation procedures.
The conceptual framework is the foundation for develop-
ing curriculum for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cu 1 tura 1 education. The
foundation for developing the Spanish curriculum was
presented in a design which illustrated the whole dynam
ics process of conceptualizing this curriculum. Figure
13 integrated the conceptual referents of the Spanish
curriculum for b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 educational environ
ments
.
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CHAPTER III
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRICULUM PROMOTING
SPANISH LANGUAGE COMPETENCE OF ENGLISH DOMINANT
HISPANIC Bl LI NGUAL-BI CULTURAL ADULTS
The second chapter provided important information sustaining the-
oretical guidelines for developing the Spanish curriculum. A dialecti-
cal process was proposed to be used in the development and implementa-
tion of the curriculum. This chapter is devoted to the Spanish curricu-
lum developed. First, the results of a needs assessment of the selected
learners is reported. This needs assessment was conducted to ensure
that the curriculum was responsive to the academic and personal charac-
teristics of the learner. Second, the substance of the curriculum is
presented in three parts: rationale, goals and instructional modules
(including objectives, learning experiences, instructional materials,
and evaluation procedures).
Needs Assessment
A needs assessment was performed as recommended by the Spanish
curriculum design. The purpose of the needs analysis is "to develop a
deliberate process for decision-oriented inquiry into needs. ..to pro-
vide useful information about needs" as stated by Coffing and Hutchin-
son in their Needs Analysis Methodology. In order to gain information
about personal characteristics and the Spanish language needs of Hispan-
ic bilingual learners, two questionnaires were designed.
The questionnaires were administered to selected Hispanic students
interested in enrolling in the course Spanish tf 154 at the Spanish
and
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Portuguese Department at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
They were administered in Spanish to twenty-three students enrolled in
the course. Yet, for purposes of this study, only thirteen students
were considered the target population. These students were selected
taking into consideration the following criteria: nationality, Spanish
language needs, geographical area background, and higher number of
years lived in the United States.
The first questionnaire provided personal information about the
learner. Tables 5 to 10 show the personal data collected about the
1 earners
.
The second questionnaire provided data about the Spanish know-
ledge already gained and their Spanish course expectations.
1. About their actual knowledge of the Spanish language the
students identified the following:
a. It is an international language.
b. There are variations in the pronunciation and word
meanings among Hispanic people.
c. The Spanish language has undergone changes because of
the English influence and interferences.
d. It is a romance language.
e. The students acknowledged their need to learn to express
themselves with clarity in the Spanish language as well
as to learn grammar and more vocabulary.
2. About how they feel concerning the Spanish language, the
students identified the following:
a. Four students felt comfortable, but agreed that they
needed language improvement.
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b. Four students felt uncomfortable; they needed
language improvement.
c. Two students liked the language but agreed that
they lacked the knowledge for clear expression.
d. One student expressed the fact that he did not
talk well.
3. About the motivation to enroll in the Spanish course,
the students identified the following:
a. Everybody agreed on wanting to learn the Spanish
language.
b. Thirteen students stressed interest in improving
oral expression including: pronunciation, talking,
language usage, learning new vocabulary, and
word translations.
c. Five students stressed concern for learning
grammar and written language improvement.
4. About ways in which the language can be learned, the
students expressed the following:
a. Five students suggested that it can be learned
by talking to each other.
b. Three students emphasized writing.
c. Three students recommended the general use of
the language.
d. One student emphasized reading.
e. All of them recommended talking and writing.
5. About the outcomes of the Spanish course, the students
expressed the following:
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a. Three students expected to improve the Spanish
language in the spoken, reading, and writing forms.
b. Five students expected to separate English inter-
ferences in the Spanish language and to translate
English words into their proper meanings in Spanish.
c. Three students expected to improve the spoken
1 anguage.
d. Three students expected to improve their grammar
knowledge and written language.
e. Five students expected to know about themselves
and why they are how they are.
f. One student expected to know about the Spanish-
Puerto Rican culture besides the language knowledge.
Other information about the Hispanic bilingual student population
was obtained by interviews with directors and counselors of educational
programs addressed to this population. The programs offering services
to the Hispanic bilingual students are: the Bilingual Collegiate Pro-
gram, Bi 1 i ngual-Bi cul tura 1 Education Professions Program, and the Span-
ish and Portuguese Department.
During the spring academic semester 1981, the Bilingual Collegiate
Program indicated that there were 221 Hispanic bilingual students en-
rolled at the University of Massachusetts. The majority of these stu-
dents were English dominant, but from different socio-economic back-
grounds. They demonstrated a need to improve Spanish language compe-
tence.
The Spanish and Portuguese Department offers courses for Spanish
speakers every academic semester. The Spanish courses are 15*< (orig-
inally 1*45) and 156. Intermediate and advanced courses are open to
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those who show a better command of the Spanish language. Spanish 154
is a course which addresses the teaching of Spanish grammar as it re-
lates to the written language. Spanish 156 introduces the learner to
the study of literature by studying literary styles and Puerto Rican
literature. Speaking is not addressed as a matter of study in itself.
It is assumed that by improving the written language skills, the spo-
ken language patterns will also improve.
The Bi 1 ingual -Bicul tural Education Professions Program enrolled
2k Hispanic bilingual undergraduate students during the spring academ-
ic semester 1 98 1 . Spanish language proficiency is a requirement in
this program. English dominant Hispanic bilingual students are re-
quired to take Spanish courses to improve Spanish language competence.
A Spanish language proficiency course is offered to undergraduate and
graduate students contingent upon student enrollment.
In summary, the needs assessment provided useful information for
decision-making about the implementation of the Spanish curriculum.
Three main sources provided information necessary for curriculum im-
plementation. From the first source of information comes personal
data about the learners and their Spanish language needs. The second
source provided information about the Spanish language already known
by the learners and what they expected to learn. The third source
supplied statistical information about the Hispanic bilingual student
population enrolled at the University of Massachusetts and the language
services programs provided for them.
The Spanish curriculum is the product of the investigator's ex-
perience in teaching Spanish within Hispanic bilingual educational
environments in the region of Amherst, Massachusetts. The teaching
practice was complemented with theoretical knowledge gained through
formal studies in curriculum and b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 studies.
The curriculum was developed taking into consideration the follow-
ing aspects: first, the results of a needs assessment administered to
selected student population participating in the study; second, the
conceptual framework of the Spanish curriculum; and third, the re-
sults of a previous try-out of this curriculum.
The content of the curriculum was elaborated in collaboration
with Hispanic bilingual learners, Hispanic community representatives,
specialists in the academic fields involved in the curriculum, and the
Spanish teacher. The information provided by curriculum participants
offered guidelines for delineating the outcomes for a Spanish program
of study for Hispanic bilingual young adults. The selection of goals
was performed throughout the implementation of a goals analysis pro-
cess which drew a systematic arrangement of goals and established
goals priorities. The main concepts expressed in the goals drew the
elaboration of five instructional modules. The instructional modules
are: (1) the Spanish language, (2) the organization of ideas, (3) or-
ganization of ideas in literature, (4) our language and the standard
language, and (5) our expression. Modules number one, two, and four
addressed the modern approach for studying grammar focusing on the
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succession order of phonology, syntax, and morphology. Modules three
and five centered on reading as a relevant subject for gaining language
proficiency, and for providing related literature for dialogue. Read-
ing also provides for visual, auditory, perceptual, and conversational
exper i ences.
A topic outline was elaborated for each Instructional module
based on the subject expressed in the modules. The outline guided the
elaboration of the instructional modules. The topic outline considered
ideas offered by curriculum participants in the elaboration of goals
and from the class interaction. They also presented the major con-
cepts that should be learned, and guided the elaboration of objectives,
learning experiences, instructional materials, and evaluation procedures
for each instructional module.
The instructional methodology follows a dialogistic approach based
upon continuous reflection about the word performed (Freire, 1968).
Emphasis on the speech is stressed as a means for clarifying concepts
and discriminating the sounds of the Spanish language. Improvements in
the articulation of sounds has correlative effects on the spelling, as
classification of concepts does for clear language expression.
This curriculum is subject to study, revision, and renovation ac-
cording to new knowledge gained in the language study and materials, and
as needed before its implementation in new educational environments if
it is to respond to the characteristics of other student populations.
The content of the Spanish curriculum, especially the goals and
topics that make up the instructional modules, are written in Spanish
and presented in this chapter.
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The goals section and the introduction describing the instructional
modules are in Spanish and English. They are included in this
chapter.
Goa 1 s
The identification of Spanish language needs among Hispanic bi-
linguals, and the accompanying social and psychological behavior re-
sulting from socializing in a situation of two cultures in contact
were the main concerns taken into account when elaborating the goals
for the Spanish curriculum. A dialogue among Hispanic learners and
parents, Hispanic community representatives, scholars, and the Spanish
teacher drew the identification of language cases such as: interfer-
ences, code-switching, and lack of Spanish language skills in talking,
reading, and writing. It was pointed out that the lack of knowledge of
Spanish and Puerto Rican history, culture, and literature in all their
expressions was evident. The need for a clear Hispanic cultural iden-
tity was stressed. Eight Hispanic bilingual learners were selected to
participate in the process of elaborating the goals. Other participants
were Sonia Vivas, parent representative; Juan C. Zamora, Spanish lin-
guist; Gloria F. de Guevara, Bi 1 i ngua 1-Bi cul tura 1 Education consultant;
Robert Sinclair, curriculum specialist; and Carmen M. Rivera, Spanish
teacher
.
The information provided by these curriculum human resources was
subjected to a goals analysis process using Thomas Hutchinson's Goals
Analysis method. This analysis brought about a process for establish-
ing goals' priorities in which the persons involved in the curriculum
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were included. The process drew the following arrangement of goals'
priorities. This goals arrangement was presented to the consideration
of the Hispanic bilingual students who participated in the final try-
out of this curriculum. The results of the second goals analysis are
presented in the next chapter.
At the end of this program of study the learner will:
1. Be aware that knowledge of the language improves its
performance.
2. Appreciate equally the worthiness of the knowledge and
command of the mother tongue and that of the second
1 anguage
.
3. Be aware that in their language expression they are
communicating their social, cultural, and psychological
i dent i ty
.
4. Perceive the relationship between mind, language, and
cul ture.
5. Develop a clear Hispanic cultural identity.
6. Discover the relationship between thought organization
and concrete language use.
7. Participate in the process of learning Spanish.
8. Develop skills for making abstractions.
9. Develop a sense of worthiness towards different levels
of language expression.
10. Identify grammatical functions of words in sentences
and linguistic concepts.
11. Discover the relationship between language competence
and language performance.
38
12. Discover the validity that their language intuition
has as a criteria for language correctness.
13. Be aware of stylistic variety that each one of us
possesses according to different social circumstances
in which we interact.
1 ^ . Distinguish dialectical variations and the concept
of standard language.
15. Discover artistic and cultural similarities in the
society where he/she interacts.
16. Discover the relationship between the historical and
political events of the society where he/she inter-
acts and their effects on the language and the culture.
17. Discover cultural and artistic differences in the
society where he/she interacts.
Explore the impact of their language behavior within
the historic and cultural processes that they are
exper i enci ng
.
18
.
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Metas
A1 finalizar este program de estudios se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la lengua
mejora su uso.
2. Valorizen equi 1 i bradamente el conocimiento y dominio
de la lengua materna y el conocimiento y dominio de
una segunda lengua.
3. Cobren conciencia de que decir su lengua es comunicar
su identidad social, cultural, y psicologica.
4. Desarrollen una identidad cultural clara.
5. Establezcan relaciones entre mente, lengua y cultura.
6. Descubran la relacion entre la' organ i zacion del
pensamiento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
7. Participen activamente en el proceso de aprendizaje
del espanol
.
8. Desarrollen destrezas para formar abstracciones
.
9. Valorizen diversos niveles de actuacion 1 i nguTst i ca
.
10. Identifiquen conceptos linguTsticos y funciones
gramaticales de palabras.
11. Descubran la relacion entre competencia linguTstica
y actuacion linguTstica.
12. Descubran la validez que tiene su intuicion linguTstica
como criterio de correccion linguistica.
13. Cobren conciencia de que tememos diferentes estilos
linguTsticos de acuerdo a distintas ci rcumstancias
.
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14. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto de
la lengua general
.
15. Descubran similtudes artTstl co-cul turales en la
sociedad que conviven.
16. Descubran la relacion entre aconteci mientos historico-
poltticos de la sociedad en que conviven y sus efectos
en la lengua y la cultura.
17. Descubran diferencias ar ttst i co- cul tura 1 es en la
sociedad que conviven.
18. Despierten inquietudes en torno a su quehacer
lingutstico dentro del proceso h i stor i co-cul tura
1
que vi ven.
INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
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Modulo I
Nuestra lengua materna
Este modulo i nst rucc i ona 1 brinda la oportunidad de hacer una
reflexion sobre el conocimiento que tiene la persona bill ng Lie de
habla hispana sobre su lengua materna.
Inicia el proceso de conceptua 1 i zar mediante la reflexion de con-
ceptos 1 i ngliTst i cos . Esta reflexion permite identificar: (1) las
relaciones entre el conocimiento que se posee sobre la lengua y el uso
actual que de el la se hace; (2) las variaciones y errores de lengua y
sus posibles causas; (3) la naturaleza abstracta de la lengua; (4) los
procesos mentales que se siguen para lograr la actuacion linguTstica;
y (5) los cond i cional i smos soci o-cul tura 1 es que influyen en la
competencia y actuacion linguTstica.
El reflexionar sobre la lengua coni leva el analisis de sT mismo.
El analisis de la persona bilingue coni leva un examen sobre: (1) bi-
linguismo; (2) b icul tural i smo; (3) los efectos de estos fenomenos sobre
la lengua, la identidad cultural y la psicologfa del h i spano-b i 1 i ngue
;
(4) los antecedentes h i stor i co-cul tura 1 es y educativos del puerto-
rriqueno y/o hispano, y la proyeccion de la hispanidad y/o
puertorriquenidad.
El examen sobre sT mismo inicia la reflexion sobre el habla. El
estudio del habla incluye: el analisis del sistema fonetico; (2) la
distinci6n entre fonema y letra, y la i dent i f i caci on de i nter ferenc
i as
en el habla y la ortografta.
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Este modulo
lengua desde una
trayectoria de:
instruccional es una introduccion al estudio de la
perspectiva 1 i ngliTst i ca . Situa al educando en la
engua, yo, cultura y habla.
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Module 1
Our Mother Tongue
This instructional module offers students the opportunity to re-
flect upon the knowledge they possess of their native language. It
initiates the conceptualization process by means of reflection upon
linguistic concepts. This reflection facilitates the identification
of the following: (1) the relation that exists between the possessed
knowledge of a language and the actual use of that language; (2) lan-
guage variations and deficiencies and their possible causes; (3) the
abstract nature of language; (4) the mental processes required to
achieve linguistic performance; and (5) the soc io-cul tura 1 condition-
ing which influences linguistic competence.
The act of reflecting upon language requires self-analysis. The
analysis of the bilingual person requires the examination of these fac-
tors: (1) bilingualism, (2) b i cul tura 1 i sm ; (3) the effect of these two
phenomena on lanaguage, cultural identity and the psychology of the
Hispanic bilingual; (4) the historical and cultural references of the
Puerto Rican and the Hispanics; and (5) the projection of what is His-
panism ("H i span i dad")
,
and what is Puerto Rican "Puertorr iquenidad."
Self-examination or analysis initiates the reflection upon speech.
The study of speech includes an analysis of the phonetical system, the
distinction between phoneme and letter, and the identification of the
interferences in speech and writing.
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This instructional module is an introduction to the study of
language from a linguistic perspective. It situates the learner on
the path-- 1 anguage
,
the self (individual), culture, and speech.
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Primer modulo
Top i co I . Diagnostico sobre la lengua espanola.
Los d i agnost i cos brindan informacion sobre las destrezas
que tiene el educando sobre la lengua espanola al leer,
hablar, escuchar y escribir.
Metas: Enfatica.
Al final izar este modulo instruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. hayan participado activamente en el proceso de aprendi-
zaje del espanol
.
2. descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del pensa-
miento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
PartTci pe
.
1. cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la lengua
mejora su uso.
Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Revisen el conocimiento que l.a. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre:
tienen sobre la lengua la persona hispana bilingue y su
espanola
.
lengua espanola. Motivacion en
forma de preguntas.
l.b. Informe de dialogos por un re-
presentante del grupo. Contesta-
cion a preguntas.
2. Detecten las limitaciones 2&3.a. Administracion prueba com-
que tienen en el conocimiento prension de lectura silenciosa.
de la lengua espanola. 2&3 • b . Administracion prueba com-
prension de lectura oral.
3. Identifiquen problemas espe-
cfficos en la actuacion 2&3.C. Administracion prueba com-
1 i ngufst i ca . prension auditiva y escrita.
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Object i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
(1) Lectura teatralizada por la
maestra
.
(2) Redaccion de un resumen
sobre la lectura escuchada.
(3) Dictado teatralizado sobre
la misma seleccion para
suplir signos de puntuacion
y letras mayuculas y
mi nuscul as
.
2&3.d. Redaccion de un dialogo.
Ejemplo: situacion en que se en-
cuentran un vendedor y un compra-
dor. Descripcion del lugar.
4. Establezcan relaciones entre 4. a. Reflexion sobre resultados de
el conocimiento de la lengua pruebas d i agnost i cas
.
y la actuacion linguTstica (1) Anotar comprension del
individual
.
contenido de las lecturas
y comprension de la lengua.
4.b. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre
errores comunes en el habla y la
escr i tura
.
(l) Preparacion de una lista.
4.c. Informe de grupo por un
representante
.
Materiales a usarse :
1. Grabacitfn de informes de grupo.
2. "Gloze Readability Test."
Lectura tomada de Samuel Gili Gaya. "El hombre bilingue" en
Antologfa de lecturas, Vol. I. Rio Piedras, P.R.: Editorial
Ed i
1 , 1971.
3. "Miscue Analysis."
Lectura tomada de Gabriel Garcfa Marquez. Cien anos de soledad .
Buenos Aires: Editorial Sudamer i cana , 1969, pags. 47-48.
A. Lectura teatralizada de un trozo de un cuento de Jose Luis Gonzalez.
"El pasaje" en Veinte cuentos y Paisa . Rio Piedras, P.R.: Editori-
al Cultural, Inc., 1 973
.
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Eva 1 uaci on
:
Relacionada con objetivos numero 1, 2, 3 y A
1. Pruebas d i agnos t i cas . Mease apendice numero
2. Informes de dialogos por sub-grupos.
Topi co I I
,
Consi deraciones en torno a la lengua.
El conocimiento de los resultados de los di agnost i cos
sobre la lengua espanola y los principios que sus-
tentan su estudio sirven de referencia para iniciar
un programa de estudio del espanol.
Metas : Enf at i cas
A1 finalizar este m6dulo i nstruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. establezcan relaciones entre mente, lengua y cultura.
2. descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del pensa-
miento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
3. desarrol len destrezas para formar abstracci ones
.
4. desarrol len destrezas para identificar conceptos
1 i ng'uTsti cos y funciones gramaticales de palabras.
5. descubran la relaci6n entre competencia linguTstica
y actuaci6n linguTstica.
6. distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto de
la lengua general.
Partfci pe :
1. cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la
lengua mejora su uso.
2. valoricen diversos niveles de actuacion linguTstica.
3. cobren conciencia de que deci r su lengua es
comunicar
su identidad social, cultural y psicologica.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Distingan caractenst 1 cas
del espanol peninsular e
h i spanoamer i cano.
l.a. DiSlogo sobre la evoluciSn del
espanol: de Castellano a espanol.
l.b. Distincion caracterT st i cas del
espanol de America.
2. Reflexionen sobre conceptos
1 i nguTsti cos.
2. a. Definici6n de conceptos tales
como: lenguaje, lengua habla,
dialecto, 1 ing'uTstica, gramatica,
competencia, actuaci6n, concepto,
Castellano y espanol.
2.b. Di^logo en sub-grupos sobre
concordar y descordar entre:
(1) lengua y habla
(2) lengua y lenguaje
(3) gramatica y linguTstica
(4) competencia y actuaci6n
(5) espanol y Castellano
3. Def i nan el s i gno
1 i nguTsti co.
3. a. 1 dent i f i caci6n del signo
1 i nguTst i co.
3.b. Distincion entre significado
y s ign i f i cante.
3.c. Identi f i cacion del significadc
y el significante de varias
palabras
.
4. Cobren conciencia de las
relaciones abstractas que
hacen para unir la idea
con la palabra.
4. a. Definicion del termino
concepto.
4 . b . Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre:
(1) concepto y significado
(2) competencia y actuaci6n
( 3 ) competencia y significado
(4) actuaci 6n y significante
(5) mente y lengua
4.c. Descripcion de como se realize
una acci6n diaria como el ce-
p i 1 1 arse los dientes. Anotar que
se h i zo mentalmente para hacer
la descripcion. Descripci6n de
como se capta un concepto.
Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
5. Establezcan relaciones
entre la competencia que
tienen en la lengua es-
panola y la actuaci6n
que de el 1 a hacen
.
4.d. 1 dent i f i caci6n de siluetas
trazadas en la pizarra. Dictado
de un dibujo.
A.e. Identif icacion de terminos
indlcando significado y signifi-
cante
.
4.
f. Distinci6n de procesos de men-
tales que se slguen para definir
un concepto tales como: memoriza-
cion, deduccion e inferencia.
A.g. 1 dent i f i caci6n de conceptual i-
zaci on
.
5.
a. \lease actividad numero 4. a.
5.b. V£ase actividad numero *t.d.
5.c. Conf
i
guracion de un signo
1 i ng’uTst i co . Ej . : dibujo imagen
de la palabra iglesia. Repetir
"church." Anotaci6n cambios de
imagen y palabra. Definicion
del t^rmino por escrito.
5.d. Relacion entre la conf i gurac i6n
del signo linguTstico o palabra y
el significado y el significante
de una palabra.
5.e. Redefinicion de conceptos
1 i ng'uT s t i cos
.
5.f. DiSlogo en sub-grupos sobre
reflexion:
(1) proceso de conceptua 1 i za
r
(2) relaci6n entre conceptua 1 i za-
cion y signo linguTstico
(3) competencia y actuaci6n
(A) orfgenes de problemas del
habla y la escritura
6. Identiflquen problemas de
actuacion linguTstica.
6. a. Repaso conceptos 1 i ng'u i st i cos
.
6 . b . Prueba definicion conceptos.
6.c. D i a logo en sub-grupos sobre:
dificultades definiendo conceptos
corcondando y descordando.
6.d. Mease actividades numero 5 - f - ,
6. a.
,
6.d.
Mater i a 1 es a usarse:
1 1
1
Escarpanter, Jose. Como dominar la gramatica
. Madrid: Editorial
Playor, 1979. Cap. I I
,
pags. 7-12, 19-21
. Cap. II, pags. 22-29.
Del Rosario, Ruben. La lengua de Puerto Rico . Rto Piedras, P.R.
Editorial Cultural, Inc., 1970.
Dibujos, figuras varias.
Evaluacion:
Relacionada con objetivo numero A,
1.
Dibujos de conceptos con definicion.
Relacionada con objetivos numero 1, 2, 3, 5 y 6.
2.
Examen conceptos linguTsticos para concordar y descordar.
T6p i co III. Conocimiento de sT mismo.
El conocimiento de los cond i c i ona 1 i smos externos que
intervienen en la formaci6n del individuo contribuye al
entendimiento de su personal idad y caracter. En la
actuaci6n linguTstica se manifiesta la identidad de la
persona
.
Metas: Enfat i cas :
Al final izar este modulo i nstrucc i ona 1 se espera que los
educandos
:
1. valor i zen equ i 1 i bradamente el conocimiento y dominio de
la lengua materna y el conocimiento y dominio de una
segunda lengua.
2. cobren conciencia de que decir su lengua es comunicar
su identidad social, cultural y pedagogica.
3. desarrollen una identidad cultural clara.
b. establezcan relaciones entre mente, lengua y cultura.
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5. valorizen diversos medios de actuacion linguTstica.
6. descubran la relacion entre competencia linguTstica
y actuacion linguTstica.
7. cobren conciencia de que tenemos diferentes estilos
linguTsticos de acuerdo a distintas c i rcunstanc i as
.
8. descubran la relacion entre acontecimientos historico-
polTticos de la sociedad en que conviven y sus efectos
en la lengua y la cultura.
9. despierten inquietudes en torno a su que hacer
linguTstico dentro del proceso h i stor i co-cul tura
1
que 1 es toca v i v i r
.
Objetivos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Definan a la persona bilingue. l.a. 1 dent i f i caci 6n de bilinguismo
y bi cul tural i smo.
l.b. Estudio de la persona bilingue
y su estructura cognosci t i va
.
l.c. Resumen relaci6n entre mente y
1 engua
.
2. Identifiquen las condiciones
socio-cul turales que influyen
en los problemas de actuacion
1 i nguTst i ca
.
2. a. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre:
(1) tipos de personas bi Ungues
y sus estilos cognosci t i vos
(2) relacTon entre contexto socio-
cultural y estilo cognosci-
tivo, conceptua 1 i zac i on y
signo linguTstico, conceptual i-
zac i 6n del bilingue y actua-
ci6n del bi 1 i ngue
(3) problemas en la actuacion
linguTstica bilingue.
2.b. Informe de grupo por un repre-
sentante
.
3. Indiquen los efectos del
b i 1 i ngua 1 i smo en la lengua
espanol a
.
3&4.a. Distincion entre problemas de
lengua comunes dentro del con-
texto monolingue espanol y^los
del contexto bilingue ingles-
e spa no 1
.
J -
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Indiquen los efectos del bi-
culturalismo en la identidad
cultural hispana.
3&^.b. 1 dent i f icacion de angli-
cismos aceptados en el espahol
y otras casos de interferencias.
3&^.c. Ident i f icacion proceso trans-
culturacion y los fenomenos de
conducta que le acompanan.
3&^.d. Dial ogo en sub-grupos sobre:
(1) problemas de lengua en el
habla y la escritura
(2) fenomenos del proceso de
acul turacion
(3) criterios para correccion
1 i nguTst i ca
3&^+.e. Informe de grupo por un
ltder
.
5. Reconozcan la necesidad de
desarrollar una identidad
cultural clara.
5, 6, 7, 8. a. Presentacion a panel por
educandos donde desar rol 1 aran
temas sobre:
6. Identifiquen antecedentes
historico-culturales del
pue rtor r
i
queno y/o el
hi spano.
(1) antecedentes de la personal i-
dad, la educacion, la lengua
y la cultura puertor r iquena
y/o ant i 1 1 ana
(2) la expresion actual de los
7. Identifiquen antecedentes
educativos de su pats natal
y/o Puerto Rico.
temas anteriores en Estados
Un i dos
5 , 6 , 7 , 8 . b . Dialogo en torno a los
topicos tratados en el panel.
8. Se ubiquen en la trayectoria
de lengua, yo y cultura.
5,6,7,8.c. Redaccion de una compo-
sicion sobre los temas presenta-
dos en el panel y la vision per-
sonal sobre el espanol en Estados
Un i dos
.
Materiales a usarse :
1. Gili Gaya, Samuel. "El hombre biling'ue" en AntologTa de
lecturas, Vol. I. Rto Piedras, P.R.: Editorial Edil, 1971.
2. Gonzalez, Jose Luis. "Literatura e identidad nacional de Puerto
Rico" en Lecturas escogidas del Programa de Estudios Sociales .
Rto Piedras, P.R.: D.I.P., 1970.
3. Estados Unidos. Comision de Derechos Civiles de Estados Unidos:
"Los puertorriquenos" en Puertorriquenos en los Estados Unidos
Cont i nenta 1 es : Un futuro incierto
,
Washington, D.C., 1976.
4. Fernandez Mendez, Eugenio. "La personal i dad del puertor r
i
queno"
en Lecturas escogidas del Program de Estudios Sociales
. Rto
Piedras, P.R.: DIP, 1970.
5. Fernandez Mendez, Eugenio. "Antecedentes del caracter de los
puertorriquenos" en Lecturas escogidas de Programa de Estudios
Sociales
. Rto Piedras, P.R.: DIP, 1970.
6. Rivera, Carmen M. C 1 as i f i cac i on de la personal bilingue.
MonografTa: Amherst, School of Education, University of Massa-
chusetts, 1979 .
7. Rivera, Carmen M. Problemas de lengua observados en el habla
y la escritura del hispano monolingue y bilingue . Monografia:
Amherst, School of Education, University of Massachusetts, 1979.
8. Vientos Gaston, Nilita. "Otra vez el bilinguismo" en Revi sta
del Instituto de Cultura Puertor r
i
quena
.
Num. 16. San Juan,
P.R.: I.C.P., 1962.
Eval uac ion
Relacionada con objetivos numero 1, 2, 3, ^ y 5.
1.
Informes de dialogos por sub-grupos.
Relacionada con objetivos numero 2, 3, 5,
6, 7 y 8.
1. Presentacion a panel.
2. Par t i c
i
pac i on en dialogo sobre el panel.
3. Composicion escrita sobre los temas presentados en el panel.
Top ico IV. Fonol ogta
El estudio de la emision y articulacion de los sonidos de
la lengua permite detectar disonancias en el habla. La
comprension de la relacion entre la articulacion de
fonemas y la ortografTa de las letras
contribuye a re-
conocer disonancias en el habla y su proyeccion en a
ortografTa.
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Metas: Enfaticas
A1 final izar este modulo instruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
!• Cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la lengua
mejora su uso.
2. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto de
1 a 1 engua genera 1
.
3. Cobren conciencia de que tenemos diferentes estilos de
habla de acuerdo a distintas c i rcunstanci as
.
4. Descubran la relacion entre competencia linguTstica
y actuacion linguTstica.
Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Establezcan una relacion l.a. Relacion entre habla y
entre el habla y el sistema fonol ogta
.
fonet i co
.
l.b. Estudio del aparato fonetico.
l.c. 1 dent i f i cacion distintos tipos
de sonidos.
2. Identifiquen los fonemas 2. a. Distincion de fonemas del
del espanol
.
espanol
.
2.b. Audicion de una grabacion de
poesta coreada.
2.c. Distincion elementos de la voz.
3. Articulen los fonemas 3. a. Imitacion sonidos de la
del espalTol . g rabac i on
.
3.b. Articulacion de sonidos.
3.c. Ejercicios de diccion para los
fonemas /s/, /rr/, / d/
,
/ t/ , /g/,
/f / , / j / , /m/, /n/, /b/ y / p/ y
las letras vocales.
4. Establezcan relaciones 4. a. Grabacion de una corta lectura
entre fonemas y letras. oral. Escuchar
la grabacion ano-
tando fonemas cuya articulacion
presenta disonancias. Repetir
ejercicio.
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Obj et i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
5. Detecten alternancia de
fonemas espanoles e i n-
gleses y sus efectos en
la ortografta de letras.
5- a . Di a logo en sub-grupos:
(1) fonemas y letras
(2) letras cuyos sonidos presen-
tan dudas en la ortografta
del espanol
(3) i nterferenci as de sonidos y
letras del ingles en el
espanol
5.b. Dictado de corta seleccion
1 i teraria.
5.c. Correccion ortografta del
d i ctado.
5-d. Informe de grupo por un es-
tud iante.
5.e. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre:
(1) analisis estiltstico del
cuento La carta de Jose Luis
Gonza 1 ez
(2) comparacion entre ortografta
en el cuento y la ortografta
de trabajos personales
(3) relacion entre habla y
ortografta
5.f. Informe de grupo por un
represen tante.
6. Intenten mejorar el habla
y la ortografta.
6. a. Dictado de palabras tomadas
de trabajos escritos por los
educandos
.
6.b. Auto-correccion de la orto-
grafta al repetir dictado copia-
do en la pizarra por un estudi-
ante.
6.c. Examen sobre ortografta de
fonemas
.
6. d. Dialogo sobre los resultados
de examenes.
Materiales a usarse :
1. Escarpanter, Jose. Como dominar la gramatica . Madrid: Editorial
Playor, Cap. IV, pags. 32-36, 1979-
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2
. Gonzalez, Jose Luis. "La carta" en Veinte cuentos y Paisa.
RTo Piedras, P.R.: Editorial Cul tura
1 , I nc. , 1 S73-
3. Rivera, Carmen M. "Los sonidos del espanol." Esquema:
Amherst, School of Education, University of Massachusetts.
1980 .
Eva 1 uac? on :
1 . As ignaci on
2. Informes de dialogos en sub-grupos.
Relacionada con objetivos numero 1, 2, 4, 5 y 6.
1. Dictado de palabras y un corto parrafo.
Relacionado con el primer modulo.
Relacionada con objetivos numero 1, 2, 3, 5 y 6.
sobre grabacion de lectura oral.
1. Examen.
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M6dulo I I
La organizaci6n de ideas
El segundo modulo instruccional esta orientado hacia la reflexion
sobre la capacidad para hacer abstracciones y estructurar sistemas de
categor i zac i on . ContinGa el proceso de reflexi6n sobre: (1) la es-
tructura cognosci tiva, (2) las relaciones abstractas que en esta es-
tructura se establecen para unir la idea con la palabra, (3) la estruc-
tura del signo lingufstico, y (4) la relaciGn entre la estructura pro-
funda y la estructura de superficie de la estructura de frase.
La reflexion sobre la estructura del pensamiento y la estructura
de la actuaci6n linguTstica propicia el estudio de: (1) la estructura
profunda del bosquejo y sus componentes, (2) la estructura profunda de
la oraciGn y sus componentes, (3) la i dent i f i cac i 6n de la estructura de
superficie de la oraci6n, (4) las funciones gramaticales de los com-
ponentes de la oraci6n, (5) el uso de los signos de puntuaci6n.
Este m6dulo combina los mGtodos deductivo e inductivo. Se mueve
del nivel de la estructura profunda del bosquejo, la palabra y la
oraciGn
,
al nivel de la estructura de superficie y viceversa.
El modulo instruccional lleva al educando a recorrer los pasos y
a comprender los niveles a traves de los cuales establece relaciones
sintacticas y categoriza palabras, frases y oraciones.
La comprens i 6n de la palabra, frase y oracion da sentido al uso de
los signos de puntuaciGn en la organizacion de las ideas. La aplica-
ci6n de los signos de puntuaci6n no responde a la memorizaci6n mecSn i ca
de una regia; sino a la expresiGn clara de la idea.
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Module I I
Organization of Ideas
The second instructional module is oriented toward the reflection
on the individual's capacity to make abstractions and to structure sys-
tems of categorization. The process of reflection continues with each
of the following elements: (1) the cognitive structure, (2) the ab-
stract relations that are established in the cognitive structure which
unite ideas with words, (3) the structure of the linguistic signals,
and (4) the relation between the deep structure and the surface struc-
ture of an utterance or phrase.
The reflection upon the structure of thought and the structure of
linguistic performance facilitates the study of the deep structure of
the outline and its components, the deep structure of the sentence and
its components, the identification of the sentential surface structure,
the grammatical functions of the components of the sentence, and the
use of punctuation marks.
This module combines deductive and inductive methods. It moves
from the analysis of the deep structure of the outline, the word, and
the sentence to the analysis of the surface structure of each of these
elements and vice versa.
The instructional module leads the learner to review the steps and
understand the levels which must be traversed in order to establish syn-
tactic relations and categories of words, phrases, and sentences.
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Understanding words, phrases, and sentences is directly related to
the use of appropriate punctuation marks in the organization of ideas.
The application of punctuation marks does not respond to the mechanical
memorization of rules, but rather the expression of clear ideas.
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Segundo modulo
Topi co I . Estructura cognoscitiva
La i dent i f i cacion del proceso a traves del cual se organi-
zan y categorizan imageries y palabras lleva a comprender
los pasos a traves de los cuales se asocian ideas con
palabras. Ideas en orden de sucesion forman la unidad
logica del pensamiento. La claridad del pensamiento se
traduce en claridad de la actuacion linguTstica.
Metas: Enfatica:
A1 finalizar este modulo i ns t rucci ona 1 se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Establezcan la relacion entre mente, lengua y cultura.
2. Descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del pensa-
miento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
3. Desarrollen destrezas para formar abstracci ones
.
4. Identifiquen conceptos linguTsticos y funciones
gramaticales de palabras.
5. Descubran la relacion entre la competencia linguistica
y la actuacion linguTstica.
PartTci pe :
1. Cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la
lengua mejora su uso.
Objeti vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Comprendan que al conceptua-
lizar una palabra, frase u
oracion establecen relacio-
nes abstractas dentro de
una estructura.
l.a. Dinamica del relato en sub-
grupos
:
(1) Relatar una anecdota en voz
baja al compaiTero del lado
repi tiendola hasta la ultima
persona del grupo.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
2. Comprendan que al esta-
blecer relaciones es-
tructurales forman cate-
gortas en base de cri-
terios y conceptos.
(2) Anotar i ndi vi dualmente el
orden de datos relatados en
s i 1 encio.
(3) La ultima persona narra el
relato en voz alta.
(A) Comparar los relatos anotando:
ordenacion de ideas, interpre-
tacion de los hechos
,
cambios
en palabras y relacion entre
i deas y est i 1 os
.
1.
b. Explicacion de los pasos que
se siguen para organizar la in-
formacion del ambiente. Ilustrar
graficamente la relacion de los
pasos
.
2.
a. Mease actividades l.a. y b.
2.b. 1 dent i f i cac ion de siluetas e
imagenes dibujadas en la pizarra
y/o en tarjetas. Anotacion de
criterios usados por identificar
las figuras.
2.c. Formaci6n de palabras con
letras dispersas. Explicacion de
criterios usados para formar
palabras
.
2.d. Formacion de oraciones con
palabras dispersas. Explicacion
del proceso seguido en la
agrupacion
.
2.e. Anotacion del orden de sucesion
de palabras en la oracion identifi-
cando las funciones gramaticales
de las palabras.
2.f. Comparacion de oraciones for-
muladas por los educandos anotan-
do criterios usados para estable-
cer relaciones de semejanzas y/o
d i ferenci as
.
3. Identif iquen categorfas
de palabras.
3. a. Dictado de un dibujo que puede
ser el diseno de una casa. Compa-
racion de los dibujos anotando el
proceso siguido y la interpreta-
c i on individual.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
3.b. Vease actividades numero l.b.,
2.b.
,
2.c. y 2.d.
A. Disenen estructuras de 4. a. Vease actividades numero 1. 2
relaciones logicas por y 3.
categortas
.
5. Identifiquen la estructura 5. a. Definicion de estructura pro-
de profundidad y la es- funda y estructura de superficie.
tructura de superficie.
5.b. Diseno del esquema de rela-
ciones de la estructura profunda
de la oracion.
5.c. Explicacion de la relacion entre
las estructuras de profundidad y
de superficie.
6. Establezcan relaciones 6. a. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre la
entre: significado y sig- estructura cognoscitiva y su re-
ni f icante del signo lacion con el signo linguTstico,
ling’ufstico y la estruc- las estructuras de profundidad y
tura de profundidad y de de superficie de la oracion, y la
superficie de la oracion, competencia y actuacion linguTsti-
competencia y actuacion ca . Ilustrar la relacion.
lingufstica, estructura
6.b. Informe de grupo por un miembro.
cognoscitiva y actuacion
1 i ng’uTst i ca
.
6.c. Reflexion sobre la relacion en-
tre la estructura cognoscitiva y
la actuacion lingufstica: indicar
variaciones en el vocabulario y el
estilo personal y su relacion con
la procedencia socio-cul tural y
nacional
.
Ej
. : Caracterfstica en la pro-
nunciacion de /s/ entre un
anti llano y un espanol
.
6.d. Distincion entre significado y
significante de palabras.
Materiales a usarse :
1. Dibujos de siluetas humanas y otros objetos (bandera,
casas, abrigos, etc.).
2. Jean Piaget. "Definicion de la estructura cognosci t i va.
12A
3. Ramirez y Castaneda. "Estilos cognosc i t i vos del bilingue."
Escarpanter, Jose. Como dominar la gramatica. Madrid: Playor
Cap. 7, pags. 60-68.
1. I nterpretacion de dibujos.
2. Formacion de palabras.
3. Formacion de oraciones.
4. Diagramas de relaciones entre signo lingulstico y
las estructuras de la oracion.
Relacionada con los objetivos numero b, 5 y 6.
1 . Informe de grupo.
2. Diseno del esquema de relaciones de la estructura
profunda de la oracion.
T6p i co II. Estructura del bosquejo
El conocimiento de la estructura profunda del bosquejo
permite distinguir las relaciones entre las categorfas que
lo distinguen. La organizacion adecuada de estas cate-
gorlas guTa el orden de sucesion de las ideas en un bos-
quejo o parrafo.
Metas: Enfaticas:
A1 final izar este modulo instruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del
pensamiento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
2. Desarrol len destrezas para formar abstracc iones
.
3. Descubran la relacion entre competencia linguistica
y actuacion linguistica.
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PartTci pe :
1. Hayan participado activamente en el proceso de
aprendizaje del espanol.
2. Descubran la validez que tiene su intulcTon
linguTstica como criterio de correccton.
Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Distingan categortas del
bosquejo.
l.a. Organizacion de oraciones dis-
persas en orden de sucesion.
l.b. Explicacion de criterios usados
para organizar las oraciones en
orden de sucesion.
l.c. 1 dent i f i cacion de conceptos por
categortas. Explicaci6n de los
criterios usados para categorizar
conceptos
.
l.d. 1 dent i f icacion de categortas
del bosquejo.
2. Relacionen las categortas
del bosquejo con el es-
quema de la estructura
profunda
.
2. a. Diseno de un esquema indicando
el orden de sucesion de ideas por
categortas. Refierase a activi-
dades numero l.c. y l.d.
2 . b . Distinci6n entre idea princi-
pal e ideas secundarias.
3. Tracen el esquema de rela-
ciones de un bosquejo.
3. a. Vease actividades numero 2. a.
y 2 . b
.
3.b. Organizacion de ideas princi-
pals y secundarias en forma de
bosquejo.
3.c. Redaccion de oraciones simples
siguiendo el esquema del bosquejo.
3.d. Anotacion de dificultades en-
contradas en el proceso de re-
daccion de oraciones siguiendo
el esquema del bosquejo.
4. Redacten un bosquejo sobre
un tema de interes personal.
4. a. Redaccion de un bosquejo sobre
un tema 1 i bre.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
5. Redacten un parrafo siguiendo
la ordenacion de ideas del
v bosquejo.
5. a. Vease actividad numero 3-b. y
3-c.
5.b. Organizacion de oraciones en
forma de parrafo siguiendo esquema
del bosquejo.
5.c. Reflexion sobre proceso de rela-
ciones estableci do entre bosquejo,
oraciones y parrafo.
5.d. Identif icacion de la idea prin-
cipal del parrafo.
5.e. 1 dent i f i cac i on de ideas secun-
darias del parrafo.
5.f. Correlacion entre ideas princi-
pals y secundarias del parrafo e
ideas principales y secundarias
del bosquejo.
5.g. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre
parrafos escritos indicando:
esquema de topicos, ordenacion de
ideas y problemas conf rontados
.
Redaccion de un bosquejo en grupo.
5.h. Informe de grupo por un lTder.
Materiales a usarse :
1. Rivera, Carmen M. Esquema del bosquejo .
2. Creatividad
Eval uacion :
1. Diseno de relaciones del bosquejo.
del grupo.
Relacionada con objetivos 1, 2 y 3-
Relacionada con objetivos 4 y 5.
1. Redaccion de un bosquejo y un parrafo.
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Top i co II
t
Metas
:
Est ructura de la oracion.
La i dent i f i cac ion de las dos estructuras que caracterizan
la oracion permite conocer las reglas de relaciones entre
sus componentes. Estas reglas estan recogidas dentro de
la estructura de profundidad y dan directrices a la es-
tructura de superficie en torno a la organizacion de los
componentes de la oracion. El conocimiento de estas
reglas permite relacionar la estructura profunda con la
estructura de superficie. La relacion adecuada entre
ambas estructuras garantiza la redaccion de la oracion
con claridad.
Enfat i ca
:
A1 final izar este modulo instruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del pensa-
miento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
2. Hayan participado en el proceso de aprendizaje del
espanol
.
3. Desarrollen destrezas. para formar abstracciones
.
k. Identifiquen conceptos lingufsticos y funciones
gramaticales de palabras.
5. Descubran la relacion entre competencia 1 inguisti ca
y actuacion lingutstica.
PartTc
i
pe :
l. Cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la
lengua mejora su uso.
2. Cobren conciencia de que tenemos diferentes estilos
de habla de acuerdo a distintas ci rcunstanci as
.
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Objetivos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera' que los educandos:
1. 1 dent i f
i
quen los componentes
de la oracion.
l.a. Libre expresion de oraciones.
l.b. Distincion entre frase y ora-
cion.
l.c. Definicion de la oracion y sus
componentes
.
2. Definan la estructura de
superficie de la oracion.
2. a. Definicion de la estructura de
superficie de la oracion.
2.b. Identif icacion de los sintag-
mas de la oracion en la estruc-
tura de superficie.
3. Definan la estructura de
profundidad de la oracion
y sus componentes.
3. a. Identi f icacion de la estruc-
tura de profundidad de la oracion
y sus sintagmas.
3-b. Diseno del esquema de rela-
ciones de los sintagmas en la
estructura de profundidad de la
oracion
.
3.c. Expl icacion de las reglas de
relaciones de los sintagmas:
sintagma nominal y sintagma pre-
j
d i ca t i vo
.
j
3-d. Diseno esquema de relaciones
|
de la estructura profunda de ora-
ciones enunciando la regia del
! indicador s i ntagmat i co. Un edu-
!
cando hace el ejercicio en la
pizarra mientras los demas tra-
bajan individualmente.
4. Relacionen la estructura
de profundidad con la
estructura de superficie
de la oraci6n.
4. a. 1 dent i f i cac i on de la estructura
de profundidad y la estructura de
superficie en oraciones simples.
4.b. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre:
la oracion y el diseno del es-
quema de relaciones en la estruc-
tura profunda. Elaborar disenos
col ect i vamente.
4.c. Informe de grupo por un
miembro.
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Obj et i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
4.d. 1 denti fi cacion tipos sintagmas
predicativos.
4.e. Diseno esquema de relaciones
de la estructura profunda de
sintagmas predicativos.
4.f. Anotacion problemas confronta-
dos al establecer relaciones
s i ntagmat i cas
.
4.g. Aplicacion del diseno de rela-
ciones s i ntagmat i cas del predica-
do a la estructura de superficie
de oraciones.
5. Definan la oracion y sus
componentes
.
5. a. 1 dent i fi cacion tipos sintagmas
nomi na les
.
5.b. Diseno esquema de relaciones
de la estructura profunda de
sintagmas nominales.
5.c. Aplicacion del diseno de rela-
ciones s i ntagmat i cas nominales a
la estructura de superficie de
oraciones
.
5.d. Identificar problemas que obs-
truyen seguir orden de relacio-
nes s i ntagmati cas
.
5.e. Redactar oraciones siguiendo el
esquema de relaciones sintagmati-
cas de la estructura profunda.
5.f. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre
comparacion de esquemas de las
estructuras de profundidad y de
superficie de oraciones redacta-
das
.
5. g . Prueba corta sobre relaciones
s i ntagmat i cas
.
6. 1 denti f iquen funciones
gramaticales de los com-
ponentes de la oracion.
6. a. Redaccion de oraciones.
6. b. 1 denti f i cacion de las funciones
gramaticales de los componentes de
la oracion.
6.c. Separacion de palabras en ora-
ciones para indicar su funcion
qramat i cal.
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Eva 1 uaci on
:
Relacionada con los objetivos numero 1, 2, 3, A y 5.
1. Prueba sobre esquema de relaciones de la estructura profunda
de la oracion con la estructura de superficie.
Relacionada con los objetivos numero 6, 7 y 8.
1. Redaccion de un parrafo supliendo signos de puntuacion.
2. Examen general sobre la oracion.
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Modulo I 1 I
La organizaci6n de ideas en la literatura
El m6dulo ndmero tres mueve al educando hacia la observaci6n de la
estructura de superficie de la oracion expresada en la literatura. Esta
observacion permite el examen de: (l) como los escri tores organizan sus
ideas, (2) las formas de expresi6n de los gtineros literarios, (3) rela-
ciones entre la expresion personal y la de otros y (4) el an^lisis
1 i terar io.
El contenido de las selecciones literarias tienen el trasfondo de
la herencia cultural y £tnica del grupo social del educando. Las lec-
turas no se limitan a la seleccion de escritores cl^sicos del pasado;
sino que incluyen la literatura en su expresion popular y relevante al
momento historico que se sirve. El dialogo sobre el contenido literario
y las observac i ones del analisis estiHstico sirven para: (1) la ad-
quisicion de nuevo vocabulario, (2) la reflexion sobre el habla indi-
vidual y la de otros, (3) la captacion de distintas formas de pronun-
ciacion y s i gn i f i cac i ones diferentes para las mismas palabras, (4) re-
conocer distintos estilos de habla, y (5) relacionar la i nterpretacion
1 i terar i a
.
Este modulo no solo desarrolla destrezas de lectura a nivel de
comprension e i nterpretaciSn ; sino que propicia el desarrollo de:
(l) la dicci6n, (2) la pronunciacit>n , (3) la entonacion, y (4) el
ritmo de la expresion oral mediante la practica de la lectura teatrali
zada. El proceso de tomar conciencia sobre el ritmo natural del
habla y
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su relaciSn con la est ructurac ion de
emisiones de la voz que ayudan a dar
cion en la ortograf'a.
palabras y oraciones, ini
sentido a la puntuacion
\
cia las
acentua-
Module I I I
Organization of Ideas in the Literature
Module number three draws the learner toward the observation of
the surface structure of the sentence as it is expressed in literature.
This observation fosters the examination of the following: (l) how
writers organize ideas, (2) the forms of the different literary genres,
(3) the relations that exist between personal expression and that of
others, and (4) the analysis of literature.
The content of the literary selections have their background in
the cultural and ethnic inheritance of the social group of the learner.
The literature selected for reading is not limited to that of classical
authors of the past, but also includes literature of current popular
expression with its greater relevance to the historical reality of the
present. The dialogue on the topic of literary content and the stylis-
tic observations made by the learners serve to facilitate (1) the acqui-
sition of new vocabulary, (2) the reflection on individual speech and
how it relates to that of others, (3) the awareness of different pro-
nunciation styles and meanings for the same words, (4) the recognition
of other speech differences, and (5) the acquisition of the ability to
relate literary interpretation to its own reality.
This module not only develops comprehension and interpretation
skills in reading, but it also fosters the development of diction, pro-
nunciation, intonation, and rhythmn in oral expression by means of
practice of dramatized readings. The process of developing
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consciousness of the natural rhythmn of speech and its relation to the
structural izat ion of words and sentences initiates the emissions of the
voice which help provide meaning to punctuation and accentuation in
written language.
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Tercer Modulo
Topi co I
.
Est i lo 1 i terario
La lectura facilita el intercambio de ideas y brinda la
oportunidad de hacer relaciones entre los estilos litera-
rios de los escritores y el estilo individual. El conoci-
miento de otras ideas y estilos de expresion, asT como la
adquisicion de nuevo vocabulario contribuye al desarrollo
de la competencia linguTstica.
Metas : Enfat i ca :
Al final izar este modulo i nstruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Valorizen diversos niveles de actuacion linguTstica.
2. Despierten conciencia de que tenemos diferentes
estilos de acuerdo a distintas ci rcunstanci as
.
3. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto
de la lengua general.
A. Establezcan relaciones entre mente, lengua y
cul tura
.
PartTci pe :
1. Descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del
pensamiento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
2. Desarrollen una identidad cultural clara.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Distingan diversos estilos
de actuacion lingliTstica.
l.a. Dial ogo en sub-grupos sobre la
idea central de los cuentos y re-
cursos de estilo. Anotacion de:
estructura de los parrafos, tipo
de oraciones, estructura de las
oraciones, usos de signos de
puntuacion y vocabulario, y com-
paracion de los estilos litera-
rios de Manuel Mendez Ballester
y Jaime Carrero.
l.b. Informe del dTalogo por un
miembro del grupo.
l.c. Descripcion del habla de los
personajes representados en los
cuentos
.
l.d. Comparacion del habla usada
dentro del contexto monolingue y
la del bi 1 i ngue.
2. Reconozcan la estructura
de organizacion de ideas
en la 1 i teratura
.
2. a. Vease actividad numero 1.
2.b. Seleccion de oraciones de los
cuentos estudiados. Diseno es-
quema de relaciones de la estruc-
tura profunda de las oraciones
seleccionadas del cuento.
2.c. Diseno de un bosquejo sobre
ideas principales de uno de los
cuentos
.
3. Distingan las estructuras
de parrafos y oraciones.
3. a. Mia se actividades ntimero 1,
2.b. y l.c.
b. Identifiquen parrafos que
contengan la idea central.
b.a. Seleccion del parrafo y ora-
ciones donde aparece la idea
central del cuento.
A.b. 1 nterpretacion de la idea cen-
tral di stinguiendo la idea central
de ideas secundarias.
5. Organizen datos de una
seleccion literaria en
orden de sucesion.
5. a. Vease actividad ntimero 2.c.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
5.b. Redaccion de A o 5 oraciones
simples donde resuma un cuento.
5.c. Organizacion de las oraciones
siguiendo el diseno del bosquejo.
5 . d . Redaccion de uno o dos parrafos
usando las oraciones redactadas en
el bosquejo.
Materiales a usarse :
1. Carrero, Jaime. "Oh o sey can yu si vay de lansely ly" en Cuentos
Puertorr
i
quenos
.
2. Mendez Ballester, Manuel. "Tirijala" en Lecturas puertorriquenas:
prosa
.
Num. 2, Serie Puerto Rico: real idad y anhelo. Sharon, CT:
The Troutman Press, 1966.
3. Diseno de la estructura de profundidad de la oracion y del bosquejo.
Eva 1 uac i on
:
Relacionada con objetivo numero 1.
1 . I nforme de grupo.
Relacionada con objetivos numero 2, 3, 4 y 5.
1. Diseno de un bosquejo sobre ideas expresadas en
uno de los cuentos.
2. Redaccion de un resumen sobre uno de los cuentos.
Top i co II. Lectura Teatral izada.
La lectura oral y el dialogo proveen la oportunidad de en-
sayar el habla, a la vez que se acttian distintos estilos
ante los demas. Esta practica condiciona el habla y es-
tablece pautas para la diccion. Mejorar el habla, mejora
la ortografTa.
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Metas : Enfaticas:
A1 final izar este modulo i nst rucc i ona 1 se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Valorizen diversos niveles de actuacion linguTstica
2. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto de
1 a 1 engua genera 1
.
3. Descubran la relacion entre la organization del
pensamiento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
4. Hayan participado en el proceso de aprendizaje
del espanol
.
PartTci pe:
1. Descubran la relacion entre competencia linguTstica
y actuacion linguTstica.
2. Cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la
lengua mejora su uso.
Se espera
Ob jet i vos Act i v i dades
que los educandos:
de aprendizaje
1. Distingan pausas, signos de
puntuacion, entonacion,
pronunciacion, emociones y
ritmo en las lecturas.
2. Dialoguen sobre el con-
tenido y estilo literaria
de los escritores.
l.a. CTrculos de lectura para dialo-
gar sobre contenido de lecturas y
observar en los companeros estilos
de habla, lectura, pronunciacion,
entonacion y ritmo.
l.b. Lectura teatralizada del cuento
Tirijala de Manuel Mendez Ballester
l.c. Lectura teatralizada del cuento
"Oh o sey can yu si vay de lansely
ly" de Jaime Carrero.
1.
d. Lectura teatralizada de EJ_
pasaje de Jose Luis Gonzalez.
2.
a. Mease actividad numero l.a.
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Objet i vos Actlvidades de aprendizaje
3. Establezcan relaciones de
diferencias y semejanzas
entre los estilos de los
escritores y el estilo
personal .
2.b. Dialogo para enumerar semejan-
zas y diferencias encontradas en
los estilos literarios de Jaime
Carrero, Manuel Mendez Ballester
y Jose Luis Gonzalez. Anotar vo-
cabulario, signos de puntuacion,
tipos de parrafo y oraciones.
2.
c. Presentacion resumen del
dialogo.
3.
a. Vease actividades 1, 2.b. y 2.c.
3.b. Relacion entre trabajos escritos
por los estudiantes y los cuentos
estudiados en clase. Anotacion de
estilo formular oraciones y parra-
fos
,
uso de signos de puntuacion,
uso de vocabulario y clasifica-
cion de parrafos.
4. Aumenten el vocabulario. 4. V£ase actividades 1 . b
. ,
l.c., l.d.
y 2 . b
.
5. Fijen pautas de diccion. 5. a. Vease actividades l.a.-d., 2.b.
y 3 . b
5.b. Lectura oral por la maestra de
un trozo literario tornado de un
cuento.
5.c. Repeticion de lo eschuchado por
los educandos.
6. Observen la relacion entre
el habla y la escritura.
6. a. Comentarios en torno a las re-
peticiones. Anotacion del proceso
de escuchar y repetir, organiza-
cion del pensamiento, uso de voca-
bulario e ideas t ransmi t i das
.
6.b. Vease actividades numero 1,
2.b. y 2.c.
7. Afianzen el conocimiento
que tienen de su trasfondo
socio-cul tural
.
7. a. Redaccion de una composicion
por escrito anotando relaciones de
semejanzas y diferencias entre los
estilos literarios de los escri-
tores .
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Materiales a usarse:
1. Carrero, Jaime. "Oh o sey can yu si vay de lansely ly" en
Cuentos Puertor r
i quenos .
2. Mendez Ballester, Manuel. "Tirijala" en Lecturas puertorr iquenas:
prosa . Num. 2, Serie Puerto Rico: realidad y anhelo. Sharon,
CT : The Troutman Press, 1966.
3. Gonzalez, Jose Luis. "El pasaje," op. cit.
Eva 1 uaci on
:
Relacionada con objetivos nurnero 1, 2, 3, 4 y 5-
1 . Lectura ora 1
.
2. Presentacion informe de dialogos.
3. Repeticion de narracion escuchada.
Relacionada con objetivos nurnero 1, 4, 6 y 7.
1. Redaccion de una composicion escrita.
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Modulo IV
Nuestra expres!6n y la lengua culta
El cuarto m6dulo Instruccional da continuidad al estudio de la
gramatica iniciada en el m6dulo ntimero dos. Sigue el estudio de las
re 1 ac i ones de la estructura profunda en la palabra. El estudio de la
palabra comienza con una revisi6n de: (1) casos de i nter ferenc i as del
ingles en la sintaxis, la morfologta y lexicologta espanola para con-
trastarlas con formas castizas del espanol
; (2) posibles causas de
interferencias y criterios de autocorreccion ; (3) caracter fst i cas de
diferentes estilos de habla observados en la literatura y en la dinami-
ca del grupo; y (4) vicios del habla y los efectos en la ortografta.
Esta revisi6n favorece el estudio mas detenido de la palabra. En
este estudio se examinan: (1) los componentes de la palabra; (2) las
relaciones de los componentes de la palabra con la estructura profunda;
(3) la divisi6n de palabras de acuerdo a su estructura de profundidad;
(4) la division de palabras en stlabas; (5) la sTlaba tonica; (6) la
acentuacion ortografica; y (7) la clasi f icacton de palabras segun su
funcion gramatical y su acentuacion.
El estudio de la estructura de la palabra sigue el proceso dialecti-
co que distingue entre el significado y el significante del signo
lingufstico, o entre las estructuras de profundidad y de superficie de
la palabra. Una vez que el educando puede definir el significado de la
palabra y como esta estructurada , la redacci6n de la palabra se
hace en
forma consciente y no mecSnica.
1*»3
El cobrar conciencia sobre la estructura de la palabra a nivel
profundo y de superficie lleva al educando a comprender la ratz de sus
deficlencias linguTsticas para que busque formas de autocor reccion
.
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Module IV
Our Language Performance and the Standard Language
The fourth module provides continuity to the study of grammar init-
iated in the second module. It continues the study of the relations
that exist within the deep structure of the word. The study of the word
begins with a review of each of the following: (1) cases of the inter-
ference of English in syntax, morphology, and lexicon of Spanish to be
contrasted with appropriate forms of Spanish; (2) possible causes of
interference and criteria for self-correction; (3) the different charac-
teristics of the various speech styles examined and observed through
the literature and group dynamics; (4) speech corruption and the corre-
lative effects on written language.
This revision leads to the study of words in a more careful and
precise manner. This study involves the examination of (1) the com-
ponents of the word
; (2) the relations existing within the components of
the word in the deep structure; (3) the division of words according to
their deep structure; (4) the division of words into syllables;
(5) the stressed syllables; (6) the accentuation of written words; and
(7) the classification of words according to grammatical function and
accentuat i on
.
The study of the structure of the word follows the dialectical
process that distinguishes between meaning of the word and the signifi-
cance of the linguistic signal, or between the deep and surface struc-
tures. Once the learner can define the meaning of the word and how the
word is structured, the written use of the word is effectuated in a
conscious way rather than in a mechanical one.
By achieving consciousness of the deep and surface structures of
the word, the learner understands the root of his/her own linguistic
deficiencies and becomes able to discover ways to self-correct.
1*46
Cuarto Modulo
Topi co 1
.
I nterferencias
La reflexion sobre los casos de i nterferenc i a propicia elpreguntarse sobre casos particulares que aiTn siguen ocurri-
endo en la actuacion linguTstica individual. Esta interro-
gante anticipa la busqueda de un medio de correccion.
Metas: Enfatica:
A1 final izar este modulo instruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Valorizen equ i 1 i bradamente el conocimiento y dominio
de la lengua materna y el conocimiento y dominio de
la segunda lengua.
2. Cobren conciencia de que decir su lengua es comunicar
su identidad social, cultural, y psicologica.
3. Descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del pensa-
miento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
*t. Hayan participado en el proceso de aprendizaje del
espanol
.
5. Descubran la relacion entre competencia linguTstica
y actuacion linguTstica.
6. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto de
1 a lengua general
.
Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Detecten casos de inter-
ferences en el habla y
la ortografTa.
l.a. Explicacion de casos de inter-
ferences en el habla y la orto-
grafTa.
Obj et i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
2. Formulen medidas de
correccion para casos de
i nterferenci as en el
lexico y la fonologTa.
1.
b. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre
casos de i nter ferenci a observados
en los miembros del grupo y en
cuentos estudiados. AnotaciCn de
los casos indicando la forma cas-
tiza del espaffol al lado.
1 • c. Informe de grupo por un repre-
sentante.
2.
a. Mease actividad nGmero l.b.
2.b. Dictado de palabras que presen-
tan casos de i nterferenci as de
fonemas y letras. Un estudiante
toma el dictado en la pizarra,
mientras los demSs trabajan indi-
vi dua lmente.
2.c. Preparacion de un glosario in-
dividual de i nterferencias de
fonemas y letras del ingigs en
e 1 espanol
.
2.d. Intercambio de glosario para
compartir errores comunes y
dialogar sobre medidas de auto-
correcci6n.
3. Relacionen vicios del
habla con errores
ortograf i cos.
3. a. Grabacion de pequerfos dialogos
i mprov i zados
.
3.b. Escribir lo que se escucha en
la grabaci6n.
3.c. Comparaci6n entre diglogo gra-
bado y diglogo escrito.
b. Descubran que algunas tra-
ducciones literales de
terminos ingleses tienen
s
i
gni f i cacion distinta en
e 1 espano 1
.
b. a. Anotaci6n de terminos considera-
dos universales de lengua. Iden-
tificacion del significado y el
significante de esos terminos.
4.b. 1 dent i f icacion de terminos cal-
cados del ingigs y su equivalente
en espanol
.
4.c. Selecci6n de palabras de un
trozo literario e identificar su
s
i
gn i f i caci 6n
.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
4.d. 1 dent i f i cac i on de palabras por
su s
i
gn i f i caci on y funcion
gramat i ca 1
.
4.e. Dictado de palabras que pre-
sentan casos de i nterferenci as
.
Materiales a usarse :
1. Trabajos escritos por los estud i antes
.
2. Rivera, Carmen M. "Casos de i nterferenci as" Anotaciones. Amherst,
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, 1980.
Eval uaci on
:
Relacionada con objetivos numero 1 y 2.
1 . I n forme de grupo.
2. Glosario de i nterferenc i as
.
Relacionada con objetivos numero 3 y 4.
1. Redaccion del dialogo improvisado.
2. Dictado.
Topico II. La estructura de la palabra
El conocimiento de la estructura de la palabra permite
comparar la estructura de palabras con i nterferenci as
,
con la estructura regular de la palabra. Analizar pala-
bras aj ustandol as el esquema de la estructura de profundi-
dad hace posible distinguir deficiencias en el conocimien-
to de formacion de palabras y buscar medios de correccion.
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Me t a s : Enfaticas:
A1 final izar este modulo i nstruccional se espera que los edu-
candos
:
1. Descubran la relacion entre la organizacion del pensa-
miento y el uso concreto de la lengua.
2. Desarrollen destrezas para formar abstracciones
.
3. I dent i f
i
quen conceptos lingufsticos y funciones
gramaticales de palabras.
4. Descubran la relacion entre competencia lingufstica
y actuacion lingufstica.
PartTci pe :
1. Descubran la validez que su intuicion lingufstica
tiene como criterio de correcciSn lingufstica.
2. Cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la
lengua mejora su uso.
3. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto
de la lengua general.
4. Cobren conciencia de que tenemos diferentes estilos
de habla de acuerdo a distintas c i rcunstanc ias
.
Ob jet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Identifiquen los componentes l.a. Sondeo sobre el signo lingufsti-
de la palabra. co. Redefinici6n e ilustracion
del significado y el significante
de palabra.
l.b. Distincion de los componentes
de la palabra: monemas, lexema y
mor fema
.
2. Distingan las estructuras 2. a. Relacion de la estructura de
de profundi dad y de super- la palabra con el significado y
ficie de la palabra. significante del signo linguistico.
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Ob jet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
3. Identifiquan las relaciones
de los componentes de la
palabra en la estructura
de profundidad.
3. a. Relacion de la estructura de
la palabra con el esquema de la
estructura profunda de frases.
1 1 ustracion de la estructura con
ejemplos de palabras.
4. Establezcan las relaciones
estructurales entre los
componentes de la palabra.
4. a. Identi f icacion de los com-
ponentes de la palabra segun su
estructura. Ilustracion con
ejemplos de palabras.
4.b. Division de palabras segun su
estructura disenando el esquema de
relaciones de los componentes de
la palabra.
5. Distingan entre lexema y
morfema
.
5. a. Definicion de los componentes
de la palabra.
5.b. Seleccion de palabras de un con-
texto literario senalando el lexe-
ma y el morfema.
5.c. Redefinicion de la palabra.
6. Identifiquen funciones
gramaticales de la
palabra
.
6. a. 1 dent i f i cac i on de morfemas
gramaticales de varias palabras
como: verbos, nombres, adjetivos
y adverbios.
6.b. Expl icacion de las funciones
gramaticales de morfemas gramati-
cales. Anotacion s i gn i f i caci on
de desinencias verbales (tiempo,
modo, persona, numero)
, y termina-
ciones de nombres y adverbios.
7. Identifiquen palabras de
acuerdo a su s i gn i f i cac i on
y funci6n gramatical.
7. a. Ilustracion de las relaciones
de la estructura de la palabra
indicando su s i gn i f i cac i on y
funcion gramatical.
7 . b . Explicacion de division de
palabras segun su estructura por
varios estudiantes frente a la
clase. Ilustrar pasos descritos
con ejemplos.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
8. Relacionen la division de
palabra segun su estructura
profunda con la division
s i 1 ab i ca
.
7.c. Dictado de palabras para dis-
tinguir lexemas y morfemas
gramat i ca les
.
7.d. Intercambio de papeles para
correcc i on
.
7.
e. Explicacion de la division de
palabras por varios estudiantes
ilustrando el proceso seguido en
la pizarra.
8.
a. Presentacion de la division de
palabras en sTlabas ext rayendol
a
de la division de estructura.
8.b. Lectura oral de una estrofa
marcando el ritmo con pausas en
la emision de la voz.
8.c. Lectura oral de palabras dis-
criminando pausas por stlabas y
marcandolas en la palabra escrita.
8.d. Definicion de la stlabas.
8.e. Cl as i f i cac ion de stlabas de
acuerdo al numero de vocales.
8.f. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre
division de palabras por su estruc-
tura semantica y funcion gramati-
cal
,
ast como por stlabas. Divi-
sion de palabras. Explicacion del
proceso seguido en la division de
palabras por un miembro del grupo.
8.g. Dictado de palabras para anotar
la stlaba que mayor intensidad
recibe en la pronunciacion.
9. Identifiquen palabras de
acuerdo a su acentuaci6n.
9. a. Definicion de la stlaba tonica.
9.b. Distincion entre acento fonetico
y grafico.
9.c. 1 dent i f i cacion tipos de acento
en palabras.—
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Object i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
10. Apliquen reglas de
acentuaci6n con signi-
f i cac i on
.
9.d. Trabajo en sub-grupos sobre
seleccion de palabras de un texto
literario para: division de lexe-
mas y morfemas, sTlabas, marcar
la sTlaba tonica y explicar
funcion gramatical.
9.e. 1 dent i f i cac i on colocacion de la
stlaba tonica en palabras.
9.
f. C 1 as i f i cac i on de palabras de
acuerdo a su acentuacion.
10.
a. Dictado de palabras para acen-
tuar e identificar su clasifica-
ci on
.
10. b. Trabajo en sub-grupos sobre la
estructura de la palabra indican-
do: lexemas y morfemas gramatica-
les, sTlabas, stlaba tonica,
clasi f icacion de palabra segun el
acento. Expl icacion de cada paso.
10. c. Repaso sobre la estructura de
la palabra y su clasi f icacion
segdn el acento.
10. d. Prueba sobre la estructura de
la palabra.
10. e. Dialogo en sub-grupos sobre
problemas individuales en la divi-
sion de palabras y acentuacion.
Rev i s i on
.
10. f. Distincion de acentuacion de
palabras segun su funcion grama-
tical .
10. g. Apl icacion de acentos a adver-
bios i nterrogat i vos y exclama-
ciones
.
10. h. Formulacion de preguntas par-
tiendo de oraciones declarat i vas
.
10. i. Dictado de oraciones interro-
gativas, frases excl amat i vas , y
decl araci ones con otros casos de
acentuacion de palabras para su-
plir acentuacion y signos de
puntuac i on
.
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Object i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
10. j. DistinciSn entre letras
mayusculas y minusculas.
10. k. Repaso de ortografTa.
10.1. Examen
Materiales a usarse :
1. Escarpanter, Jose. Como dominar la gramatica. Madrid: Editorial
Playor. Cap. XI, pags. 5^-59, y Cap. V , pags. ^7-50, 1979.
2. Pales Matos, Luis. "Danza negra" en Antologta poetica
. Rto
Piedras, P.R.: Editorial de la Univ. de P.R., 1957.
3. Rivera, Carmen, M. La division de palabra . Anotaciones. Amherst,
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, 1980.
Eval uacion:
Relacionada con los objetivos numero 1, 2, 3 y
1 . D i senos
.
2. Examen sobre la estructura de la palabra.
Relacionada con los objetivos numero 5, 8 y 7.
1. Dictado de palabras.
2. In formes de comite.
3. Expl icaciones en la pizarra.
Relacionada con los objetivos numero 8, 9 y 10.
1 . Dictado de palabras.
2. Examen sobre acentuacion.
3. Examen general sobre la estructura de la palabra.
Modulo V
15*4
Nuestra expresividad
El modulo numero cinco se presenta a manera de compendio. Resume
el conocimiento y las destrezas desarrol ladas en el progreso de este
program de estudios. Esta orientado hacia la r i vi nd i cac ion de los
valores de la cultura hispana, en particular, la cultura puertorri-
quena en los Estados Unidos. Para esto: (1) da a conocer la contribu-
cion que la persona bilingue hispana o puer tor r
i
quena aporta a la socie-
dad en la cual convive; (2) da la oportunidad de poner en practica el
poder cntico y creativo de la persona bilingue para percibir y expre-
sarse en dos lenguas, asT como (3) para hacer sfntisis entre dos
pol ar i zaci ones : la identidad hispana y la anglosajona; (4) sugiere
directrices sobre la funcion de la persona bilingue en esta sociedad,
de ser un agente que promueve el progreso historico y social de este
nacion; y (5) pretende despertar un sentido de valor, estima y orgullo
de ser puertorr i queno y/o hispano.
El cobrar sentido sobre los valores de la cultura puertorr iquena
y/o hispana contribuye al desarrol lo de una personal i dad solida que
reconoce su funcion de ser mas en el proceso historico que le toca
vi vi r
.
El modulo quinto aspira lograr la expresividad de la persona
bilingue puer tor r iquena y/o hispana hacienda buen uno de la lengua
espanol a.
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Module V
Our Expressiveness
Module number five represents a summary of the skills developed
throughout the process of this program of study. It is oriented toward
the revindication of the values of the Hispanic culture, in particular,
the Puerto Rican culture in the United States. In order to accomplish
this task this module (l) makes known the contributions of the Hispanic
bilingual to the society of which he forms an integral part; (2) gives
the opportunity to put into practice the creative and critical power of
the bilingual person to perceive and express in two languages, in addi-
tion to (3) the opportunity to synthesize the two polarized conditions--
the Hispanic identity and the Anglo-Saxon identity; (M suggests direc-
tions concerning the function of the bilingual person in this society
as an agent promoting the social and historical progress of this na-
tion; and (5) hopes to awaken a sense of value, esteem, and pride in
being a Hispanic and a Puerto Rican.
To achieve an awareness of the value of the Puerto Rican and
Hispanic culture and contribute to the development of a solid personal-
ity that recognizes its function of becoming in the historic process
that it is actually experiencing.
The fifth module aspires to obtain the expressiveness of the
Puerto Rican Hispanic bilingual person by achieving better use of
the Spanish language.
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Qui nto modulo
Topi co I . El Mnuyor lean 11
El estudlo de los antecedentes soclo-cul tura les y el carSc-
ter del "nuyorican," contrlbuye a esclarecer la rafz de
las caracterTst 1 cas de su habla y su personal idad, y las
Impl^cac tones que estas caracterTst I cas tlenen en la lengua
esparfola y la cultura hlspana.
Mctas : Enfat 1 ca :
A1 final izar este modulo instruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Valorizen equl 1 I bradamente el conoclmlento y dominio
de la lengua materna y el conoclmlento y dominio de
la segunda lengua.
2. Cobrcn conclencla de que decir su lengua es comunicar
su identidad social, cultural y psicologlca.
3. Desarrollen una identidad cultural clara.
*4. Establezcan la relacion entre mente, lengua, y cultura.
5. Hayan participado en el proceso de aprendizaje del
espanol
.
6. Cobren concicncia de que tenemos diferentes estllos
de habla de acuerdo a distintas cl rcunstanclas.
7. Descubran la relacion entre acontccimientos historlco-
polTtlcos de la socledad en que conviven y sus efectos
en la lengua y la cultura.
Objet i vos Actlvidades de aprendizaje
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Observen el dcsarrol lo de
la personal idad del puerto-
rriqueno y de otras grupos
hispanos dentro de la socle-
dad cstadounldense.
l.a. Explicacion de lecturas de
referenda sobre el puertorr i que-
no y otros hispanos en Estados
Unidos para preparar una presenta-
cion oral. Orden de topicos y
lecturas
.
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Objet i vos Actividades de aprendizaje
l.b. Distribucion de topicos por
individuos de acuerdo a su pre-
ference.
2. Mejoren destrezas de 2. a. Entrevistas a personas de lainvest igacion. comunidad hispana en la universi-
dad o ciudades adjacentes que
part ici pen o conozcan programas
relacionados con la lengua, la
cultura, la educacion, las artes,
programas de radio y television,
periodicos y otros servicios a la
comunidad hispana, en particular
a los puertorr iquenos
. Grabar la
entrevista, si es posible.
2 • b . Preparacion de un bosquejo
sobre el tema seleccionado organi-
zando las ideas en orden de
sucesion.
2.c. Dial ogos individuales en torno
a la presentacion.
3. adviertan las consecuen- 3, 4, 5. a. Presentacion oral y/o a
cias de la emigracion y panel por los educandos sobre:
el proceso de transcultu- La contribucion del puertorri-
racion en la lengua y queno e hispano a la sociedad
la cultura. estadoun i dense
.
Temas por educandos:
4. Entiendan el fenomeno del (1) "El nuyorican"
"Spanglish" como un hecho (2) "El spangl i sh"
de habla comun en una situa- (3) "El espanol de los puerto-
cion en que conviven dos rriquenos e hispanos en
lenguas y dos culturas. Estados Unidos"
(4) "La literatura de los hispa-
5. Se expresen oralmente con nos en Estados Unidos"
mas confianza y seguridad. (5) "Las artes hispanas en Esta-
dos Unidos"
3 , 4 , 5 - b . Dialogo en torno a las
temas presentados en el panel.
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Materiales a usarse:
1. Garcia Passalacqua, Juan Manuel. "Puertorr iquenos todos."
Conferencia en Seminario sobre Neor r
i
quen i smo
. San German,
P.R.: Universidad I nteramer i cana de Puerto Rico, 1972.
2. Perez Sala, Paulino. I nterferenci a lingutstica del ingles
en el espanol hablado en Puerto Rico
. Hato Rey
,
P.R.: Inter
American University Press, 1973.
3. Varo, Carlos. Consideraciones antropolog i cas y polTticas en
torno a la ensenaTiza del "Spang 1 i sh" en Nueva York
. Rto
Piedras, P.R. : Ediciones Liberia Internacional
,
1*971
.
4. Zamora, Juan C. El espanol de los hispanos en Estados
Un i dos . Entrevista. Spanish and Portuguese Department,
University of Massachusetts, 1981.
Eval uacion
:
Relacionada con los objetivos numero 1, 2, 3, 4 y 5.
1. Bosquejo del topico asignado.
2. Presentacion oral.
3. Redaccion de una composicion escrita.
Topico II. Contribucion del pue rtorr i queno y/o hispano
a la sociedad estadoun i dense
El conocimiento de la contribucion que han hecho los emi-
grantes puertorr i quefios y otros grupos hispanos a la
sociedad estadoun i dense contribuye a desarrollar un^sen-
tido de valor, estima y orgullo de ser puertorr i queno
y/o hispano y de poder funcionar como tal en esta
soc i edad
.
Metas: Enfat i cas :
A1 final izar este modulo instruccional se espera que los
educandos
:
1. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepto de
1 engua genera 1
.
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2. Descubran similtudes a rtfst i co-cu 1 tura 1 es en la
sociedad que conviven.
3. Descubran diferencias arttsti co-cul tura les en la
sociedad que conviven.
4. Despierten inquietudes en torno a su quehacer
linguTstico dentro del proceso histor ico-cul tural
que les toca vi vi r
.
5. Descubran la relacion entre aconteci mi entos historico-
poltticos en la sociedad en que conviven y sus
efectos en la lengua y la cultura.
PartTci pe :
1.
Vease metas del numero 1 al 7 de topico numero 1.
Obj et i vos
Se espera que los educandos:
1. Conozcan la contribuci6n que
han hecho los emigrantes
puer torr
i
quenos y otros gru-
pos hispanos bilingues a la
sociedad es tadoun i dense en
los campos de: (a) 1 i tera-
tura, (b) estudios linguTs-
ticos, (c) medios de comu-
nicacion social, (d) las
artes-museos
,
(e) educa-
ci6n, (f) economTa, y (f) el
gob i erno.
2. Despierten interes por cono-
cer mas deteni damente los
estudios puer tor r i quenos a
hispanos.
3. Sientan orgullo de la identi
dad cultural hispana.
Actividades de aprendizaje
Nota : El topico numero 2 es una
continuaci6n del topico ntjmero 1,
por lo tanto las actividades son
las mismas.
1,2, 3. a. Continuacion actividad 3,
4 y 5 a del topico nGmero 1.
Presentacion a panel sobre: La
contribucion del puer torr i queno
y otros grupos hispanos a la so-
ciedad estadoun i dense .
(6) los medios de comuni caci on
hispanos en Estados Unidos
(7) la educacion en Estados
Uni dos
(8) la migracion del puertorri-
queno a Estados Unidos
(9) la participacion de Puerto
Rico en el gobierno de
Estados Unidos.
1 , 2 , 3* b . Di a logo en torno a los
temas presentados en el panel
.
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Materiales a usarse :
1. AlgarTn, Miguel y Miguel Pinero. Nuyorican Poetry. New
York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1975.
2. Acento-Revi sta
. San Juan, P.R.: Editor JoaquTn Torres
Feliciano, Dic.-Eone, n.d.
3. Association of Hispanic Arts, Inc. Yellow Pages of Hispanic
Arts . Edition I. New York: A.H.A., 1975.
k. Carrero, Jaime. Teatro
. Rfo Piedras, P.R.: Ediciones
Puerto, 1966.
5. Comision de Derechos Civiles de los Estados Unidos: Puerto-
rriquenos en los Estados Unidos cont i nenta 1 es : Un futuro
incierto. Washington, D.C., 1976.
6. Fragoso, Vfctor. "En busqueda de lo puertorr
i
queno ,"
The Rican
,
No. 3, Spring 1973, pag. 14.
7. Fragoso, VTctor. Ser islas, Being Islands . New York:
Editorial ELV, 197^
8. Universidad Interamericana de Puerto Rico. Seminario de
estudios neorlquenos. San German: UIPR, 1972.
Evaluacion:
Relacionada con los objetivos numero 1, 2, 3-
1
.
2
.
3.
Redaccion de
Presentacion
Redaccion de
un bosquejo.
oral .
una compos i cion sob re los temas presentados.
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The content of the Spanish curriculum has been described in this
section. The curriculum content included: (1) a rationale stating the
process of organizing the curriculum; (2) the goals expected to be
accomplished during the implementation of the curriculum; and (3) the
instructional modules. Five modules were elaborated. Each module pre-
sented the following aspects: (a) an introduction explaining the
module; (b) the substance of each module which included: (1) topics,
(2) an introduction for the topic, (3) goals for the topic, (4) objec-
tives, (5) learning opportunities, (6) instructional materials, and
(7) evaluation procedures for the learner. Other evaluation forms for
the curriculum will be reported in the fourth chapter.
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The third chapter displayed the curriculum product to be implemen
ted in the classroom setting. It considered the following aspects:
1. A report of a needs assessment that provided relevant
information about the language competence and personal
characteristics of the student population to whom the
curr i cul urn was addressed. Three main areas of informa-
tion were gathered. First, personal information about
the learner. Second, Spanish language needs, Spanish
language competence already acquired, and expected out-
comes for the Spanish curriculum. Third, statistical
information about educational services and programs
established at the University of Massachusetts to serve
the Hispanic bilingual student population.
2. The presentation of the Spanish curriculum which considers
the curriculum content to be implemented in daily class
settings. The curriculum content consisted of: (a) a
rationale explaining the development of the curriculum,
(b) a list of goals elaborated by curriculum partici-
pants, and (c) the development of the instructional mod-
ules. Five instructional modules were elaborated from
the goals' main concepts and the interaction among the
learners and the teacher. Each module contains:
(a) topics of study, (b) an explanation of each topic,
(c) related goals for the topic, (d) objectives,
(e) learning experiences, (f) instructional materials,
and (g) evaluation procedures. They are written in
Spanish. For reasons of stylistic consistency the
instructional modules are presented in Appendix
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CHAPTER IV
THE FIELD TEST
The development of a curriculum to improve Spanish language compe-
tence of English dominant Hispanic b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 adults was ac-
complished and reported in Chapter III. Chapter IV concentrates on the
field test. First, the process of conducting the field test is presen-
ted. Then the results of the field testing are reported and changes in
the curriculum suggested.
Conducting the Field Test
The field test was conducted during the spring academic semester
of 1981. The procedure was completed in five stages. The stages con-
sidered the following:
An identification and determination of resources needed for the
study was performed. The resources were the Spanish and Portuguese
Department, the Bilingual Collegiate Program, and the Bi 1 ingual -Bicul
-
tural Education Professions Program at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst. Each department or program provided physical and human re-
sources needed to ensure the achievement of the research.
The Spanish and Portuguese Department provided: (a) the course
Spanish 154 for Span i sh-speakers ; (b) three credits for the students;
(c) a classroom; (d) day and time schedule; (e) an instructor's office
for individual work with students; (f) access to the language labora-
tory; and (g) a department representative for decision-making. The
Bilingual Collegiate Program advertised the Spanish course to the
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Hispanic student population and recruited students for the course. The
B i 1 i ngua 1 - Bi cul tura 1 Education Professions Program collaborated by:
(a) recruiting students, and (b) making available office materials and
equi pment
.
The identification and the selection of the participants in the
study was accomplished. A sample population of thirteen adult students
was selected from twenty-seven students enrolled in the course Spanish
154. The criteria considered in the selection of the sample population
were: (a) origin Caribbean geographical area; (b) socio-economic back-
ground status; (c) Spanish and English language background; (d) English
language dominant; (e) motivation for enrolling in the course; and
(f) the results of diagnostic pilot tests administered at entry level.
A group of students convened to assist with decision-making about
the curriculum. The decision-makers were Hispanic students enrolled
in the course who showed higher degrees of Spanish language proficiency,
the sample population, and the Spanish teacher.
The data deemed necessary in this research was conceptualized.
The data included: (a) personal information about the adult student
including: (l) soc io-cul tura 1 background; (2) dominant language;
(3) level of Spanish language competence and performance; (4) improve-
ment of Spanish language competence and performance; (5) knowledge
about the bilingual and bicultural phenomena; and (6) knowledge about
the socio-cul tural and educational reference of Hispanic and Puerto
Ricans in their native land and those living in the United States.
The design of the data collection instruments deemed necessary
in
this research was delineated. The instruments included were
(a) needs
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assessment questionnaire of learner's language and socio-cul tural back-
ground; (b) an exploratory questionnaire about the Spanish course ex-
pectations and motivations to enroll in the course; (c) diagnostic
pre-tests administered at entry level; (d) individual progress forms
about principal areas of language competence; (e) post-tests adminis-
tered at the end of the field test; (f) a form rating importance of the
curriculum goals for individual students; and (g) a correlation between
the instructional modules and the principles of the conceptual frame-
work of the curriculum development.
Other contributing data was collected through direct observation
of English and Spanish language usage among students assisted by a co-
ordinating committee of students. This committee reported its observa-
tions to the investigator in biweekly meetings. An oral presentation
by selected students participating in the study completed the data
collection related to Spanish speech.
Data collection strategies were applied throughout the implementa-
tion of the curriculum. The needs assessment questionnaire, the explor-
atory questionnaire, and the diagnostic pre-tests were administered at
entry level. The individual progress forms were completed beginning
the evaluation period at the end of the field-test. They were comple-
ted taking into account the results of individual evaluation procedures
included in each instructional module. The post-tests along with the
correlation between the principles of the conceptual framework of the
curriculum and the instructional modules were completed at the end of
the study.
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Data collection strategies led into the data analysis. The data
was analyzed by tabulating and scoring the information gathered as re
quested in each data collection instrument. The results of the data
ana 1 ys i s follow.
Results of the Study
The results of the field test are presented following the same
sequence of the administration of the data collection instruments.
The needs assessment results were presented in Chapter I I 1 as the
information gathered was used to advance strategies for curriculum im-
plementation with a different student population. It is pertinent here
to state that the curriculum developed was previously tried out with a
different student population in 1978-79 at Amherst Regional High School.
The new target population presented different characteristics in
terms of age, national origin, time lived in the United States, and
general culture and experience. The native land of five of these stu-
dents is the United States, although they considered themselves Puerto
Ricans because their parents are from Puerto Rico. Three students were
from the Dominican Republic, but have lived in the United States for
more than fifteen years. There was one Colombian student who also has
lived all her life in the United States, as well as another student
from Guatemala. The remaining students were born in Puerto Rico and
emigrated to the United States during their childhood. All of them
were English dominant with limited knowledge and command of the Spanish
language.
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It was observed that some of the terms used in the questionnaire
were not known by some students. Copies of the questionnaires are in-
cluded in Appendix A.
Diagnostic Pre-Tests
. Two types of diagnostic pre-tests were adminis-
tered at entry level: the Gloze Readability Test and the Miscue Analy-
s i s Test
.
The Cloze Readability Test measures reading comprehension. In the
reading selection every fifth word in the passage is deleted and re-
placed by a line of standard length. The students are encouraged to
fill in all the blanks by guessing from the content comprehension, or
the remaining words, what the missing word should be. This test also
provides information concerning mediating language processes. A copy
of the test administered can be found in Appendix A.
The Miscue Analysis Test measures miscoding the words in oral read-
ing. The students were asked to read a literary selection aloud. The
oral reading is recorded. After the reading, the students are asked to
retell the story just read. This test also records the phonological
elements of language usage as well as reading comprehension and thought
organization. A copy of the test administered can be found in Appendix
A.
The results of the Cloze Readability Test, Pre-Test are shown in
Table 11. The table includes the sum of the individual scores.
INVENTORY
OF
GLOZE
READABILITY
TEST
HISPANIC
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL
ADULT
STUDENTS
Pre-Test
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It was found that the reading selection was above the comprehension
level of the students. The target population scored lower than other
Hispanic bilingual students participating in the Spanish course. Al-
though the theme of the reading selection dealt with the bilingual per-
son, the majority of the target population failed to identify charac-
teristics of the bilingual condition which were part of their own ex-
perience. It was observed that this activity was the first experience
that these students had had with this type of test. Two students
scored at the pass level. Five students scored above the failure level
The remaining students failed the test. Also observed was a great num-
ber of changes of words in the context of the reading, which consequent
ly produced changes in the content of the reading and in its comprehen-
sion. The vocabulary used by these students showed inadequacies in the
Spanish language usage and in the way the students perceived and organ-
ized the information they were gaining from the reading. Changes of
prepositions, inadequacy between number and gender of words, and chan-
ges in verb tenses showed misconceptions in the Spanish language.
The results of the Miscue Analysis Test are presented showing the
totality of miscues performed by the target population. Table 12
shows the number of miscues according to different categories.
The results of the Miscue Analysis Test presented some contradic-
tions. Although the reading selection seemed to be above the reading
comprehension of the target population, there were not many miscues
performed. The number of miscues performed by most of the students
fell under acceptable categories. The number of wrong miscues was
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Table 12
INVENTORY OF THE SUM OF MISCUES
HISPANIC B I L I NGUAL-B I CULTURAL ADULT STUDENTS
PRE-TEST
Dialect Evidence Phonology Morphology Lexicology
No. of Learners 6 5 6
I I
.
Sound-Letter Relationship H i gh Some None
Graphic Similarity of Words 11 129 52
-Grammatical Relationship Acceptable Unacceptable
Grammatical Acceptability 111 76
IV.
Meaning Relationship Yes Some No
Correct i on 64 68 54
Meaning Change 56 50 56
V.
Patterns of Strength Some Strength Weakness
M i scues 5 102
oo
\J1
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smaller in comparison with the sum of miscues performed. Yet, patterns
of weakness in the reading process were evident. It was difficult for
most of the students to retell what they had just read. It seems that
they concentrated their efforts more in the phonetics of the reading,
rather than in its comprehension. An important finding in the adminis-
tration of this test was that the Miscue Analysis Test is designed for
monolingual students. The Miscue Analysis form does not provide for
compiling language cases in the speech of bilinguals that were recorded
in the reading. A new form was designed which incorporated other cate-
gories of bilingual miscues. Eight students showed strong English
interferences in the phonology while reading. Words considered as
universal were read with English phonemes. Dialectical characteristics
of the Spanish language in the Caribbean geographical area were record-
ed in the reading. The most important outcome of this diagnostic test
was the self-confrontation with the speech of the bilinguals and the
discovery of the need to deal with this aspect of the language compe-
tence.
The diagnostic reading tests showed low mastery of reading skills,
especially in the comprehension level. Mistakes recorded in the oral
reading were translated into the written language. There were difficul-
ties in retel 1 ing the story read because of lack of perceptions of
meanings and symbolisms behind the written words. It became very ob
vious that the reading selections were above the comprehension level of
the target student population.
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Individual Progress Forms
. The Individual Progress Form is an evalu-
ation instrument developed by this investigator which records the pro-
gress gained by the students in different areas of language competence
and performance. Five individual forms were designed related to the
aspects of conceptualization, phonology, syntax, morphology, and ortho-
graphy.
Diversity of individual evaluation procedures such as: exams,
written compositions, and oral presentations, along with the student's
sel f- judgment
,
provided the criteria for completing the individual pro-
gress forms.
The results of the Individual Progress Forms are presented in
separate tables as recorded for each language aspect represented. Con-
ceptualization (Table 13) was the principal concern of the developed
curriculum. Comprehension of language concepts and improvement of the
Spanish performance in the speech and the writing of Hispanic bilin-
guals were main skills expected to be developed in the curriculum im-
plementation. The sum of the conceptual skills marked by the students
showed that progress was made as the largest amount of points was
given to satisfactory and complete mastery categories.
It was found that the syntax (Table 14) of the Spanish language
demonstrated progress since the complete and satisfactory mastery cate-
gories received larger amounts of points than the other categories.
It was found that the largest amount of points was given to the
complete and satisfactory mastery of the phonological aspects (Table 15)
of the Spanish language. Progress is reported in the phonetics of the
Hispanic bilinguals participating in the study.
Table 13
INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS FORM I
CONCEPTUALIZATION
DESTREZA DN DF DS DC
S i gno 1 i ngul st i co k 5 4
Competenci
a
2 3 5 5
Estructura profunda 4 4 5
z
o Actuacion 1 5 7
CO
z
LU
,
Estructura Superficial 1 6 6
CC
Q_
z Fonologta 1 1 7 5
o
o Distincion de sonidos 1 7 5
Si ntaxi
s
1 2 6 4
MorfologTa 1 1 4 7
OrtografTa 4 4 5
Lectura 1 5 7
Palabras 9 4
<
1— Relacion de componentes 4 5 2
CC
o
CO
Oraciones 1 6 6
LU
>-
Relacion de componentes 1 2 8 2
—I Parrafo 2 6 5
CC
o Relacion tematica 1 1 8 2
z
o Relacion de oraciones 1 7 6
CO
LU Concordancia entre gen. y num. 2 2 3 6
Q_
X Concordancia disinencia verbal 1 3 5 3
1 nterferenc i as del ingles 1 2 5 5
CO Dominio Completo 101
< Dominio Sat i sfactor io 120
1—
o
1— Dominio Deficiente 35
NingOn Dominio 17
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Table 14
INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS FORM I I
SYNTAX
DESTREZAS DC DS DD ND
Z.
o
1 dent i f i cac i on componentes
de la oracion 6 5 2
ESTRUCTURA
DE
LA
ORAC
Sintagma nominal 7 4 2
Sintagma predicativo 7 3 3
Estructura profunda 7 2 4
Relacion de componentes 3 5 4
Estructura superficial 7 4 1
Redacci on 5 5 3
ESTRUCTURA
DE
LA
PALABRA
La oracion 9 3 1
Signos de puntuacion 4 3 6
Letras mayusculas 10 3
Acentuacion 2 3- 7 1
Concordancia entre genero
y numero
5 6 1
Concordancia en las
desinencias del verbo
7 7 1 1
TOTALES
Dominio Completo 76 53 35 2
Dominio Sat i sfactor i
o
Dominio Deficiente
N ingun Dominio
TABLE 15
INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS FORM I I I
PHONOLOGY
DESTREZAS DC DS DD ND
Clas i f icacion de vocales
CO
LU a 10 3
<
C_) e 10 3o
>
i 10 3
o
o
ZcL
o
u 10 3
c_>
<
—1 Transference de vocales
ID
<_>
t-
C£
<
ou 4 8
ie 3 6 3
ae 4 8
ART
1
CULAC
1ON
CONSONANTES
Transferenci a de consonantes
b-v 2 7 4
c-s-z 2 5 5
y-11 5 3 4
j-g 2 7 3
r-
1
4 5 2 1
rr- r 5 5 1 1
c-t 4 5 1 1
x-cc 3 4 5
g-c 5 5 1 1
ph- f-h 2 6 1 1
HABLA
Casos linguTsticos
Vaci laci6n 1 6 6
Alternancia de codigos 3 6 5
Interferencias 1 8 5
IntegraciCjn 4 6 2
TOTALES
Dominio Comp le to 105
Dominio Sat i sfactor i
o
1 2 C
Dominio Deficiente 51
Ningun Dominio 5
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Progress was found In the morphology of Hispanic bilinguals par-
ticipating in the study as the largest amount of points was given to
the complete and satisfactory mastery categories of the progress form
(Table 16).
It was found that the orthography (Table 17) of the Spanish lan-
guage among Hispanic bilinguals participating in the study had pro-
gressed since the largest amount of points was given to the complete
and satisfactory mastery categories assigned in the progress form.
The Individual Progress Forms showed that there was a marked pro-
gress obtained in the Spanish language aspects that the developed cur-
riculum tried to focus on. Although the main concern of the curriculum
centered on conceptualization and thought organization, it was evident
that other language skills were improved in the same process of devel-
oping competencies in conceptualizing.
Post-Test . The Cloze Readability Test and the Miscue Analysis Test
were administered again at the end of the study. Although the first
reading selections used in the pre-test were changed, and a complete
mastery of reading comprehension was not gained, some progress in the
skill was evident.
In the Cloze Readability Test it was found that two students ob-
tained good ratings. Two students obtained satisfactory ratings.
Three students fell into the passing level, and the remaining six stu-
dents, although showing poor progress in the reading comprehension,
gained higher amount of points than in the pre-test. Changes of words
contributed to changes in the content of the reading selection.
This
Table 16
INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS FORM IV
MORPHOLOGY
DESTREZAS DC DS DD ND
oo
<
n
LU
Division morfema lexical 4 7 2
Li-
CCO
ZE
Division morfema gramatical 5 7 1 2
ESTRUCTURA
- Afijos - prefijos, inter-
fijos, y sufijos 6 5 1 1
Signi f icacion 7 3 2
Funcion gramatical 3 7 2
ACENTUAC
1ON
Y
CLAS
1
F1
CAC
1ON
PALABRAS
ACENTO
Division de palabras en
sT 1 abas 9 4
Stlaba tonica 5 5 4
Acento grafico (tilde) 4 2 5 2
Acento fonetico 5 3 5
Agudas 6 5 1
Lianas 6 5 2
Esdruj ul as 6 3 3
Sobreesdruj ulas 6 3 4
TOTALES
Dominio Completo 72
Dominio Sat i sfactor i
o
59
Dominio Deficiente 30
Ningun Dominio 7
TABLE 17
INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS FORM V
ORTHOGRAPHY
DESTREZAS DC DS DD DN
z
o Division palabras en st labas 1 1
o
< Stlaba ton i ca 4 7 1
K
z Acento fonetico 3 7 2
CJ
< Acento grafico 2 7 4 1
b-v 2 6 3
c-s-z 3 4 3
y-n 3 7 2
j-g 5 6 1
r-
1
6 3 1
CO r-rr 4 4 2 1
<f
a:
1— 1 nterferenc i a de doble letra 2 2 1
LU
—
J
ou-mm 5 5 1
LU tt-pp 5 3 2Q
f f -ss 5 3 2
o
CO 1 1 -cc 6 3 1
=3
Cambio de letra 1 2
ph-f 5 6 1
c-t 3 7 1
x-c 3 7 1
g-c 5 5 1
Coma 6 4 1 1
Z Punto y coma 4 3 3 1
o
o Dos puntos 4 5 2 1
<
ZD
1— Puntos suspensivos 4 3 4 1
Z
ZD
Q_ Signos de i nterrogaci on (2) 8 2 1 1
LUQ Signos de admiracion (2) 7 2 2 1
COO Guion - Raya 3 3 4 2
z
CD Comi 1 las 4 6 1 1
CO
Parentes i
s
5 4 2 1
D ieres i
s
3 3 4 2
Dominio Completo 155
OO
LlJ
—I Dominio Sat i sfactor i
o
127
<
h-
o Domi n i o Def i ciente 53
1—
Ningun Dominio 18
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aspect caused lower scores in the reading skills. Yet, although chan-
ges were made in the content of the reading selection, it was observed
that a logic sequence had been followed in the reading selection making
it meaningful for the reader. The results of the Cloze Readability
Post-Test are described in Table 18.
In the Miscue Analysis Test dialectical evidence of the Caribbean
geographical area was still present. Even though there was progress in
the phonological elements of the speech, interferences of English pho-
nemes in the pronunciation of universal words were discharged. The
articulation of the Spanish sounds recorded higher similarity with the
graphic signs. In general terms, the grammatical acceptability of
changed words was admissible. There were more corrections in the mean-
ing of changed words than in the pre-test. The changed words kept a
logical sequence of comprehension in the reading selection. A pattern
of strength in the oral reading showed in the Miscue Analysis Post-
Test. Table 19 displays the results of the Miscue Analysis Post-Test.
The results of the post-test showed that there had been progress
in the Spanish mediating language processes of Hispanic bilinguals. It
had also been shown through: (l) the constant usage of Spanish language
within the classroom setting; (2) better comprehension of Spanish read-
ing selections; (3) signs of creativity within the Spanish language
usage demonstrated in the reading selection; and [k) less use of En
glish interferences were recorded in the Spanish phonology and lexi-
cology .
INVENTORY
OF
CLOZE
READABILITY
TEST
HISPANIC
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL
ADULT
STUDENTS
POST-TEST
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Table 19
INVENTORY OF THE SUM OF MISCUES
HISPANIC BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL ADULT STUDENTS
POST-TEST
I
.
Dialect Evidence Phonology Morphology Lexicology
Number of Learners 6 5 6
Sound-Letter Relationship H i gh Some None
Graphic Similarity of Words 28 101 52
III.
Grammatical Relationship Acceptable Unacceptable
Grammatical Acceptability 89 90
IV.
Meaning Relationship Yes Some None
Correct ion 66 56 49
Meaning Change 58 43 75
V.
Patterns of Strength Some Strength Weakness
M i scues 24 86 71
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Importance of Curriculum Goals for Individual Students
. A form was
designed by this investigator in which the students filled in the indi-
vidual importance that they have found in the goals delineated for the
curriculum. The list of goals was developed. At the end of each goal
a space was provided to fill in the number which best measured the de-
gree of importance that each goal in the curriculum implementation had
had for each participant. A value from three (3) to zero (0) was given
to indicate the degree of importance of each goal. A copy of this form
is included in Appendix A. Results of the process are presented in
Table 20.
The results of the individual importance of goals created a new
order of goal priorities. The new order of priorities follows:
At the end of this program of study the learner will:
1. Discover the relationship between thought organization and
concrete language use.
2. Participate in the process of learning Spanish.
3. Be aware that in their language expression they are com-
municating their social, cultural, and psychological
identi ty.
4. Be aware that knowledge of the language improves its
performance.
5. Perceive the relationship between mind, language, and
cul ture.
6. Appreciate equally the worthiness of the knowledge and
command of the mother tongue and that of the second
1 anguage
.
Develop a clear Hispanic cultural identity.7 .
Table 20
RATING OF IMPORTANCE OF
CURRICULUM GOALS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS
At the end of this program of
study the learner will: A 3 : d E F G H 1 J K L M
To-
tal
Or-
der
1. Be aware that knowledge of the
language improves its perfor-
mance.
3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 0 3 33 4
2. Appreciate equally the wor-
thiness of the knowledge and
command of the mother tongue
and that of the second lan-
guage
.
3 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 32 6
3. Be aware that in their lan-
guage expression they are com-
municating their social, cul-
tural, and psychological
i dent i ty
.
3 3 3 3 2 3 12 25 3 3 3 3 34 3
4. Perceive the relationship
between mind, language, and
cul ture.
2 3 3 :5 3 3 11 2 3 3 3 3 33 5
5. Develop a clear Hispanic
cultural identity.
3 2 3 12 3 12 3 3 3 2 3 31 7
6. Discover the relationship
between thought organization
and concrete language use.
2 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 2 3 35 1
7. Participate in the process
of learning Spanish.
3 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 35 2
8. Develop skills for making
abstractions.
1 3 3 113 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 28 12
g. Develop a sense of worthi-
ness towards different levels
of language expression.
2 2 3 1 2 3 0 1 3 2 2 3 3 27 14
10. Identify grammatical func-
tions of words in sentences
and linguistic concepts.
2 3 3 2 3 3 0 2 2 3 2 3 3 31
8
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Table 20 (Continued)
At the end of this program of
study the learner will: A B c D E F G H 1 J K L M
To-
tal
Or-
der
11. Discover the relationship be-
tween language competence and
language performance.
2 3 3 1 2 3 0 3 3 3 2 2 3 30 10
12. Discover the validity that
their language intuition has
as a criteria for language
correctness.
2 3 3 2 3 3 0 2 3 2 3 2 2 30 11
13. Be aware of stylistic vari-
ety that each one of us pos-
sesses according to different
social circumstances in which
we interact.
2 3 3 1 2 3 0 2 12 2 2 3 26 16
14. Distinguish dialectical vari-
ations and the concept of
standard language.
2 3 3 1 l 3 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 31 9
15. Discover artistic and cul-
tural similarities in the
society where he/she inter-
acts .
3 2 3 1 3 2 0 1 3 3 2 2 3 28 13
16. Discover the relationship
between the historical and po-
litical events of the society
where he/she interacts and
their effects on the language
and the culture.
1 3 0 2 3 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 22 18
17. Discover cultural and artis-
tic differences in the society
where he/she interacts.
3 0 3 2 3 0 1 3 3 2 3 3 27 15
18. Explore the impact of their
language behavior within the
historic and cultural proces-
ses that they are experien-
cing.
1 0 2 3 C 1 2 2 3 3 3 24 17
3 = muy importante 1 = menos
importante
2 = importante 0 = no tuvo importance
8. Identify grammatical functions of words in sentences
and linguistic concepts.
9. Distinguish dialectical variations and the concept of
standard language.
10. Discover the relationship between language competence
and language performance.
11. Discover the validity that their language intuition has
as a criteria for language correctness.
12. Develop skills for making abstractions.
13. Discover artistic and cultural similarities in the
society where he/she interacts.
1*4. Develop a sense of worthiness towards different levels
of language expression.
15. Discover cultural and artistic differences in the
society where he/she interacts.
16. Be aware of stylistic variety that each one of us
possesses according to different social circumstances
in which we interact.
17. Explore the impact of their language behavior within
the historic and cultural processes that they are
experiencing.
18. Discover the relationship between the historical and
political events of the society where he/she interacts
and their effects on the language and the culture.
The goals priorities drawn from the students' own decisions re-
vealed that the approach implemented in this curr i cul urn was
successful
To make the learner aware that the way in which we
organize our
thoughts, and the concrete usage of the language
are related, was the
major concern of the development of the Spanish curriculum.
The way
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which the bilingual person conceptualizes and organizes his/her
thoughts has correlational effects on their syntax. If the learners
discover what causes the problems of thought organization, they will
self-correct their syntax, and consequently the concrete usage of the
language will be free of interferences and vacillations. Goal number
two, which refers to the active participation of the learner in the
process of learning Spanish, expands the first goal by suggesting that
it is through an active participation, i.e. by an active dialogue that
the relationship between thought organization and the concrete language
usage is obtained. The approach proposed in the Spanish curriculum used
dialogue as a means of directing the student participation. It was
through the active participation of the students that the goals of the
Spanish curriculum were readjusted.
The goals' rearrangement was done by using the students' consensus
based on their own criteria of importance. The order of goals priori-
ties established indicates that there is an evident relationship be-
tween the approach implemented in the curriculum and its expected out-
come s
.
Correlation between the principles of the conceptual framework and the
instructional modules of the Spanish curriculum . The correlation be-
tween the principles sustaining the framework of the Spanish curriculum
and the instructional modules was done by assigning a degree of worth
to each component of the instructional modules. The criteria used in
assigning worth to each component was: (1) relationship of the module
to the principles; (2) relationship of the topics to the module;
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(3) appropriateness of the concepts involved in each component of the
instructional modules within the context of the sample population; and
(^) pe rsona
1 judgment of the investigator.
Four codes were designed to identify the degree of worth given to
the instructional modules. The correlation was done for the five
instructional modules. Table 21 presents the correlation of the first
module to the principles of the framework.
Table 21
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK, AND THE INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES OF THE SPANISH CURRICULUM
MODULE I
Our Mother Tongue
A
Module
C 1 P
Conceptual -
i zat i on
C 2 P
Contextua 1 -
i zat ion
S
Structural -
i zat i on
Tota 1
Top i cs mm 3 3 3 9
Stressed Goals 3 urm 2 1777771 2 7
Less Stressed
Goa 1 s 3 vrm
2 mn 2 7
Object i ves 3 mm 3 mm 3 9
Learn ing
Opportun i t ies 3 urm
2 1/7 //I 2 7
Instruct i ona
1
Materials vim 2 mm 2 17777! 2 6
Eva 1 uat i on
—
3 mm 2 177771 2 7
Degree of worth:
3 - 1 = = minor
2 = o = a =
= major
^^3 = satisfactory none
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It can be seen that the relationship between the topics of the
module and the three principles was stressed, as well as the objectives.
The goals, the learning opportunities and the evaluation showed the
same degree of relationship to the three principles. The relationship
to the conceptualization principle was stressed. The contextua 1 i zat i on
and st ructura 1 i zat i on principles showed less degree of relationship with
the components. The instructional materials showed less degree of re-
lationship to the conceptualization, contextua 1 i zat ion
,
and structural-
ization principles.
The results of the correlation of the first module to the three
principles indicated that the topics and the objectives were highly re-
lated to the three principles; however, the relationship of the goals,
the learning opportunities, the instructional materials, and the evalu-
ation procedures was minimized, specifically in the conceptualization
and structura 1 i zat ion
.
In table 22 it can be seen that the second instructional module
showed stronger patterns of relationship to the three principles. The
topics, the goals, and the objectives were highly related to the three
principles. The learning opportunities reduced the relationship to the
contextual i zat ion. The instructional materials and the evaluation were
highly related to the conceptualization; however, the relationship to
the contextua 1 i za t i on and the structura 1 i zat ion was minimized. The
correlation of the second instructional module to the three principles
is displayed in Table 22.
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Table 22
MODULE 1 I
Organization of Ideas
B.
Module
Z ] P
Conceptua 1 -
i zat i on
C 2 P
Contextual -
i zat ion
S
Structura 1 -
i zat i on
Total
Topics
3 mm 3 3 9
Stressed Goals mm 3 mm 3 3 9
Less Stressed
Goals mm 3 mm 3 mm 3 9
Obj ect i ves 3 mm 3 mm 3 9
Learn i ng
Opportuni ties 3 17772 2 mm 3 8
Instructional
Material
s
3 2 IZZZ] 2 7
Eval uation mm 3 VZZ72 2 tzzzi 2 7
The results of the correlation of the second module to the three
principles indicated a strong relationship to the conceptualization
which is the main concern in this module. The relationship of the
instructional materials and the evaluation to the contextua 1 i zat i on and
the structural ization was minimized.
In Table 23 it can be seen that the third module showed higher de-
gree of relationship with the conceptualization although the evaluation
component was less related to it. The relationship of the less stressed
goals showed high degree of consistency with the three principles. The
modular components minimized the relationship of the contextua 1 i zat i on
and structura 1 i zat ion . The correlation of the third instructional mod-
ule to the three principles is displayed in Table 23.
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Table 23
MODULE I I I
Organization of Ideas in the Literature
C.
C 2 P S
Conceptua 1 - Contextual - Structural -
Module ization i zation i zat i on Total
Top i cs a. 3 a. 3 97//! 1 2 8
Stressed Goals 3 IZZZ2 2 1/7/7/
1
2 7
Less Stressed
Goa 1 s M 3 Mi 3 mm 3 9
Object i ves M 3 EZZ3 2 [ZZZ2 2 7
Learn i ng
Opportunit ies mm 3 V7ZA 2 EZZZ1 2 7
Instructional
Material
s
mm 3 I////T 2 E77Z1 2 7
Eva 1 uat i on ma 2 177771 2 97771 2 6
The results of the correlation of the third module to the three
principles indicated degrees of weakness in the contextual izat ion and
the structural ization. It is pertinent here to state that this in-
structional module was shortened in terms of learning opportunities and
instructional materials due to limitations of time.
In Table 24 it can be seen that the fourth instructional module
showed a major degree of relationship to the three principles. Except
for the instructional materials relationship to the contextua 1 i zat ion
and st ructura 1 i zat i on
,
which is minimized, all the remaining modular
components have a major relationship to the three principles. The cor-
relation of the fourth instructional module to the three principles is
displayed in Table 24.
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Table 24
MODULE IV
Our Language Performance and the Standard Language
D.
Module
C 1 ?
Conceptua 1 -
i zat ion
C 2 P
Contextua 1 -
i zat i on
s
Structura 1 -
i zat i on Total
Topics 3 Hi 3 3 9
Stressed Goals 3 mm 3 3 9
Less Stressed
Goa 1 s 3 mm 3 3 9
Object i ves mm 3 mm 3 mm 3 9
Lea rn i ng
Opportuni ties mm 3 mm 3 3 9
Instructional
Material
s
mm 3 vrm 2 177771 2 7
Eval uat ion mm 3 Hi 3 — 3 9
The results of the correlation of the fourth instructional module
to the three principles showed a high degree of strength.
In Table 25 it can be seen that the fifth instructional module
showed a varied relationship to the three principles. The goals, the
objectives, and the evaluation modular components had equal high degree
of relationship to the three principles. The topics showed major de-
gree of relationship to the conceptualization and contextua 1 i zat ion
;
however, the relationship to the structura 1 i zat ion was minimized. The
learning opportunities and the instructional materials showed less de-
gree of relationship to the three principles. The correlation of the
fifth instructional module to the three principles is displayed in
Table 25.
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Table 25
MODULE V
Our Expressiveness
E.
Module
C ] P
Conceptual -
ization
C
2
P
Contextual -
i zat i on
S
Structural-
i zat i on Total
Topics mm 3 3 V///A 2 7
Stressed Goals hi 3 H 3 H 3 9
Less Stressed
Goa 1 s 3 H 3 H 3 9
Object i ves am 3 3 mm 3 9
Learn i ng
Opportun i t ies P7771
2 IZZZ2 2 IZZZ2 2 6
1 nstruct i ona
1
Material
s
f7777l 2 IZ2ZZ1 2 172771 2 6
Eva 1 uat ion
—
3
—
i
3
—
3 9
The correlation between the fifth module and the three principles
showed that there was a major degree of relationship among the goals,
the objectives, the evaluation, and the three principles. The relation-
ship among the learning opportunities, the instructional materials, and
the three principles was minimized.
The results of the five correlations were tabulated. The tabula-
tion illustrates the worth achieved by each modular component according
to their relationship to the three principles. It also shows the prior-
ity order established for each modular component determined by the de-
gree of relationship between the components and the three principles by
instructional components and the three principles by instructional
mod-
Table 26 illustrates the results of the tabulation.ules.
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Table 26
TABULATION OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
PRINCIPLES OF THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND
THE INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES OF THE SPANISH CURRICULUM
Modules 1 1 1 1 1
1
IV V Total Order
Top i cs 9 9 8 9 7 42 3
Stressed Goals 7 9 7 9 9 41 4
Less Stressed Goals 7 9 9 9 9 43 1
Object i ves 9 9 7 9 9 43 2
Learn i ng
Opportun i t ies 7
8 7 9 6 37 5
Instructional
Material
s
6 7 7 7 6 33 7
Eva 1 uat ion 7 7 6 7 9 36 6
The results of the tabulation of the correlation between the in-
structional modules and the three principles of the conceptual frame-
work showed that: (l) the instructional modules were highly related to
the conceptualization principle; (2) modules number II and IV provided
higher degrees of relationship between the modular components and the
three principles; (3) modules number I, II and V were less related to
the contextual i zat ion and structural i zat i on principles; (4) the goals
and objectives were the modular components which showed major degree of
relationship with the three principles; (5) the topic component also
showed a major degree of relationship with the three principles, (6)
the learning opportunities showed an above satisfactory degree of
rela-
tionship with the three principles; and (7) the evaluation and the
in-
structional materials were the modular components less related
to the
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contextual i zat ion and structural i zat ion principles; however, the rela-
tionship was satisfactory.
The results of the correlation indicated areas of the instruction-
al modules which need improvement. The correlation brought useful in-
formation for making recommendations about improving the curriculum.
Direct observation of the Spanish language usage among partici-
pants in the field test brought contributing information to the study.
Students mastering Spanish helped in observing the language behavior of
the target population along with the investigator. We agreed by observ-
ing that the sample students talked more Spanish in groups interacting
and a decrease of English interferences was identified. The dialogical
interaction within smaller groups promoted and supported Spanish usage.
It made it possible for the sample population to feel at ease while
talking in Spanish. Direct statements from the sample students collec-
ted by one of the assistant students include statements such as the
fol lowing:
Carlos: "Los grupos que hicemos en clase me ayudaron a practicar
el habla y a social izarme. . .estoy mas consciente de mis
errores. . .me ayudo y gusto las lecturas sueltas que
d i scut imos
Wi If redo: "Los grupos me ayudaron ya que pude expresarme; creo
que fue buena i dea ... Despues de tomar el curso me
siento mas seguro de mi lengua y especialmente de la
organizacion de ideas."
A panel presentation by the most representative English dominant
Hispanic bilingual adults provided the opportunity to record
their
speech and to collect additional information through
direct observational
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strategy. A form which collected aspects about the presentation was
designed by the investigator. The form organized major aspects of the
speech performance. A value of ten points was given to each aspect of
the performance. The first four aspects measured the competence by
rating low to higher degrees. The six remaining aspects related to
interferences are measured by rating high to lower degrees. Table 27
displays the results of the panel presentation.
The results of the Spanish language performance at the panel pre-
sentation were divided into two major categories. One category relates
to competence in developing the assigned topic. The second category
relates to English interferences in Spanish. It was found that the
competence expressed by the students through the development of the
topic, clarity and organization of ideas achieved high degrees of pro-
gress. Three students performed outstanding presentations; two students
good presentations; and two students satisfactory presentations. En-
glish interferences in the speech were minimized. Two students demon-
strated low cases of English interferences, and the higher points iden-
tified cases of Spanish dialectical evidence from the people of the
Caribbean area, rather than English interferences. Two students demon-
strated less use of English interferences, mainly in the syntax and
morphology. Three students demonstrated low cases of interferences in
syntax and morphology, but their phonetics sounded strongly English,
however, cases of code-switching were not presented.
The results of the panel presentation demonstrated that the par-
ticipants developed Spanish competence in their speech and only
three
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students exhibited signs of English interferences in their phonetics.
A statement written by one of the assistant students in the report of
her observations about the speech of the sample students says:
Quede muy impresionada con sus presentac i ones
.
Una cosa muy importante que note fue su progre-
so al expresarse en espanol y tambien la organi-
zacion clara de los ideas. Note que no habta
casi ninguna interferencia del ingles y se les
podTa notar la facilidad que habta en el grupo
al expresarse. Yo personalmente pienso que
el los hicieron una mejor presentacion que los
estudiantes que se suponta tuvieran un mayor
dominio de nuestra lengua materna.^
The latter statement is a manifestation of students' participation
and personal judgment about the results of the field test.
In summary, the results of the field test displayed diversity and
challenging findings which also were the characteristics of the studied
group. The results were presented following the same sequence of the
administration of the data instruments. The first data collection in-
strument was the needs assessment.
The needs assessment identified the characteristics of the partici-
pants in the study. They were Hispanic bilingual adults enrolled at the
University of Massachusetts. Five students were born in the United
States, from Puerto Rican parents. The remaining students came from
the Caribbean geographical area and had lived in the United States most
of their lives. Ten students attended the public school system; two
students attended private schools; and one student alternated between
private and public schools. They came from poor and low-middle class
people and were English dominant with poor knowledge and command of
Spanish. There were different motivations and expectations from
the
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students about the Spanish course. These expectations responded to
traditional approaches given to Spanish courses for native speakers
offered by the Spanish and Portuguese Department, and the orientation
and promotion given to the Spanish course by different resources collab-
orating in the study. The majority of the students expected to improve
their knowledge and command of Spanish, but stressing the study of
Spanish grammar, rather than speech. They expected, of course, to im-
prove their speech and get rid of English interferences, but by approach-
ing the written skills rather than the oral skills. The curriculum ap-
proach stressed in the course dealt with linguistics rather than the
teaching of grammar alone. It took a long period of time for some stu-
dents to become aware of that difference.
The results of the diagnostic pre-test recorded oral, written,
mediating language process, and comprehension skills among the Hispanic
students. Two diagnostic tests were administered: the Cloze Readability
Test and the Miscue Analysis. Poor degrees of reading comprehension in
silent and oral reading were identified. Language mediating processes
demonstrated vacillations, changes of word meanings, and lack of word
meanings. The written language exhibited English interferences in the
morphology and the syntax. The oral reading, although showing few mis-
cues, demonstrated degrees of vacillations, long pauses, retrospective
repetition of words, and slow speed in the reading rhythmn. The read-
ings appear to be above the level of comprehension of the
majority of
the target population. It was found that the Miscue
Analysis Form did
not provide for specific language variations cases
among bilinguals.
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The original form needed adaptations for the bi 1 ingual -blcul tural situ-
ation.
The results of the Individual Progress Forms compiled Information
gained through diverse evaluation procedures used in class, such as:
exams, written compositions, and oral presentations. They collected
individual progress in five areas of language competence which were:
conceptualization in the Spanish language, syntax, phonology, morpholo-
gy, and orthography. The results of the tabulation of all Individual
Progress Forms showed improvement in the areas specified. Higher
amounts of points were given to satisfactory and complete mastery cate-
gories. Poor or no progress at all rated lower points.
The results of the post-test drew Information indicating progress
in reading comprehension and clarity in the mediating language process
in Spanish. Fewer miscues were recorded and signs of creativity were
shown in word changes.
The results of the form rating the importance of the curriculum
goals for individual students brought the most verified information
about how relevant the goals of the curriculum were for the target
population. The order of priorities established by the students' own
decisions and consensus substantiates the approach proposed in this
study which deals with thought organization and conceptualization as
they relate to the concrete use of the language. The students'
active
participation in the process of learning the language through
dialogue
completes the foundation sustaining the conceptual approach of
the
cur r 1 cu 1 urn.
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The results of the correlation between the principles of the con-
ceptual framework of this curriculum and the instructional modules pro-
vided relevant information about strong and weak areas of the curricu-
lar content. It was found that the strongest areas of the instruction-
al modules were: topics, objectives, goals, and evaluation. The weak-
est areas were the instructional materials and the learning opportuni-
ties. Although the last two modular components demonstrated signs of
weakness, their implementation in the field test was satisfactorily
accompl i shed
.
The results of the panel presentation demonstrated the Spanish
competence developed by English dominant Hispanic bilingual adults in
their speech. Since the students participating in the panel presenta-
tion came into the Spanish course they expressed themselves in the
English language and when requested to talk in Spanish, language varia-
tion cases such as code-switchings, vacillations, and interferences
were shown. A decrease of English interferences was observed, as well
as the complete Spanish presentation of the topics. The sample stu-
dents showed confidence while talking in Spanish and an awareness about
individual areas of limitations showed evident signs of surpassing them.
Changes in the Curriculum
The results of the field test provided accurate data useful in the
identification of areas requiring changes in the curriculum. Two types
of changes were identified. One type is related to change
performed in
the process of field testing. In order to respond to the
demands of
other participants in the Spanish course, changes were
made in the
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organization and timing planned for the implementation of the instruc-
tional modules. The second type of changes refers to inadequacies in
the curriculum identified in the process of analyzing the data collec-
ted and reporting the results of the study.
Changes in the curriculum while field testing
.
Adaptations were done
in the curriculum originally designed in order to make it responsive to
needs and demands identified in the new student population. The adap-
tations that produced changes in the curriculum were:
1. Reduction in the number of goals. Originally there were
twenty-six goals as analyzed in previous data collected
from participants in the pre-test/pilot test of this
curriculum. The original number was reduced to eighteen
because of the delimitations of this study.
2. The inclusion of more historical facts about the origin
of the Spanish language in order to gain time during the
add and drop period to stabilize the number of students
selected as target population. In the curriculum design
that topic discusses only the terms "Castellano" and
"Espanol 11 and the reason for their usage.
3. Reduction of individual learning opportunities to dis-
cuss reading selections recommended for the first and
fifth modules. The reading selections were assigned to
seven students to report them later in a panel presen-
tation, although all the students received a copy of each
reading and were also assigned to read the selections
and
be ready to discuss them with the panel group. This
was
done because of the limitations in the time of one
aca-
demic semester. After the panel presentation a
short di-
alogue was generated about the readings. The
ideal plan-
i f i cat ion should have provided for individual
discussions
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about the readings in smaller groups. Then a larger
discussion in the whole group would have broadened
the information generated in the smaller dialogues.
4. Reduction of individual learning opportunities for the
instructional modules 111 and V. Theatrical and/or oral
readings were assigned to a small number of participants
because of limitations in the time assigned to these mod-
ules. All the students should have been exposed to this
type of drill.
Changes in the curriculum after the implementation . The results of the
data analysis provided useful references related to areas requiring
changes in the curriculum. Changes are mainly suggested in the areas
of instructional materials and learning opportunities. Minor changes
are suggested for goals and evaluation procedures. Changes are sugges-
ted for:
1. The capacity of the group of study or in a regular course.
The group should be small to facilitate students' partici-
pation. A person with knowledge and command of the Span-
ish language is required to assist in small group dialogue
sess ions
.
2. The number of goals expected to be accomplished in a de-
limited time. The number of goals attempted by the cur-
riculum should be adjusted to the amount of time available
for the implementation of the Spanish course.
3. The historical facts about the origin of the Spanish lan-
guage. These facts should be minimized and instead should
be centered on the evolution and characteristics of the
Spanish language in Spain and Latin America.
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4. The selection of the diagnostic reading tests. The diag-
nostic tests should consist of short, simple, narrative
stories.
5. The Miscue Analysis form. The analysis form should in-
corporate language variations cases of bilingual persons.
6. Topic related to phonology in instructional module number
I. More oral exercises should be included in this topic,
as well as usage of the language laboratory for recording
and hearing the Spanish sounds.
7. Directions for conducting dialogues in small groups. A
model form with direction about the stages of dialogue
should be developed, as well as an evaluation form where
the group summarizes their conclusions.
8. Learning opportunities for instructional modules number
III and V. There should be more individual oriented
learning opportunities for exercising the Spanish speech.
9. Learning opportunities related to conceptualization were
found in instructional modules 1 and 11. Difficulties
were found when the students are moved from one order of
things into another. More exercises about configuration,
categorization, and organization of objects, figures, and
concepts should be included. This will help the learner
to adapt himself to new orders or ways of perceiving the
language.
10. Evaluation procedures in i nsturct ional modules 1 and Ml.
A more manageable tool should be developed to register
clarity of meaning captured in a concept using the dia-
lectical approach and the deep structure of the lexicon.
Another tool should be developed to register distinctions
in the literary style among monolingual writers and
bi-
1 i ngual wr iters.
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11. Students' evaluation forms rating panel presentations.
The evaluation form already designed registers only
teachers' evaluation criteria. An evaluation form
that registers students' reactions and judgments about
the panel presentation should be developed.
The changes in the curriculum were classified in two types:
changes performed in the actual process of field testing, and changes
resulting from the data analysis. Changes were mainly related to the
instructional modules components dealing with instructional materials
and learning opportunities. The suggested changes anticipated recom-
mendations for improving the curriculum.
In summary, chapter four reported:
1. The process of conducting the field test that was devel-
oped in five stages. The stages consisted of: (a) an
identification and determination of physical resources;
(b) an identification and selection of the participants
in the study; (c) the conceptualization of the data;
(d) the design of the data collection instruments; and
(e) the data collection strategies followed.
2. The results of the field test which were drawn from
diverse data collection instruments such as: (a) needs
assessment; (b) exploratory questionnaire of the course
expectations and motivations; (c) diagnostic pre-tests;
(d) individual progress forms; (e) post-tests; (f) a
form rating importance of curriculum goals for individ-
ual students; (g) correlation between the instructional
modules and the principles of the conceptual framework
of the curriculum; and (h) observational strategies of
Spanish language behavior among the Hispanic bilingual
adult students.
3. Changes in the curriculum which were performed during
the process of field testing and others identified
after the analysis of the data collection. Fifteen
changes were suggested mainly addressing the instruc-
tional materials, learning opportunities, and evalua-
tion procedures.
FOOTNOTES
Ana Delgado. Observac iones sobre el curso de
Informe (Amherst: Spanish and Portuguese Department,
Massachusetts, 1 98 1 )
.
^Op. Cit.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter traces a summary of the study conducted; presents
conclusions drawn from the results of the study; and advances recommen-
dations for improving the curriculum, the present study, and for further
research in the major areas of interest included in this dissertation.
Summary
The summary synthesizes the statement of the problem and the pur-
pose of the study.
Restatement of the problem . The situation of two languages and two
cultures in contact creates variations in the language behavior of His-
panic b i 1 ingual -b i cul tura
1
persons, specifically in those persons who
have learned in the United States and/or have lived since their child-
hood in this nation. Language variations are observed at the message
and code levels. The degree of language variations produces cases of
interferences, code-switching, vacillations, and integration. These
distinctive language cases become major language problems when the per-
son has not had formal studies of the two languages in contact, specif-
ically the knowledge and command of the mother tongue which is the
medium for thinking and learning.
The federal mandate of the Bi 1 ingual -Bicul tural Education Act (1968)
in union with state legislation promoted the creation of bi 1 ingual
— bi
cultural education programs. These school programs and/or the person-
nel engaged in the education of the Hispanic bilingual population have
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addressed the teaching of Spanish by adapting traditional curriculum
models for teaching Spanish to the new bi 1 ingual -bicul tural school en-
vironments. These adaptations fail to address specific language vari-
ations resulting from the usage of two languages, and do not provide
significant meaning to all the experiences of the Hispanic bilingual-
bicultural population. Specifically, a distinctive curriculum model
for teaching Spanish to English dominant Hispanic b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1
adult students with a theoretical foundation relevant to bilingualism
and b i cul tura 1 i sm is missing.
Restatement of the purpose . The purpose of this study was the devel-
opment of a Spanish curriculum with an approach that addresses skills
to conceptualize in Spanish among English dominant Hispanic bill ngua 1 -
bicultural adult students who show language variations and deficiencies
in Spanish. Specifically, five research objectives guided the present
study. The objectives were:
1. To conceptualize a theoretical framework for developing
a curriculum for b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 education.
2. To develop a Spanish curriculum for English dominant
Hispanic b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tural adult students who show
* the distinctive language variations characteristic of
bilingualism in Spanish language performance.
3. To field test the curriculum with a selected sample of
English dominant Hispanic b i 1 i ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 adult
students who need to improve their Spanish language
competence and performance.
4. To use the results of the field test to
improve the
curriculum originally conceived.
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5. To advance recommendations for the development and
implementation of the Spanish curriculum for improve-
ment of the present study and for further research.
The latter research objectives were accomplished and reported in
earlier chapters. Chapter II described the process of conceptualizing
the theoretical framework of the curriculum. Chapter III presented the
expressed Spanish curriculum. Chapter IV reports the process of con-
ducting the field test and its results, and Chapter V traces a summary
of the study, lists conclusions, and advances recommendations for the
expressed curriculum, the present study, and for further research.
Concl us i ons
The conclusions are drawn from three essential aspects of this
study which are: (1) the conceptual approach to the curriculum and the
Spanish language competence; (2) the Spanish curriculum developed; and
(3) the results of the field test.
Within the limitations of this study it is concluded that the con-
ceptual approach tested in this study was effective in developing the
framework of the curriculum and in helping the selected Hispanic bilin-
gual adult students accomplish the primary goals of the Spanish curricu-
lum. The conceptual framework addresses dialogue (Freire, 1968) as the
mean for reflecting about language, and the internal and external con-
ditions affecting the language performance of bilinguals. The
primary
goals of the curriculum pursue the identification of the
relationship
between thought organization and the concrete use of the
language as
well as the participation of the learner in the process
of learning
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their mother tongue. It is also concluded that the conceptual approach
confirms the linguistic position used as a referent in this study which
sustains that a native of any language has the innate capacity to for-
mulate the rules of his/her language, to comprehend and interpret any
grammatical sentence, and to produce multiple and infinite sentences
grammatically correct, if the person is immersed in proper contextual
and learning experiences. The contextual experiences provided in this
curriculum are concomitant to the linguistic characteristics of the
Spanish of the Puerto Ricans and/or Latin Americans.
The Spanish curriculum is the product of a joint action of differ-
ent participants in the curriculum planning. Although its implementa-
tion was conditioned by several delimitations, it is our belief that
the curriculum developed was successful in helping the Hispanic bilin-
gual adult students achieve the purpose of this study by improving their
Spanish competence and performance. The curriculum components, includ-
ing the goals and the instructional modules, were designed taking into
consideration the principles of the conceptual framework. These prin-
ciples considered three characteristics attained in a reality which are:
the conceptualization, the contextua 1 i zat i on , and its st ructura 1 i zat i on
.
The instructional modules components (topics, objectives, learning op-
portunities, instructional materials, and evaluation procedures) were
closely related to the conceptualization principle of the curriculum
framework. It has been concluded that the Spanish curriculum was re-
sponsive to the principles by which it stands, and that the
conceptual-
ization of a curriculum must be sustained by clearly identified
scien-
tific principles, especially those designed for bi 1 ingual
-b i cul tural
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education which gather so many variables and dualities. The principles
are also effective as primary criteria useful for curriculum evaluation
purposes.
The field test of the curriculum brought about interesting, varied,
and abundant information. The nature of the field test imposed limita-
tions on the amount of information used in reporting the results.
From the specific data collected and analyzed, it is concluded that
the results of the field test were effective in providing essential in-
formation to verify that the purposes of the study and the goals and ob-
jectives of the curriculum were fully accomplished. The results of the
field test were also effective in providing a record of immediate ef-
fects of the curriculum implementation in the selected learners. This
record facilitates the identification of the curriculum components which
were adequately addressed to the target population, and those that were
not. It is also our belief that the results of the study verified that:
(l) the curriculum approach implemented is appropriate; (2) the concep-
tual approach to the Spanish language competence is adequate; (3) there
is a correlation between the conceptual approach and the curriculum de-
veloped; and (4) the conceptual approach and the curriculum are respon-
sive and fit the linguistic reality of the English dominant Hispanic
bilingual adult students selected for this study. The results of the
field test helped to identify curriculum components that need to be
im-
proved indicating specific concerns related to the contextual i
zat ion
and structural ization principles of the conceptual framework.
A personal remark from this investigator about the
results of the
field testing is that the majority of the sample population is not
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aware of the roots of his/her language variations and of the relations
that the language condition have to other human conditions of his/her
own. Consequently he/she has been trained to expect a traditional lan-
guage course in which the rules of the language are dictated to him/
her by a teacher whose emphasis is the teaching of grammar (implying
by this, teaching to write). The uncertainty produced by a situation
in which this norm is changed and substituted by one in which the stu-
dent is expected to become aware that the rules for his/her language
are potentially present in his/her mind, and it is not the professor's
responsibility to dictate them, but his/hers to discover the rules
through dialogue and reflection, is generally seen useless by the stu-
dent at first. Yet, when time goes by, and the process of reflecting
and dialoguing about the language is experienced, the student develops
confidence and he/she explores his/her language behavior and discovers
self-evaluation and self-correction strategies for individual language
competence improvement.
Recommendat i ons
Recommendations presented in this section are drawn from the re-
sults of the field test and the three principles of the conceptual
framework. Recommendations are made for: (1) changes in the curricu-
lum developed; (2) improvement of the present study; and (3) further
research to be conducted.
Changes in the curriculum development and implementation. Chapter
IV
reported a series of changes performed in the curriculum while
being
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7. The literary selections chosen for diagnostic testing
should conform to simple narrative literary style
rather than expositive or descriptive styles.
8. The analysis form of diagnostic tests should add
other categories related to language variations of
Hispanic bilinguals such as interferences. Present
analysis forms are designed for monolingual students.
9. The phonology topic in instructional module I should
include more oral drills. The drills should incorporate
the use of the language laboratory. The content of the
material used in the language laboratory must be related
to the contextual experiences of the learner. It im-
plies preparation of new supplementary material.
10. Dialogues conducted in small groups require a model
form directing the interaction among participants in
order to ensure full participation of all students.
An evaluation form should be also designed to facilitate
the summary of group dialogue and to record their per-
formance.
11. Instructional modules III and V should include more
learning opportunities related to the speech. It im-
plies more use of language laboratory and the prepara-
tion of appropriate instructional materials relevant to
language variations among bilinguals.
12. Instructional modules I and Ml should develop more
learning opportunities related to conceptualization
skills. For several students it was difficult to com-
prehend abstractions or establish abstract relation-
ships. It was also difficult to pass from a first or-
der into a second order. More drills about parts rela-
tions of an object should be developed.
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13. Individual evaluations procedures, such as exams in
instructional Module I, should provide more directive
drills in order to facilitate recording degree of
clarity in the meaning of a concept. More coding and
decoding drills should be incorporated.
l*i. Each instructional module can be expanded to include
more topics and objectives in order to be implemented
under other school environments.
15. The curriculum should develop more specific instruments
to register stylistic differences in the Spanish of
Hispanic bilinguals to be constrasted with standard lan-
guage styles of Hispanic writers. This type of record
will help the learner to identify Spanish authentic
forms for cases of interferences in their Spanish lan-
guage performance.
16. The curriculum should include more readings from Hispanic
bilingual writers in the United States.
Improvement of the present study. The present study was exploratory
in nature and centered on the initial steps of the development of cur-
riculum for promoting Spanish language competence of English dominant
Hispanic b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 adults. The study can be improved by:
1. The field test should be conducted specifically with
English dominant Hispanic b i 1
i
ngua 1 -b i cul tura 1 adults
and the group should be small. This will ensure per-
sonal confidence and promote more participation in
dialogistic situations.
2. In one academic semester fewer instructional modules
should be field tested. Too much information presented
in one semester does not allow the student to mature
the variety of concepts to which he/she is exposed.
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3. All efforts should be stressed in developing skills to
conceptualize in Spanish and to develop the speech, and
less attention should be given to the orthography.
This aspect should be emphasized since the beginning.
Written skills should, of course, be considered, but as
a means for molding the syntax. The orthography will
be improved when the ideas are properly identified and
there is clarity in the expression.
4. The literary selections considered as instructional ma-
terials should be reviewed and actualized. They should
be as relevant as possible to the reality and the time
of the selected population.
3. The implementation of the curriculum requires a longer
period of time. The curriculum was originally conceived
for at least one full academic year. The group should
meet more than three days per week, or two days with a
longer period of time including a weekly hour of language
1 aboratory
.
6. Data collection instruments and strategies should be re-
viewed and reviewed. There were terms in the question-
naires that were unknown to the group.
Recommendations for further research. This study brought about impli-
cations for further research. The following recommendations are made
for additional investigations:
1. The curriculum could be tested with other Hispanic bi-
lingual population showing other language deficiencies
and compare results with English dominant Hispanic
students
.
2. The content of the Spanish curriculum could be tested with
other theoretical approaches to compare results.
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3. The conceptual framework of the curriculum could be ap-
plied to other subject matter, but developing different
contextual instructional modules pertinent to the field
of study involved and establish effectiveness of the
conceptual approach.
4. The conceptual approach could be tested stressing other
aspects of language competence and establish its effec-
t i veness
.
5. The instructional modules could be tested alone to es-
tablish their effectiveness.
6. The goals of the curriculum could be tested to establish
levels of retainment in the students within a substan-
tial period of time.
7. The goals of the curriculum could be tested to determine
if there is an association to the instructional modules,
and to provide instructional materials for research.
8. The components of the instructional modules could be
tested to establish whether they are related to the top-
ics or not, and to provide additional means for estab-
lishing its effectiveness.
9. The three principles of the conceptual approach could
be tested to establish their effectiveness in other
curr i cula.
10. The instructional materials of the curriculum could be
tested to establish their relevancy and effectiveness.
Chapter V summarizes main issues and the purpose of this study,
lists major outcomes gained from the field test, and suggests recom-
mendations for the expressed curriculum. Delimitations in the field
test of the expressed curriculum implied adjustments of the Spanish
curriculum to make it responsive and suitable to new conditions which
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arose in the sample student population. Emerged changes in the cur-
riculum provided substantial information to make recommendations about
the curriculum and the field test. These recommendations are reported
in this chapter. Implications drawn from the study of the expressed
and the emerged curriculum provided additional information that could
be used for further research in the fields of curriculum bilingual-
bicultural education and the Spanish of English dominant Hispanic bi-
lingual students in the United States.
The curriculum expressed demonstrated to be significant because
it constitutes a beginning attempt to provide quality education for
higher b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tura 1 education. This curriculum helps in assist-
ing the development of a distinctive curriculum drawn from the linguis-
tic and cultural realities of bilingualism and b i cul tura 1 i sm. The con-
ceptual framework of the curriculum provides a theoretical foundation
that gives direction both to the methodology for developing curriculum
by integrating theories and practices of related fields of study, and
the instructional methodology for addressing specific language varia-
tions and deficiencies among English dominant Hispanic bilinguals.
The theoretical foundation can be used as a referent platform in devel-
oping curricula for other subject matter areas within b i 1 i ngual -b i cul
-
tural education programs.
The implementation of this curriculum provides b i 1 i ngual -b i cul tural
education an opportunity to make the Equal Education Opportunity Act
become a reality in the higher education system of this nation.
It
also demonstrates that it is through redesigning the curriculum
and
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personalizing the instruction that we will be able to reform the
North American school system.
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ESPANOL
PARA EL HISPANO BILINGUE-BICULTURAL
ESTUDIOS UNIVERSITARIOS SUBGRADUADOS
Espanol #154 Dias: LMV
# de catSlago 735433 Hora: 1:25-2:15
Lugar: Herter Hall 102
Encuesta de informaci6n personal
Vas a participar en un curso de esDanol en el cual experimen-
taremos distintas tScnicas de c6mo mejorar el conociniento del
espanol en Estados Unidos. Tu contribucidn al curso harS posible
el descubrir si este diseno del curso de espanol comcrende activi-
dades educativas relevantes a tus necesidades lingul sticas
.
Nombre: # de estudiante:
•Uireccifin local:
TelSf ono:
Direcci6n permanente:
1. Lugar de nacimiento:
Ciudad pais Estado de E.E.U.U.
2. Tienpo vivido en su pals natal:__ ,
anos meses
3. Lugar de residencia: >
urbana rural
4. Clasif icaci6n del Srea geogrSfica: >
urbana-ciuaad
5.
6 .
urbana- pueblo rural-comunal
Nivel socio-econ6mico
:
pobre
Tiempo de estudio de la lengua
7
rural-aislado
mediano meaio-alto
espanola en su pals natal:
7.
anos meses
Tipo de escuela a la que asistifi: 1 :
—
ptiblica pnvada
urbana rural
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8. Si no asisti6 a la escuela en su pais natal, c6mo aprendifi
el espanol:
,
hogar comunidad
9. Nacionalidad de su padre:
Nacionalidad de la madre:
10.
Ocupacifin del padre:
Ocupacifin de la madre:
11. <LHa vivido en otros paises?:
,
si no
12. Mencione:
,
Otros:
ciudad pais
13. Edad en que emigr6 a los Estados Unidos de Norte America:
14.
Estado al cual emigr6:
15. Lugar de residencia:
, ,
urbana-pueblo urbana-ciudad rural
16. Clasif icacidn sector social:
,
His pano-Americano Puertorr lqueao
Grupo Mixto-Hispano Estadounidense otro
17. Nivel socio-econ6mico:
, ,
pobre mediano medio-aito
18. Tiempo vivido en Estados Unidos:
,
anos meses
19.
Tiempo de estudios en Estados Unidos: ,
anos meses
20. Tipo de escuela a la cual asisti6: ,
pdblica pnvada
21. Program escolar al cual asisti6: <
_
regular bilingue-bicultural
22. cEstudi6 espanol en Estados Unidos de Am6rica? >
si no
Dentro de qu6 programa: »
espanol para nativos como segunaa lengua
23.
dC6mo categori 2aria su conocimiento de la lengua espanola?:
pobre normal superior no sabe
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24. Lonqua en la cu.nl bo aionte mill cdmodo habl.nntioj
lnql<*'B Eapartol
25. iCu.lloB coriBidorn untod quo non bum principnlcw problomns on
la lonqua •Bpaftola?
H.nhladn i orqnniznclfln do ideas
pronunciacifin do lonidos
aconto
ontonacifin
vacilacifin
otro
bscri t.n
:
orqanizncifin do idoa»
acentuacifln do palabra
puntuaclSn
uso letraa dudosaa
uso letras maydnculas y mindsculas
divisifin do palabran en ullabaa
Loctura
:
comprensi6n
rltmo
GRACIAS POP TU COOPEKACION
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ESPANOL PARA HISPANOS BILINGUES-BICULTURALES
DEPARTAMENTO DE ESPANOL & PORTUGUES
UNIVERSIDAD DE MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS
Cuestionario de exploracion:
Lenqua materna v expectaciones
Comenta libremente sobre lo siguiente:
1.
cQu6 cosas sabes sobre tu lengua materna?
2.
£Cfimo te sientes respecto a tu lengua materna?
3.
£Porqu6 vienes a este cur so de espanol?
4.
£C6mo tu crees que el curso te ayudarS a conocer mejor
tu lengua materna?
5.
iQu£ esperas lograr en este curso de espanol?
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Prueba de Comprensior.
Lectura silenciosa
Nombre Fecha
Tiempo de duracions Desde hasta Total
Llena el espacio dejado en bianco cor. la palabra que tu areas
que debe ir para completar el sentido lo'gico de la lectura. Debes
llenar toaos los blancos. Puedes brincar algunc que sea dificil y
volver de nuevo a llenarlo. No tengas miedo de adivinar.
Revisemos las ventajas y las que
ofrece la condicion
podemos
,
surr.a
unas y otras son
lo tanto, sumar dos
bilingue. Per; quiero advertir
naturaieza diferente. No
para ver que
la mayor: o bien
lo que ganamos y
decidirnos en pro de
un platiilo de la
otro lo que perdemos,
que mas pese. Porque
se trata de valores
tivamente,
entre los cuales
la eleccion.
Salta a
que pueden compararse cuantita-
de valores de calidad distinta,
estimacion personal y colectiva
vista la importancia que para
el hombre moderno conocer lenguas extrar.jeras. Es
evidente para que gastemos
si estas lenguas son
y .
el
tan alto contenido espiritual
. Todo el mundo sabe,
en demostrarla y mucho
tanta utilidad practica
el ingles y
que la edad mas
para el aprendizaje es
el lenguaje por un
que aprovechar la etapa
ninez y la adolecencia.
de iir.itacio'n (m9mesis ), y
la vida en que
facultades mime’ticas se hallan despiertas. Despues,
tendremos que
Habitos expresivos ya
contra la resistencia que los
232
Desde el punto de de la formacion espiritual
,
estudio de una lengua de la materna crea
la mente el sentido la comparacicm, del tanteo
.
/
traducir el pensamiento plegandolo formas diferentes. Cada
lengua un sistema compacto y de signos ex-
presivos
.
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Lectura oral
( Miscue Analysis)
Nombre Fecha
Tiempo de duraci^n: desde hasta
.
Total
Lee en voz alta la siguiente seleccio'n literaria. Aunque no entiendas
vina palabra
,
o no la puedas leer continua la lectura sin interrunpir. No
tengas ir.iedo de hacer pausas, vacilaciones
,
etc. Continua leyendo.
1 " Fue Aureliano quien concibio' la formula que habia de defenderlos
2 durante varios meses de las evasior.es de la memoria. La descubrio por
3 casualidad. Insomne experto, por haber sido uno de los prineros, habia
4 aprendido a la perfeccio'n el arte de la plateria. Un dia estaba buscar.do
5 el pequeno yunque que utilizaba para laminar los metales, y no recordo* su
6 nombre. Su padre se lo dijos tas. Aureliano escribio el nombre en un papel
7 que pego con goma en la base del yunquecito: tas. Asi estuvo seguro de no
8 olvidarlo en el futuro. No se le ocurrio que fuera aquella la primera na-
9 nifestacion del olvido, porque el objeto tenia un nombre dificil de recor-
10 dar. Pero pocos d£as despues descubrio que tenia dificultades para recor-
11 dar casi todas las cosas del laboratorio. Entonces las marco con el nombre
12 respectivo, de modo que le bastaba con leer la inscripcion para identifi-
13 carlas. Cuando su padre le comunico su alarma por haber olvidado hasta los
14 hechos mas impresionantes de su ninez, Aureliano le explico su metodo, y
15 Jose Arcadio Buendia lo puso en practica en toda la casa y mas tarde lo
16 impuso en todo el pueblo. Con un hisopo entintado marco cada cosa con su
17 nombre t 'mesa', ' silla' , ' relo j ' • ' puerta '
,
'pared', 'cama', cacerola Fue
18 al corral y marco los animales y las plantass 'vaca', ' chivo '
,
'puerco ' ,
19 ' gallina*
,
'yuca' , ’ malanga' , ' guineo'. Poco a poco, estudiando las infini-
20
-tas posibilidades del olvido, se dio cuenta de que podia llegar un dia en
21 que se reconocieran las cosas por sus inscripciones , pero no se recordara
Gont. lectura oral...
22 su utilidad. ^.ntonces fue mas explicito. El letrero que colgo de la cerviz
23 la vaca era muestra ejemplar de la forma en que los habitantes de Macon-
24 do estaban dispuestos a luchar contra el olvido: 'Esta es la vaca, hay que
25 ordenarla todas las mananas para que produzca leche y a la leche hay que
26 hervirla para mezclarla con el cafe y hacer cafe con leche.' Asi continuaron
2? viviendo una realidad escurridiza, momentaneamente capturada por las pala-
28 bras, pero que habia de fugarse sin remedio cuando olvidaran los valores
29 de la letra escrita.
30 En la entrada del camino de la cienaga se habia puesto un anuncio que
31 decia Macondo y otro mas grande en la calle central que decia Dior, pxiste.
32 En todas las casas se habian escrito claves para memorizar los objetos y
33 los sentimientos . Pero el sistema exigia tanta vigilancia y tanta fortale-
34 za moral, que muchos sucumbieron al hechizo de una realidad ircaginaria,
35 inventada por ellos mismos, que les resultaba menos pra'ctica pero mas re-
36 confortante. Pilar Temera fue quien mas contribuyo' a popularizar esa
37 mistificacidn, cuando concibio el artificio de leer el pasado en las barajas
38 como antes habia leido el futuro. Mediante ese recurso, los insomnes empeza-
39 ron a vivir en un mundo construido por las altemativas inciertas de los
40 naipes, donde el padre se recordaba apenas como el hombre moreno que habia
41 llegado a principios de abril y la madre se recordaba apenas como la mu-
42 jer triguena que usaba un anillo de oro en la mano izquierda, y donde una
43 fecha de nacimiento quedaba reducida al ultimo martes en que canto la alon-
44 dra en el laurel. Derrotado por aquellas practicas de consolacion, Jose
45 Arcadio Buendia decidio entonces construir la maquina de la memoria que una
46 vez habia deseado para acordarse de los maravillosos inventos de los gita-
47 nos. El artefacto se fundaba en la posibilidad de repasar todas las
mananas,
48 y desde el principio hasta el fin, la totalidad de los
conocimientos adqui-
49 ridos en la vida. Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Cion anos d° sole -
daci . I pags. 4?-4d
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MISCUE ANALYSIS FORM
Student— Selection
Date Gass
. Evaluator
I. DIALECT EVIDENCE
PrcD
Post L_J
II. SOUND-LETTER RELATIONSHIPS:
.
HlOH SOME none *
i ? 3 * > •> g o io 1 1 i? n u i< n p i< to r :i ?t mm \ ^ soV^E
nGraphicsimilarity
III. GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS: ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE %
i ? ?
_
q
. i
o
.
i
1 p n t 4 n ia < - 1 * ^ \> •• AccrrrGrammatical
acceptability J=T j
IV. MEANING RELATIONSHIPS:
i 7 y > s 6 t r. o in tt t; it u is \h f i« to ?i y 77 ?t ?- YES SQM" NO 7- VE C
Correctionj j~
| { |
'
[ j | j | | [ | j | | | 1 | i~F j \ j |~T | | j
Meaning
change
I ? 3 4 < 6 7 H 0 10 M 1? 13 N IS 16 17 IS 10 ?0 7' 77 ?j 7S YFS SOME NO % N'O
1 1 1 1
1 )
i ii ii m 1 1 nil 1 1 1 1 1 1 i ~i~~i i
V PATTERNS OF STRENGTH &' WEAKNESS: TOTAL TOTAL
Strength
Some strength
Weakness
I ? 3 4 «. h 7 H 0 1(3 II I? 13 l-i l« Ift 17 t» to 70 71 77 73 ?4 7* NO
1 !
1 ,i 1 !
n~
t._L
-
i
'
!
!
!
1
1
i i 1 !
1
VI. RETELLING:
Cliaracter identification -of 15
Character description of 10
Events in succession of 35
Summary of plot of 10
Theme, moral, or message of 20
Intro, of pers. exper. of 10
Total retelling score of 100
VIII. BAR GRAPH SUMMARY:
VII(A). REPEATED MISCUES:
(B) . NON-WORD SUBSTITUTIONS
(C) . OMISSIONS
CAUSING MEANING CHANGE
IX. EVALUATION & RECOMMENDATIONS:
D/977 D. Shcrnmii A J D<'Lu* tcr.
All right! rurn.M.
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Universidad de Massachusetts
Departamento de Espanol & Portugue's
Escuela de Educacio'n
Amherst, Massachusetts
Espanol 154 Carmen M. P.ivera
Planilla sobre imnortar.cia individual de metas
para un curnculo de espanol
.
Instrucciones
:
A continuacio'n aparece una lista de metas que sirvieror. de guia
para diseffar la instruccio'n de este curso. Coloca uno de los siguie-
tes numeros: 3f 2, 1, 0, en el encasillado que aparece ai lado ae cada
meta al contestar^la siguiente pregunta: iCuAl ae estas metas fue mas
importante para ti?
Clave: 3 = muy importante
2 = importante
1 = menos importante
0 = no tuvo importancia
Metas= Se espera que los eaucar.dos:
A. Cobren conciencia de que el conocimiento de la lengua mejora
su uso.
B. Valorioen equilibradamente el conocimiento y dominie de la
lengua materna y el conocimiento y dominio de una segunaa
lengua.
C. Cobren conciencia de que decir su lengua es comunicar su iaen-
tidaa social, cultural y psicolo'gica.
D. Desarrollen una identidad cultural clara.
E. Establezcan relaciones entre mente, lengua y cultura.
F. Descubran la relacio'n entre la organizacion del pensamiento
y el uso concreto de la lengua.
G. Participen activamente en el proceso de aprendizaje del es-
panol.
H. Desarrollen destrezas para format abstracciones
.
I. Valoricen diversos diversos niveles de actuacion linguistica.
J. Identifiquen conceptos linguisticos y funciones gramaticales
de palabras.
K. Descubran la relacio'n entre competencia linguistica y actuacic
linciiistica.
0
ODD
D
DO
L. Descubran la validez que tiene su intuicion lingiilstica como
criterio de correccio'n lingiilstica.
LL. Cobren cociencia de que tenemos diferentes estilos ling'iiisticos
de acuerdo a distintas circunstancias
.
M. Distingan variaciones dialectales y el concepxo de la lengua
general.
N. Descubran similitudes artistico-culturales er. la sociedad que
conviven.
O. Descubran la relacion entre acontecimientos historico- politi-
cos de la sociedad en que conviven y sus efecxos en la lengua
y la cultura.
P. Descubran diferencias artistico-culturales en la sociedad que
conviven.
Q. Despierten inquietudes en torno a su quehacer linguistico dentro
.
- del proceso historico-cultural que viven.
Evaluacion de lectura oral
2*0
Nombre Fecha
Tiempo de duracion: desde
_hasta Total
Lee en voz alta la siguiente seleccion en prosa. Aunque no enti.er.da3
una palabra o no la puedas leer, sigue leyendo sin interrumpir. No xencas
miedo de hacer pausas
,
vacilaciones
,
etc. Continua leyendo.
001 2 Que nomas de correccion riger. el idioma? i Quien tiene autoridad para
002 fijarlas? dComo se imponen y que fuerza obligatoria encierrar.? <- Que* er.co-
003 mienda tienen en el mantenimiento de la unidad del idioma?
004 Aclaremos primero que debe entenderse per correccion. El cor.cepto de co-
005 rreccion es relativo, en teminos generales, no absoluxo. Lo que fue co-
006 rrecto en la Edad Media o' en el Siglo de Oro no lo es hoy. Lo ccrrecxo er.
00? San Juan de Puerto Rico no tiene que serlo en Madrid. Por: el yeismo, cue
008 consiste en pronunciar la 11 como y ( cabayo por caballo.caye por calls)
009 es correcto en Puerto Rico y en el resto de Hispar.oamerica, asi cono en
0010 ciertas regiones espanolas
,
pero es incorrecto en los circulos cultos
0011 madrilenos. Frente a estos casos, que demuestran 1 relativiaad del con-
0012 cepto de correccion, se levar.tan muchos otros para probar la exister.cia de
/ / . . .
0013 formas que gozan de validez general entre las personas mas msxruiaas ce;
0014 mundo hispanohablante . Por doquiera son formas correctas, entre otras, haya
0015 exanen, Gabriel, trajiste; e incorrectas haiga , desamen, Grabiel, trajistes.
0016 De ello se infiere que es perfectamente legitimo emplear usos lir.guisticos
0017 consagrados localmente por las personas mas cultas de alii y que no vicler.-
0018 ten lo que de manera imprecisa se ha llamado " el genio de la lengua" . Pero
0019 a la vez tales dialectismos cultos deben evitarse cuar.do salimos de_
amci-
0020 to nativo, en favor de las formas preferidas por las gentes mas
instruidas
0021 del otro lugar.
Cont. evaluacion lectura oral.
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
Las personas cultas componen lo que pudiera llamarse el "Tribunal
Supremo de la Lengua'.' En la mayorla de los casos sus usos coinciden con
lo que preceptuan la gramatica normativa y el diccionario. Pero cuando
una forma este plenamente justificada porque la utilizan los escritores
mas distinguidos y los individuos mas cultos, y responden a una imoeriosa
necesidad expresiva - sea de order pra'cticd o estetico - debemos enp-learla
aunaue no figure en el diccionario y se aparte de los preceptos gramatica-
les
.
.
t
C De donde derivan esas personas su autoridad sobre la lengua? La for-
.
/
. t
macion mtelectual superior, el talento, el conocimiento teorico del idio-
ma, la practica en el uso de las mejores formas expresivas, la buena lec-
tura, el trato social, el buen gusto, los viajes, les conceden esa auto-
ridad. Los demas sectores sociales reconocen el prestigio superior de ese
y respetan su autoridad.
/ . / .Sena mgenuo creer que los conoc lmientos de gramatica normativa bastan
para hablar y escribir bien. Es imprescindible la accion conjunta de una
serie de factores, individuales unos , colectivos otros. Junto a las cuali-
dades que aporte el individuo, los estimulos fecundantes del ambientes
el hogar, la escuela, el vecindario, el gobierno, las instituciones de
todo genero, las tecnicas de comunicacion en masa. Es mas: una cultura tan
compleja como la nuestra, puede que haya una relacion directa entre el
numero y la calidad de esos estimulos y el valor de los logros individua-
les en el buen uso de la lengua. La norma lingulstica mas recomendable
,
a nuestro juicio, es la libertad bien entsr.dida y sensatanente practicad a.
Ni purismo ni abandono "La lengua - dice T. Navarro Tomas (1824...)-
no tiene otro destino que aquel a donde la conaucen las gentes que de ella
se sirven. El puertorriqueno necesita tener clara conciencia de que la
suerte del espa^ol de su pais depende del interes, cuidado y esmero con
que los mismos puertorriquenos lo hablen."
PRUEBA DE COMPRENSION
LECTURA SILENCIOSA
Nombre
Tiempo de duracion: desde
Fecha
hasta Total
Llena el espacio dejado en bianco con la palabra que tu piensas o creas
que debe ir para completar el sentido lo'gico de la lectura. Debes llenar
cada bianco. Puedes brincar alguno que sea dificil y volver de nuevo a
llenarlo. No tengas miedo de adivinar.
Desperte" cubierto sudor. Del piso de
regado, subia vapor caliente. Una mariposa
rojos, recien
revolteaba encandilada
hamaca y descalzo
salido de escondrijo a tomar el
alas grisaceas
del foco amarillento . Salte'’ la
el cuarto, cuidando no algun alacran
aspire^ el aire del
.
Me acerque al ventanillo
. Se oia la respiracion la
noche, enorme, femenina.
agua de jarra en la palangana de
al centro de la
y humedeci la
.,
vacie^el
Me frote el torso
un y , tras de cerciorarme
las pieroas con el empapado , me seque
ningun bicho estaba escon-
dido los pliegues de mi me vesti y calc/.
saltando la escalera pintada verde. En la puerta meson
tropece con el
una sillita de
sujeto tuerto y reticente. en
_,
fumaba con los ojos . Con voz
ronca me
_
i Onde va , seflor?
A una vuelta. Hace mucho
- Hum, todo esta ya
valiera quedarse.
.
Y no hay alumbrado Mas le
los hombros, musite " ahora y me meti en
oscuro. Al principio no nada. Camine a tientas
cigarrillo . De pronto saliola calle empedrada. Encendi
luna de una nube . iluminando un muro bianco,
246
a trechoa. Me detuve,
poco de vionto. Reapire'
la noche, llena de
ante tanta blancura. Soplcf
airo de Iob tamarindos.
e inBoctoe.

